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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
 

Nature of the case 
Mr. McMurtry, the petitioner in this original mandamus proceeding, 
challenges the validity of a provision in a city ordinance calling a gen-
eral and special election for November 6, 2018, and adopting language 
for the election ballot.  
 
Respondent 
The respondent is the City of Austin, a home rule city in Travis County, 
which acted through its city council to call an election and adopt the 
language for items on the ballot, including the challenged language. 
 
Challenged Action of Respondent 
Mr. McMurtry challenges the sufficiency of the ballot language that the 
city council adopted for the special election on a measure concerning 
whether future comprehensive revisions of Austin’s land development 
laws by the city council are barred from going into effect until after a 
waiting period, followed by voter approval. The challenged language 
will appear as Proposition J on the November 2018 ballot. See App. Tab 
1 (Ordinance No. 20180809-113) (Aug. 9, 2018) at 49 (Part 8). 
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ISSUE PRESENTED 
 
 Does the Austin City Council’s adoption of the ballot language for 

Proposition J for the November 2018 election satisfy its ministerial du-

ties under Texas common law and Article IV of the Austin City Char-

ter? 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
 

A. Austin’s Initiative And Referendum Process 

 The measure to be presented to Austin voters this November by 

Proposition J is part initiative and part referendum. Article IV of Aus-

tin’s charter outlines the city process for both. See App. Tab 5.1 

 Section 1 of Article IV governs initiatives. Under § 1, citizens may 

propose an ordinance—called an “initiated” ordinance—by submitting 

the requisite number of signatures by “qualified [city] voters” on a peti-

tion, along with the initiated ordinance, to the city clerk for verification 

of whether the signature requirements are met. 

 Section 2 of Article IV governs referenda. Under § 2, citizens may 

petition (before such legislation’s effective date) to have an ordinance—

called a “referred ordinance”—that has been “enacted by the council” ei-

ther repealed by the council or submitted to a citizen vote.2 If the re-

1 The City requests that the Court take judicial notice under Tex. R. Evid. 204 of 
Austin’s city charter and its code of ordinances. The City has excerpted the most 
pertinent provisions—§§ 1-5—of Article IV of its charter as Tab 5 of the appendix to 
this response. Tab I of the McMurtry petition’s appendix inexplicably omits the 
main referendum provision, § 2, from its Article IV. 
2 Austin’s charter excepts certain kinds of ordinances affecting public peace, health, 
and safety from the City’s referendum process but those exceptions are not relevant 
to this case. Art IV § 2. 
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ferred ordinance is not repealed, but instead is submitted to a vote, it 

cannot go into effect until and unless the voters approve it. 

 The city council has two options for initiatives. It can pass the ordi-

nance as submitted within ten days of certification, or it may order an 

up-or-down election on the submitted ordinance on the next “allowable” 

election date. Austin City Charter, Art. IV, § 4(a)-(b). 

 The city council also has two options for referenda. First, it must 

consider the “referred ordinance” to determine whether to repeal it. Id., 

Art. IV, § 4, last full paragraph. Then, if the ordinance is not repealed, it 

is to be submitted to the voters on the next “allowable” election date. Id. 

 City council has a role therefore, for both initiatives and referenda. 

For initiatives, the council must decide whether to adopt the initiated 

ordinance. For referenda, the council must decide whether to repeal the 

referred ordinance. The ordinances go before the voters through a ballot 

proposition only after the council fails to adopt (for initiated ordinances) 

or repeal (for referred ordinances).  Under § 5 of Article IV, the ballot 

proposition is to provide the “caption of the ordinance.” Austin City 

Charter, Art. IV, § 5 (emphasis added).   
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B. The Citizen Proposal 

 Starting sometime in late 2017, a petition was circulated to obtain 

signatures on a petition concerning Austin’s land development process. 

The petition was labeled “Petition For An Ordinance Requiring Both A 

Waiting Period And Voter Approval Before CodeNEXT Or Comprehen-

sive Land Development Revisions Become Effective.” McMurtry Pet. 

App. Tab A. The petition contained an opening paragraph from the peti-

tion signatories, followed by the ordinance being proposed. The first 

line—Line I—introduced the proposed ordinance as: “Required Waiting 

Period and Voter Referendum for Comprehensive Revisions of the City’s 

Land Development Laws.” Id. Unlike the heading of the petition for this 

ordinance, this description of the ordinance has no reference to some-

thing called “CodeNEXT.” 

 Following Line I were four sub-parts, labeled A-D. Id. Sub-parts A 

and B reference “CodeNEXT,” provide no definition or explanation of 

what it is, and follow it with the phrase, “or subsequent comprehensive 

revisions of the land development laws” or variations on that phrase. 

 Sub-part A provides for a waiting period after council passage of a 

comprehensive revision of Austin land development laws. The waiting 
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period would be June 1 after the next regularly scheduled council elec-

tion that itself is after an Austin council “adopts” such “comprehensive 

revision.” Until that two-phased waiting period has run its course, any 

such comprehensive revision would be barred from going into effect. 

This is the initiative part of the citizen petition. 

 Sub-part B provides for yet another period after the foregoing wait-

ing period during which any enacted comprehensive revision of Austin 

land development laws still would not be allowed to go into effect. In-

stead, any such enacted ordinance—as a whole3—then would have to go 

before Austin voters at the “next available municipal election” and could 

not become law unless Austin voters approved it at that election. In 

other words, this part of the petition would institute a referendum on 

an ordinance that has not yet been enacted, but someday may be. 

C. City Council Abandons CodeNEXT And Adopts Ballot Language For 
Proposition J. 

 
 The petition was submitted to the city clerk on March 29, 2018, and 

she completed her review of whether the signature requirement had 

been met on April 23, 2018. App. Tab 3 at 104. On that date, having 

3 As stated in sub-part B, any such ordinance would have to be submitted “in its en-
tirety and not piecemeal.” 
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found the signature requirement met, she certified the petition to the 

city council. Id. 

 The City initially resisted placing anything about CodeNEXT on the 

ballot. It argued that it was a zoning provision and that zoning provi-

sions are not subject to the initiative process. See McMurtry Pet. App. 

Tab E (2nd page of District Judge Naranjo Letter of July 16, 2018).4 The 

court explained that CodeNEXT “is not an ordinance,” id., and conse-

quently the argument was premature. That same day, the court man-

damused the City to include the disputed matter on the November 2018 

ballot. Id. Tab F. Noting that CodeNEXT was only in draft form, the 

court observed that “[n]either the proposed initiative nor the underlying 

land development code has been passed as ordinances.” Id. 

 Following this ruling, the council took up discussion of the proposed 

initiative and referendum concerning City land development laws at its 

August 9, 2018, council session. App. Tab 2. It also took up discussion of 

CodeNEXT itself. The CodeNEXT discussion ended with passage of a 

council resolution abandoning the CodeNEXT process entirely and di-

recting the City Manager “to develop and propose a new process leading 

4 There, the court refers to cases cited by the City “for the proposition of withdraw-
ing zoning from the initiative process.” 
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to a Land Development Code.” App. Tab 4 at 110. Consequently, 

CodeNEXT “is not, and never has been, an Ordinance.” App. Tab 6 at 

118 (¶ 3). An ordinance to adopt the re-write of the City’s Land Devel-

opment Code was never presented to the Austin city council. Id. (¶ 6). 

 The council then went on to discuss the appropriate language for the 

proposition on the land development code rewrite measure. The two key 

points of discussion were: (a) whether the waiting period built into the 

ordinance required clarification or explanation;5 and (b) whether the 

phrase “CodeNEXT” was appropriate for inclusion.6 The waiting period 

was phased so that it could be up to three years between passage of an 

actual comprehensive land development ordinance and a vote on it by 

Austinites. See App. Tab 7 (graphic depicting time phases under pro-

posal). And, as had been clear to the district court and made even clear-

er by passage of the resolution abandoning CodeNEXT, CodeNEXT was 

not in existence as city law and would not be. 

5 As explained by the councilmember offering language on the waiting period issue, 
“I think it’s important for the public to understand that the ballot has time periods 
in it.” App. Tab 2 at 89. And the Mayor explained that “a three-year delay is an in-
tegral part” of the proposal. Id. at 90. 
6 The Mayor harkened to the district court ruling ordering the matter onto the bal-
lot and echoed the ruling’s conclusion that CodeNEXT “wasn’t a product,” because it 
had never been enacted as an ordinance. App. Tab 2 at 90. As another councilmem-
ber explained, CodeNEXT “was not a product, it was a process.” Id. at 91. 
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 The council then voted to adopt the language for the proposition to 

include a clause about the built-in delay and to not include specific ref-

erence to something called “CodeNEXT.” The adopted language reads as 

follows: 

Shall a City ordinance be adopted to require both a waiting peri-
od and subsequent voter approval period, a total of up to three 
years, before future comprehensive revisions of the City’s land 
development code become effective? 
 

App. Tab 1 at 49 (Part 8). This language is Proposition J on the Novem-

ber ballot. The language of the ordinance that would be adopted if the 

proposition passed is Part 10 of the ordinance calling the election. Id. at 

49-50. 

D. Relief Requested 

 In his August 17th mandamus petition, Mr. McMurtry rests his ar-

gument entirely on the Austin charter provision in Article IV, § 5, that a 

proposition for an initiated or referred ordinance “shall state the cap-

tion of the ordinance.” See McMurtry Pet. ix. (issue presented). He 

makes no argument that the adopted language is inconsistent with any 

aspect of Texas common law. 
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 He requests that the Court direct Austin to craft new ballot lan-

guage for Proposition J “conforming to the caption of the petitioned or-

dinance.” Id. at 9.7 

7 The ballot-printing schedule is the same as discussed in the City’s response in In 
re English, No. 18-0749, at 8-9 (suggesting ruling needed by August 24th if lan-
guage is to be invalidated). 
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ARGUMENT 
 
  Mr. McMurtry focuses his argument on the omission of the term 

“CodeNEXT” from the ballot language. McMurtry Pet. at 3 (where he 

“suggests” that this reference omitted to avoid a “red-flag term”). His 

sole legal argument is that the City’s charter confined the council to re-

capitulating without change the precise language from the petitioned 

ordinance. Id. at ix. 

 Mr. McMurtry’s argument fails on all fronts. First, he confuses the 

heading of the petition with the caption of the ordinance. The caption of 

the ordinance presented by the petition itself makes no reference to 

“CodeNEXT.” Second, he fails to explain two key features of CodeNEXT. 

It was never an ordinance, and it has been formally abandoned anyway. 

Finally, he mistakenly assumes that the charter provision directing 

that the “caption of the ordinance” be in the proposition’s language is a 

restraint that allows no room at all for clarifying language to conform to 

the common law and make propositions clear to the voting public when 

they are presented with a ballot question. 
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I. Mandamus Relief Is An Extraordinary, Discretionary Remedy Available 
 Only For Factually Undisputed Violations Of Ministerial Duties. 
 
 The Election Code authorizes mandamus relief. Tex. Elec. Code § 

273.061. But the availability and appropriateness of such relief is sub-

ject to well-established rules cabining a judicial grant of such relief. 

 Mandamus is extraordinary and discretionary relief not to be issued 

as a matter of right. Rivercenter Assocs. v. Rivera, 858 S.W.2d 366, 367 

(Tex. 1993). It is a legal remedy, but courts bring equitable considera-

tions to bear on whether it should be granted in any given instance. Id. 

It is unavailable if there are material factual disputes respecting the 

matter at hand. In re Woodfill, 470 S.W.3d 473, 478 (Tex. 2015) (per cu-

riam). 

 Mandamus relief may be used to compel public officials to perform a 

“ministerial act.” Anderson v. City of Seven Points, 806 S.W.2d 791, 793 

(Tex. 1991). But what constitutes a ministerial act is tightly circum-

scribed. A ministerial act is one for which “the law clearly spells out the 

duty to be performed with sufficient certainty that nothing is left to the 

exercise of discretion.” Id.; see also Woodfill, supra, 470 S.W.2d at 475. 
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 In this context, it is critical to keep in mind that municipalities have 

broad discretion in their choice of how to word ballot propositions. 

Dacus v. Parker, 466 S.W.3d 820, 826 (Tex. 2015). 

 Mr. McMurtry has failed to establish his right to mandamus relief 

with respect to the wording of Proposition J. 

II. The City Council Acted Consistently With Its Charter And With The  Common 
Law In Adopting The Proposition J Language. 

 
 A. The Omission Of “CodeNEXT” From The Proposition J Language Is   
  Consistent With The Austin City Charter. 
 
 Assume for the moment that Article IV, § 5, of the city charter dic-

tates that the caption that proponents of an ordinance have attached to 

it must be replicated precisely in the ballot language of the proposition 

for or against it.8 Mr. McMurtry’s argument fails anyway. 

 The charter provision specifically refers to “the caption of the ordi-

nance.” (emphasis added). Though linked, the ordinance and the peti-

tion proffering it are two different things. A petition has a heading. An 

ordinance (at least, ordinarily) has a caption. In this case, the petition’s 

heading differs from the ordinance’s caption in a way that is distinctive, 

8 The charter provision does not dictate such exact replication. See Part II.C, infra. 
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given the argument that the city council got it wrong by omitting a spe-

cific reference to “CodeNEXT” in the ballot language. 

 The petition heading says that it is a “petition,” and then says what 

it is petitioning for: an ordinance for a waiting period and voter approv-

al before the effectiveness of “CodeNEXT or Comprehensive Land De-

velopment Revisions.” Then, the petition sets forth the ordinance being 

propounded. It opens with a caption that makes no mention whatever of 

CodeNEXT. Instead, it provides a more general description of the ordi-

nance being proposed, one that provides for a waiting period and a voter 

referendum for “Comprehensive Revisions of the City’s Land Develop-

ment Laws.” CodeNEXT is mentioned in the body of the ordinance but 

not in its caption. 

 Thus, even confining the inquiry about appropriate language to 

whatever ordinance caption the petition proposes, the City’s omission of 

the word “CodeNEXT” from the ballot language for the proposition is 

legally unassailable.9 Mr. McMurtry’s petition claims that the block 

quote it highlights for the Court is the “caption to the petitioned ordi-

nance.” McMurtry Pet. at vi. But it is not. It is the heading to the peti-

9 The term “CodeNEXT” is included in the ordinance within the election ordinance 
as Part 10. That is because the text of the ordinance contains the term. 
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tion (a heading, by the way, that it would be quite confusing to voters 

were it merely recapitulated as the caption for ballot language for the 

proposition). The text of McMurtry’s petition never provides the Court a 

block quote of the actual caption to the ordinance being propounded. 

 The only substantive complaint about the ballot wording identified 

in the McMurtry petition is the omission of mention of “CodeNEXT.” 

See McMurtry Pet. at ix, 3. The fact that its own ordinance caption 

omits the same term is fatal to its request for relief. 

B. In The Referendum Context Here, Not Mentioning A Document That Is 
Not, And Never Has Been An Ordinance, Violates No Ministerial Duty. 

 
 At the time in dispute, CodeNEXT was a document of about 1,500 

pages. App. Tab 6 at 118 (¶ 5). It was essentially nothing more than a 

draft staff document. It was in no way an ordinance. 

 Yet, as Mr. McMurtry would have it, it should be treated as though 

it were an ordinance that would be submitted by referendum to City 

voters at some future date. Austin’s city charter does not require that a 

non-ordinance—a draft staff document, at best—be submitted on refer-

endum to voters. 

 Article IV, § 2, discusses the referendum process in Austin. Its open-

ing sentence refutes Mr. McMurtry’s argument that CodeNEXT is a 
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proper subject for referendum. That opening sentence says that the 

people of Austin have reserved the power to approve or reject “legisla-

tion enacted by the council.” There is no reserved power to subject to a 

referendum vote non-legislation never enacted by the council. Yet, the 

latter describes CodeNEXT. It is not, never has been, and now never 

will be “legislation enacted” by the Austin city council. It therefore is 

not subject to the rest of the requirements set out in Article IV of Aus-

tin’s charter. 

 Even were the Court to indulge Mr. Murtry’s argument by assuming 

that CodeNEXT is indeed “legislation enacted by the council,” Mr. 

McMurtry still would not be entitled to relief. As already explained 

above, the referendum process involves two sequential steps. First, the 

“referred” ordinance is submitted to the council so that it can decide 

whether to repeal it. Only then—if there is not a repeal—is the ordi-

nance sent to the people for an up-or-down vote. Article IV’s § 2 is spe-

cific on this point. Petitioners submit their request to the city clerk, “re-

questing that any such ordinance either be repealed or submitted to a 

vote of the people.” (emphasis added). Assuming CodeNEXT is to be 

treated as though it is something it is not—an enacted Austin ordi-
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nance—the council pretermitted the step of submitting it to the people 

for a vote when it passed the resolution abandoning CodeNEXT. In oth-

er words, to the extent CodeNEXT is an ordinance, it was repealed at 

the front-end and is not supposed to go to the people for a vote. 

 As a result, including CodeNEXT in the Proposition J ballot lan-

guage would have been inaccurate under even the most fanciful of sce-

narios. It was, and is, no longer subject to referendum because it has 

been effectively repealed, precisely as contemplated in the city charter. 

C. Article IV, § 5, Of the Austin City Charter Does Not Limit The Council To 
Adopting Specifically And Only The Caption Affixed To A Proffered Ordi-
nance. 

 
 Article IV, § 5, instructs the Austin city council to “state the caption 

of the ordinance” in the proposition submitting a measure to a vote. 

This is not an instruction that the proposition must have only the cap-

tion affixed to the ordinance by the petitioners. By its plain terms, it 

makes no such requirement. It says only that there must be a caption 

affixed by the council. And there is no implied cross-reference in this 

language to some provision in the first four sections of Article IV that 

makes “the caption” a term of art describing only the caption chosen by 
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the petitioners. The term “caption” is not used anywhere else in Article 

IV’s first five sections other than in § 5. 

 There is no question that the Austin city council’s formulation of bal-

lot language should provide a clear picture of the ordinance being put in 

front of the people for a vote. The council has statutory discretion in 

choosing such language. See Tex. Elec. Code § 52.072(a). But its discre-

tion is circumscribed by common law requirements that it present a fair 

picture of the measure on the ballot. See, e.g., In re Williams, 470 

S.W.3d 819, 822 (Tex. 2015) (per curiam). The council’s language must 

identify a measure’s “chief features, showing its character and purpose.” 

Dacus, supra, 466 S.W.3d at 825. Ballot propositions are to identify a 

measure “for what it is.” Id. 

 A city charter cannot not free a city council from this common law 

obligation. Otherwise, petitioners could craft proposed ordinances and 

attach misleading captions to them, then turn around and claim that a 

city council was forbidden from attending to common law requirements 

and forced instead to just say what the petitioners said, misleading or 

not. 
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 Austin’s charter cannot fairly be read to force the Austin city council 

into this potential bind. Article IV’s § 5 provides no basis for concluding 

otherwise. The council has to choose fair and descriptive language for 

an ordinance proffered by petitioners. The petitioners’ chosen caption is 

an important referent for determining whether the council has met its 

obligation but the petitioners’ chosen language is not the only referent. 

Common law rules requiring a fair picture also guide the council in the 

exercise of its discretion. 

 In this context, then, the council’s omission of “CodeNEXT” from the 

text of the proposition was consistent with, perhaps even required, by 

common law rules. It would be misleading to tell voters that CodeNEXT 

was a city ordinance up for a vote when it was not an ordinance and no 

longer even a staff pursuit. Even if the petitioners themselves had not 

omitted it from their caption, it would be a permissible exercise of dis-

cretion for the council to omit it from the caption it chose for the propo-

sition. 

 Mr. McMurtry raises no specific complaint to any other language in-

cluded in the proposition. He confines his argument to challenging the 

omission of “CodeNEXT” and the failure to precisely replicate the peti-
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tion’s caption. In any event, the council’s language added an explana-

tion that the waiting period built into the measure could “total . . . up to 

three years” and that the measure concerned “future” comprehensive 

revisions to Austin’s land development code. Those added descriptions 

are not said to be inaccurate or misleading—and they are not. So the 

City’s language for Proposition J is not only consistent with its city 

charter but also with the common law. 
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CONCLUSION AND PRAYER 

The Court should deny the emergency petition for writ of mandamus. 

Alternatively only, if the Court grants the writ of mandamus, it should 

allow the Austin city council adequate time to craft and adopt ballot 

language consistent with the Court’s ruling.10 

Respectfully submitted, 

Anne L. Morgan, City Attorney 
State Bar No. 14432400 
Anne.Morgan@austintexas.gov 
Meghan Riley, Division Chief – Litigation  
State Bar No. 24049373 
Meghan.Riley@austintexas.gov 
CITY OF AUSTIN–LAW DEP’T. 
P. O. Box 1546 
Austin, Texas 78767-1546 
(512) 974-2268 
             
__/s/ Renea Hicks______ 
Renea Hicks 
State Bar No. 09580400 
LAW OFFICE OF RENEA HICKS 

         P. O Box 303187 
         Austin, Texas  78703-0504 
         (512) 480-8231 
         rhicks@renea-hicks.com 
 

ATTORNEYS FOR RESPONDENT 
CITY OF AUSTIN 

10 The Court has limited authority to determine whether the language for a proposi-
tion meets legal requirements, but it may not prescribe the exact language. 
“[M]andamus is not available to control discretionary acts such as [a] City’s choice 
of language.” Blum v. Lanier, 997 S.W.2d 259, 263 (Tex. 1999). 
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 
 
 In compliance with Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 9.4(i)(2)-(3), I 
certify that this response contains 3,571 words, excluding the portions 
of the response exempted by Tex. R. App. Proc. 9.4(i)(1). This is a com-
puter-generated document created in Microsoft Word 2010 using 14-
point Century Schoolbook (12-point for footnotes), with 14- and 15-point 
Calibri for headings. In making this certification, I relied on the word 
count provided by the software used to prepare the document. 
 

_/s/ Renea Hicks___________   
Renea Hicks 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on August 23, 2018, the foregoing City of Aus-
tin’s Response in Opposition to Original Emergency Petition for Writ of 
Mandamus was served electronically in accordance with the Texas 
Rules of Appellate Procedure on the following counsel of record: 
 
Bill Aleshire 
ALESHIRELAW, PC 
700 Lavaca St., Suite 1400 
Austin, Texas 78701 
Bill@AleshireLaw.com. 
 

_/s/ Renea Hicks___________   
Renea Hicks 
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THE STATE OF TEXAS§ 

COUNTY OF TRAVIS § 

I, Jannette S. Goodall, City Clerk of the City of Austin, Texas, do hereby certify that 

the foregoing instrument is a true and correct copy of Ordinance Number 20180809-113, 

which consists of 54 pages; an Exhibit A, consisting of one page; an Exhibit B, consisting of 

two pages; an Exhibit C, consisting of one page; and an Exhibit D, consisting of eleven 

pages, for a total of 69 pages, as approved by the City Council of Austin, Texas, at a Regular 

Meeting on the 9th day of August, 2018, as on file in the Office of the City Clerk. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal of the City of Austin at Austin, Texas, this 20th 

day of August, 2018. 

JANNETTE S. GOODALL 
CITY CLERK 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS 
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ORDINANCE NO. 20180809-113 

AN ORDINANCE ORDERING A GENERAL MUNICIPAL ELECTION TO 
BE HELD IN THE CITY OF AUSTIN ON NOVEMBER 6, 2018, FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF ELECTING A MAYOR (AT LARGE) AND CITY COUNCIL 

I 

MEMBERS (SINGLE MEMBER DISTRICTS) FOR DISTRICT 1, 
DISTRICT 3, DISTRICT 5, DISTRICT 8, AND DISTRICT 9; ORDERING A 
SPECIAL EtECTION FOR THE PURPOSE OF AUTHORIZING THE 
ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS; ORDERING A 
SPECIAL ELECTION ~OR THE PURPOSE OF SUBMITTING PROPOSED 
CHARTER AMENDMENTS TO THE VOTERS; ORDERING A SPECIAL 
ELECTION FOR THE PURPOSE OF SUBMITTING TO THE VOTERS A 
PROPOSED CITIZEN-INITlATED ORDINANCE REGARDING 
WHETHER THERE MUST BE BOTH A WAITING PERIOD AND 
SUBSEQUENT VOTER APPROVAL BY ELECTION BEFORE ANY 
COMPREHENSIVE REVISIONS OF THE CITY'S LAND DEVELOPMENT 
LAWS MAY GO INTO EFFECT; ORDERING A SPECIAL ELECTION TO 
SUBMIT TO THE VOTERS i PROPOSED CITIZEN-INITIATED I 
ORDINANCE RELATING TO AN EFFICIENCY STUDY OF THE CITY'S . 
OPERATIONAL AND FISCAL PERFORMANCE; PROVIDING FOR THE 
CONDUCT OF THE GENERAL MUNICIPAL AND SPECIAL ELECTIONS; 
AUTHORIZING THE CITY CLERK TO ENTER INTO JOINT ELECTION 
AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER LOCAL POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS AS 
MAY BE NECESS~RY FOR THE ORDERLY CONDUCT OF THE 
ELECTIONS; AND DECLARING AN EMERGENCY. 

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF AUSlIN: 

PART 1. A general municipal election shall be held in the City of Austin on 
November 6, 2018. At the election there shall be elected by the qualified voters of 
the City a Mayor (at large) and City Council Members (single member districts) for 
District 1, District 3, District 5, District 8, and District 9. The candidates for Mayor 
shall meet all requirements and shall be residents of the City of Austin, and shall be 
elected by majority vote of the City at large. The candidates for Districts 1, 3, 5, 8, 
and 9 shall. meet all requirements and shall be residents of their respective districts, 
and shaH be elected by majority vote of voters residing in each respective district. 

PART 2. A special election shall be held in the City of Austin on November 6, 
2018, for the voters to consider the issuance of general obligation bonds and notes. 
The Council establishes that the following propositions shall be presented to the 
voters at the special election: 
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Proposition A (Affordable Housing) 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION A 

Shall the City Council of the City of Austin, Texas be authorized to 
issue general obligation bonds and notes of the City for the public 
purposes of planning, designing, acquiring, constructing, renovating, 
improving, and equipping affordable housing facilities and related 
infrastructure for low and moderate income persons and families; 
acquiring land and interests in land and property necessary for such 
purposes; funding affordable housing and honie repair programs as may 
be permitted by law; fu1:)ding loans and grants for affordable housing 
purposes, pursuant to an economic development program now or · 
hereafter approved; and all matters necessary or incidental thereto; with 
the bonds and notes to be issued in one or more series or issues, in the 
aggregate principal amount of $250,000,000, to mature serially or 
otherwise and bear interest at a rate or rates not to exceed the respective 
limits prescribed by law at the time of issuance, and to be sold at the 
pr~ce or prices as the City Cohncil determines and shall there be levied 
and pledged, assessed, and collected annually ad valorem taxes on all 
tai.able property in the City in ail amount sufficient, within the limits 
prescribed by law, to pay the annual interest on the bonds and notes and 
to provide a sinking fund to pay the bonds and notes at maturity? 

Proposition B (Libraries, Museums and Cultural Arts Facilities) -

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION B 

Shall the City Council of the City of Austin, Texas be authorized to 
issue general obligation bonds and notes of the City for the public 
purposes of planning, designing, acquiring, constructing, renovating, 
improving, and equipping community and cultural facilities, libraries, 
m~seums, and cultutal arts facilities, whic4 include creative spaces 
dedicated to the creation, exhibition, or preservation of art and creative 
expression; acquiring land and interests in land and property for such 

. purposes; and all matters necessary or ~ncidental thereto; with the bonds 
and notes to be issued in one or more series or issues, in the aggregate 
principal amount of $128,000,000, to mature serially or otherwise and 
bear interest at a rate or rates not to exceed the respective limits 
prescribed by law at the time of issuance, and to be sold at the price or 
ptjces as the City Council determines and shall there be levied and 
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pledged, .assessed, · and collected annually ad valorem taxes on all 
taxable property in the City in an amount sufficient, within the limits 
pr~scribed by law, to pay the annual interest on the bonds and notes and 
to provide a sinking fund to pay the bonds and notes at maturity? 

Proposition C (Parks and Recreation) 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION C 

Shall the City Council of the City of Austin, Texas, be authorized to 
issue general obligation bonds and notes of the City for park and 
recreation purposes, to wit: planning, designing, acquiring, 
constructing, renovating, improving and equipping public parks, 
recreation centers and other park buildi~gs and infrastructure, natural 
areas, and other related facilities, including, without limitation, 
playgrounds, hike and bike trails, athletic fields, swimming pool~, 
sports and aquatics facilities, and related parking lot and roadway 
infrastructure; acquiring land and interests in land and property 
necessary for such purpo~es; and all matters necessary or incidental 
thereto; with the bonds a~d notes to be issued in one or more series or 
issues, in the aggregate principal amount of $149~000,000, to mature 
serially or otherwise and bear interest at a rate or rates not to exceed the 
respective limits prescribed by law at the time of issuance, and to be 
sold at the price or prices as the City Council determines and shall there 
be levied and pledged, assessed, and collected annually ad valorem 
taxes on all taxable property in the City in an amount sufficient, within 
the limits prescribed by law, to pay the annual interest on the bonds and 
notes and to provide a sinking fund to pay the bonds and notes at 
maturity? 

Proposition D (Flood Mitigation, Open Space and Water Quality Protection) 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION D 

Shall the City Council of the City of Austin, Texas, be authorized to 
issue general obligation bonds and notes of the City for the public 
purposes of planning, designing, acquiring, constructing, and installing 
improvements and facilities for flood mitigation and control, erosion 
control, water quality, water quantity, and storm-water drainage and 
acquiring land, open spaces and interests in land and property for the 
conservation, prese.rvation and protection of natural areas and the 
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region's water quality; and all matters necessary or incidental thereto; 
with the bonds and notes to be issued in one or more series or issues, in 
the aggregate principal amount of $184,000,000, to mature serially or 
otherwise and bear interest at a rate or rates not to exceed the respective 
limits prescribed by law at the time of issuance, and to be sold at the 
price or prices as the City Council detennines and shall there be levied 
and pledged, assessed, and collected annually ad valorem taxes on all 
ta~able property in the City in an amount sufficient, within ~he limits 
prescribed by law, to pay the annual interest on the bonds and notes and 
to provide a sinking fund to pay the bonds and notes at maturity? 

Proposition E (Health and Human·Services) 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PRO:eOSITION E 

Shall the City Council of the City of Austin, Texas be authorized to 
iss~e general obligation bonds and notes of the City for the public 
purposes of planning, designing, acquiring, constructing, anq equipping 
a new neighbor~ood Piublic health and human services facility in th9 
Dove Springs area, to1 be owned and operated by the City; acquiring 
land and interests in land and property necessary for such purposes; and 
all-matters necessary or incidental thereto; .with the bonds and notes to 
be issued in one or . more series or issues, in the aggregate principal 
amount of $16,000,000, to mature serially or otherwise and bear i~terest 
at a rate or rates not to exceed the respective limits prescribed by law at 
the time of issuance, and to be sold at the price or prices as the City 
Council detennines and shall there be levied and pledged, assessed, and 
collected annually ad valorem taxes on all taxable property in the City 
in an amount sufficient, within the limits prescribed by law, to pay the 

.annual interest on the bonds and notes and to provide a sinking fund to 
pay the bonds and notes at maturity? 

Proposition F (Public Safety) 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION F 

Shall the City Council of the City of Austin, Texas be authorized to 
issue general obligation bonds and notes of the City for public safety 
pu.rposes, to wit: planning, designing, renovating, improving, and 
equipping existing fire department facilities and existing emergency 
medical service facilities in the City; and all matters necessary or 
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incidental thereto; with the bonds and notes to be issued in one or more 
series or issues, in the aggregate principal amount of $38,000,000, to 
mature serially or otherwise and bear interest at a rate or rates not to 
exceed the respective limits prescribed by law at the time of issuance, 
and to be sold at the price or prices as the City Council determines and 
shall there be levied and pledged, assessed, and collected annually ad 
valorem taxes on all taxable property in the City in an amount 
sufficient, within the limits prescribed by law, to pay the annual interest 
on the bonds and notes and to provide a sinking fund to pay the bonds 
and notes at maturity? 

Proposition G (Transportation Infrastructure) 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION G 

Shall the City Council of the City of Austin, Texas, be authorized to 
iss~e general obligation bonds and notes of the City for transportation 
and mobility purposes, to wit: planning, designing, . constructing, 
re~onstructing, eqtiipping and improving roads, streets, intersecti4ns, 
sidewalks, bridge{ urban trails, and related utility and drainage 
infrastructure; improving traffic signal synchronization and 
co~unicatio.ns and control systems; acquiring and installing traffic 
signals and related technology; acquiring land and interests in land and 
property necessary for such purposes; and all matters necessary or 
incidental thereto; with the bonds and notes to be issued in one or more 
series or issues, in the aggregate principal amount of $160,000,000, to 
mature serially or otherwise and bear interest at a rate or rates not to 
exceed the respective limits prescribed by law at the time of issuance, 
and to be sold at the price or prices as the City Council determines and 
shall there be levied and pledged, assessed, and collected annually ad 
valorem taxes on all taxable property in the City in an amount 
sufficient, within the limits prescribed by la:'N, to pay the annual interest 
on the bonds and n~tes and to provide a sinking fund to pay the bonds 
and notes at maturity? 

PART 3. The propositions will appear on the official ballot in substantially the 
following form, and the ballot shall be prepared to permit voting "for" or "against" 
each proposition: 
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CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS SPECIAL ELECTION 
CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION A 

The issuance of $250,000,000 in tax supported general obligation 
bonds and notes for planning, constructing, renovating, improving, and 
eqhipping affordable housing facilities for low income and ·moderate 
income persons and families, and acquiring land and interests in land 
and property necessary to do so, funding loans and grants for affordable 
housing, and funding affordable housing programs, as may be 
permitted by law; and the levy of a tax sufficient to pay for the bonds 
and notes. 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS SPECIAL ELECTION 
CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION B 

The issuance of $128,000,000 i~ tax supported general obligation 
bonds and notes for planning, acquiring, constructing, renovating, 
improving, and 

1

equipping community and cultural facilities, libraries, 
museums, and ~ultu~al and creative arts facilities, and acquiri~g land 
and interests in land and property necessary to do so; and the levy of a 
tax sufficient to pay for the bonds and notes. . 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS SPECIAL ELECTION 
CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION C 

The issuance of $149,000,000 in tax supported general obligation 
bonds and notes for planning, acquiring, constructing, renovating, 
improving and equipping public parks, recreation centers, natural areas, 
·and other related facilities, including, without limitatio~, playgrounds, 
hike and bike trails, sports courts, and swimming pools, and acquiring 
land and interests in land and property necessary to do so; and the levy 
of a tax suffici~nt to pay for the bonds and notes. 

CITY'OF AU:STIN, TEXAS SPECIAL ELECTION 
CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION D 

The issuance of $184,000,000 in tax supported general obligation 
bonds an~ notes for flood mitigation, open space and water quality and 
quantity for planning, designing, acquiring, constructing, and installing 
improvements and facilities for flood control, erosion control, water 
quality, water quantity, and storm-water drainage, .and acquiring land,. 
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. . 
open spaces, and interests in land and property necessary to do so; and 
the leyy of a tax sufficient to pay for the bonds and notes: 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS SPECIAL ELECTION 
CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION E 

The issuance of$16,000,000 in tax supported general obligations bonds 
and no.tes for planning, constructing, reconstructing, improving, and 
equipping a neighborhood public health and human services facility in 
the Dove Springs area; and the levy of a tax sufficient to pay for the 
bonds and notes. 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS SPECIAL ELECTION 
·CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION F 

The issuance of $38,000,000 in tax supported general obligation bonds 
and notes for planning, renovating, improving, and equipping existing 
public safefy facilities, specifically fire and emergencf medical 
services stations, buildings, and other related facilities; and the levy of 
a tax sufficient to pay for the bonds and notes. 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS SPECIAL ELECTION 
CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS PROPOSITION G 

The issuance of $160,000,000 in tax supported general obligation 
bonds and notes for planning, constructing, reconstructing, and 
improving roads, streets, intersections, sidewalks, bridges, urban trails 
and related utility and drainage infrastructure for the roads and streets; 
improving traffic signal synchronization and control systems; acquiring 
and installing traffic signals; and acquiring land and interests in land 
and property necessary to do so; and the levy of a tax sufficient to pay 
Jor the bonds and notes. · 

PART 4. Pursuant to Section 3.009, Texas Election Code: (i) the proposition 
language that will appear on the ballot is set forth in Part 3 hereof, (ii) the purposes 
for which the bonds and notes are to be authorized are set forth in Part 2 hereof, (iii) 
the principal amount of bonds and notes to be authorized is set forth in Part 2 hereof, 
(iv) if the issuance of bonds and notes is authorized by voters, taxes sufficient, within 
the limits prescribed by law, to pay the annual principal of and interest on the bonds 
and notes and to provide a sinking fund to pay the bonds and notes may be imposed, 
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as set forth in Part 2 hereof, (v) bonds and notes authorized pursuant to this ordinance 
may be issued to mature ove"r not to exceed 40 years from their date of issuance and 
bearing interest at the rate or rates as authorized by law and determined by the 
Council, (vi) as of the beginning of the City's current fiscal year, the aggregate 
amount of outstanding principal of the City's debt obligations was $1,378,485,000 
and the aggregate amount of outstanding interest on the Cily' s debt obligations was 
$494,427,000, and (vii) the City's ad valorem debt service tax rate as of the date of 
adoption of this ordinance is $.1055 per $100 of taxable property. 

Based upon market conditions as of the date of this ordinance and using taxable 
assessed _values for the 2017 tax year (2017/2018 fiscal year), without adjustment 
for anticipated growth in taxable assessed value in future years, if the bonds and 
notes are authorized, ~he estimated total tax rate of the City is expected to be 
approxin~.ately $.5440 per $100 of taxable assessed value, (which represents an 
increase of $.0992 per $100 taxable assessed valuation as compared to the City's 
total tax rate as of the date of the adoption of this ordinance), based on current State 
law, which is subject to change. The estimated total tax rate represents the sum of 
(i) the most repently adopted tax rate for operations and maintenance, which is 
$.3393 per $1 O'O of taxable assessed valuation, plus (ii) the es1timated tax rate _for 
debt obligations of the City, including the bonds and notes, which is expected to be 
approximately $.2047 per $100 of taxable assessed valuation. 

If approved by voters, the bonds and notes will be secured by an ad yalorem tax that 
is sufficient, within the limits prescribed by law, to pay the principal of and interest 
on the bonds and notes and to provide a sinking fund to pay the bonds and notes. 
Actual tax rates, interest rates, maturity dates, aggregate outstanciing indebtedness 

· and interest on such deb.t, will only be established and known. at the time that bonds 
and notes are issued. In addition, actual tax rates will depend upon, among other 
factors, the assessed valuation of taxable property, prevailing interest rates, the 
market for the City's bonds and notes and general market conditjons at the time that 
bonds and notes are issued. . 

The estimated tax rates and other statements contained in this Part 4 are (i) based on ' 
certain assumptions (including assumptions concerning prevailing market and 
economic conditions at the time( s) of issuance of the bonds and notes) and derived 
from projections obtained from the City's financial advisor, (ii) subject to change to 
the extent that actual facts, circumstances and conditions prevailing at the time that 
the bonds and notes are issued differ from such assumptions and projections, (iii) 
provided solely in satisfaction of the requirements of Section 3.009, Texas Election 
Code, and for no other purpose, without any assurance that such projections wilf be 
realized, and (iv) not intended to give rise to a contract with voters or limit the 
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-------------··----·- ·---- ·· - · -

authority of the Council to issue bonds and notes in accordance with the propositions 
submitted herein. 

If the issuance of bonds and notes is approved by a majority of the voters voting on 
the proposition to issue bonds and notes for affordable housing (Proposition A), 
funding of affordable housing projects shall be in accordance with guidelines of the 
City relating to affordable housing -now and hereafter existing, including but not 
limited to guidelines for rental housing, home ownership, and home repair. The 
guidelines have been developed by staff after consulting with bond counsel. The 
guidelines governing affordable housing projects comprise a program established in 
part under authority of Chapter 380 of the Texas Local Government Code, relating 
to the issuance of ad valorem tax supported obligations for this purpose, and Council 
approves and affirms this program, the guidelines governing the program, and their 
application to the issu~mce of bonds and notes for affordable housing purposes. 

PART 5. A charter amendment election shall be held in the City on NoveI.I1ber 6, 
2018, at which the ballot shall be prepared to permit voting "Yes" or "No" on the 
following propositions: · 

Proposition H: Shall the City Charter be amended to provide that the term of service 
and process for removal of the Planning Commission members be determined by 
ordinance? 

Proposition I: Shall the City Charter be amended to make non-substantive 
corrections to grammar, typographical errors, capitalization, punctuation, and 
sentence structure; and to change or remove charter language that is obsolete? 

PART 6 - If Proposition H is approved by the majority of voters voting at the 
election, the City Charter is amended to read as f~llows: 

ARTICLE X. - PLANNING. 

§ 2. - THE -PLANNING COMMISSION- ORGANIZATION. 
I 

There shall be established a planning commission which shall consist of 
citizens qf the City of Austin who must be registered voters in the city and must · 
have resided within the city for one year next preceding ~heir appointment. The 
planning commissi_on shall have a number of members equal to the number of 
mem.bers on the council plus two [~]additional members, a minimum of two-
thirds of the members who shall be lay members not directly or indirectly 
connected with real estate and land development. The city manager, the 
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chairperson.of the zoning board of adjustment, the director of public works and the 
president of the board of trustees of the Austin Independent School- District shall 
serve as ex officio members. The members of said commission shall be appointed 
by the council for a term ofup to two [~]years[,-fi1;e (5) membe~ to he af}30iateel 
iA e7lel)' 9eld mimbered year and four (4) members ia e'lery e1len numbered year]. 
The timing of appointments, as well as a process for removing commissioners prior 
to expiration of a term, shall be established by ordinance. The commission shall 
elect a c~airperson from among its membership and shall meet not less than once 
each month. Vacancies in an unexpired term shall be filled by the council for the 

i . 

remainder of the term. · 

PART 7. If Proposition I is approved by the majority of voters voting at the election, 
the City Charter is amended to read as follows: 

ARTICLE I. - INCORPORATION, FORM OF GOVERNMENT, POWERS. 

§ 1. - INCORPORATION. 

The ~nhabitants of the City of Austin, [Travis County,] Texas, ·within its 
corporate Iiinits, as established by Chapter 90, page 634, Special Laws of Texas, 
1909, 31st Legislature, and as extended by ordinances of the City of Austin enacted 

. subsequent thereto, shall continue to be and are hereby constituted a body politic and 
corporate, in. perpetuity, under the name the "City of Austin," hereinafter referred to 
as the "city,'' with such po\yers, privileges~ rights, duties, and immunitie~ as are 
herein provided. 

§ 3. - GENERAL POWERS. 

The city shall have all the powers granted to cities by the constitution 
[C01~stiftltio.R] and laws of the State of Texas, together with all the implied powers 
necessary to carry into execution such granted powers. The city may use-a corporate 
seal; may sue and be sued; may contract and be contracted with; may ·cooperate with 
the government of the State of Texas or any agency or political subdivision thereof, 
or· with the federal government or any agency thereof, to accomplish any lawful 
purpose for the advancement of the interest, welfare, health, morals, comfort, safety, 
and convenience of the city and its inhabitants; may acquire property within or 
without its corporate limits for any municipal purposes in fee simple, or in any lesser 
interest or estate, by purchase, gift, devise, lease or condemnation, and, subject to 
the provisions of this Charter, may sell, lease, mortgage, hold, manage, and control . 
such property as may now or hereafter be owned by it;. may pass ordinances and 
enact such regulations as may be expedient for the maintenance of the good 

I . 
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government, order, and peace of the city and the welfare, health, morals, comfort, 
safety, and convenience of its inhabitants. In addition to the powers enumerated 
herein, and subject only to the limitations imposed by the state constitution, the state 
laws, and this Charter, the city shall h_ave, without the necessity of its express 
enumeration in this Charter, each and every power which, by virtue of Article XI, 
Section 5, of the Constitution of Texas, the people of the city are empowered by 
election to grant to or confer upon the city by expressly and specifically granting and 
enumerating the same herein. 

§ 4. - STREETS AND PUBLIC PROPERTY. 

The city shall have exclusive dominion, control, and jurisdiction[,] in, upon, 
over, and under the public streets, sidewalks, alleys, highways, p1:1blic squares, and 
public ways within the corporate limits of the city, and in, upon, over, and under all 
public property of the city. With respect to each and every public street, sidewalk, 
alley, highway, public square, or other public way within the corporate limits of the 
city, the city sha11 have the power to .establish, maintain, alter, abandon, or vacate 
the same; to regulate, establish, or change the grade thereof; to control and regulate 

I · I the -~se thereof; and to abate and remove in a sumlllary manner any encroachment 
thereon. · 

§ 5. - STREET DEVELQPMENT AND IMPROVEMENT. 

The city shall have the power to develop and improve, or cause to be 
developed and improved, any and all public streets, sidewalks, alleys, highways, and 
other public ways within the corporate limits of the city by laying out, opening, 
narrowing, widening, straightening, extending and establishing building lines along 
the same; by purchasing, condemning, and taking property therefor; by filling, 
grading, raising, lowering, paving, repaving, and repairing, in a permanent manner, 
the same; and by constructing, reconstructing, altering, repairing, and realigning 
curbs, gutters, drains, sidewalks, culverts, and other appurtenances and incidentals 
in connection with such development and improvements. The city may make or 
cause to be made any one or more of the kinds or classes of development and 
improvement authorized hereinabove, or any combination or parts thereof. The cost 
of such development and improvement shall be paid by the city, or partly by the city 
and partly by assessments levied against the property abutting thereon and the 
owners thereof, and such assessments may be levied in any amounts and under any 
procedur~ now or hereafter p~rmitted by state law. · 

If improvements be ordered constructed in any part of the area between and 
under rails, tracks, double-tracks, turnouts and switches, and two[~] feet on each 
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side thereof, of any railway[,] using, occupying, or crossing any such highway, 
portion or portions thereof, ordered improved, then the city council shall have power 
to assess the whole cost of improvements in such area against such railway, and shall 
have power, by ordinance, to levy a special tax upon such railway, and its road-bed, 
ties, rails, fixtures, rights and franchises, which tax shall constitute a lien thereon 
superior to any other lien or claim except state, county, and city ad valorem taxes, 
and which may be enforced either by sale of said property in the manner provided 
by law for the collection of ad yalorem taxes by the city, or by suit in any court 
having jurisdiction. The ordinance levying such tax shall prescribe the time, terms 
and conditions of payment thereof, and the rate of interest, not to exceed eight 
percep.t [~] per ·annum, and same, if not paid when due, shall be collectible, 
together with interest, to expenses of collection and reasonable attorney's fees, if 
incurred. The city council shall have power to cause to be issued assignable 
certificates in evidence of any such assessments. 

As an alter~ate and cumulative method of developing, improving, and paving 
any and all public streets, sidewalks, alleys, highways, and other public ways within 
the corporate limits, the city shall have the power and authority to proceed in 
accordance with Chapter 106, page 489, Acts !1927, Fortieth Legislature, First Called 
Session, as now or hereafter amended,.[-t] to adopt plans and specifications pursuant 
thereto; to pay to the contractor, the successful bidd~r, in cash, that part of the cost 
which may be assessed against the abutting property and the owners thereof;, to 
reimburse itself for the amount paid such contractor by levying assessments against . 
the abutting property and the owners thereof, after the hearing and notice prescribed 
in the aforesaid statutes, in an amount permitted by said statutes and not in excess of 
the enhancement in value of such property occasioned by the improvements; and to 
.issue assignable certificates in favor of the city for such assessments, said certificates 
to be enforceable in the manner prescribed by the aforesaid statutes. The city shall 
likewise have the power to make any such development, improvement or paving 
with its own forces if, in the opinion of the council, the work can be done more 
expeditiously or economically, and in such event the city shall have the power to 
reimburse itself for the cost of such improvement in the same amount and in the 
same manner as if the work had been performed by a successful bidding contractor. 

§ 6. - ANNEXATION FOR ALL PU~OSES. 

The city [Gity] council [Council] shall have the power by ordinance to fix the 
boundary limits of the City of Austin; and to provide for the alteration, reduction, 
and the _extension of said boundary limits, and the annexation of additional territory 
lying adjacent to the city, with or without the consent of the territory and inhabitants 
annexed. Before the g!y [Gity] may institute annexation or disannexation 
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proceedings, the city [Giey] council [GouBeil] shall provide an opportunity for all 
interested persons to be heard at a public hearing. Prior notice of such hea~ngs shall 
be published in accordance with state law in a newspaper having general circulation 
in the city [Giey]'and in the territory proposed to be annexed. Upon the final passage 
of any such ordinance, the boundary limits of the city [Qty] shall thereafter be fixed 
in such ordinance; and when any additional territory has been so annexed, same shall 
be a part of the City of Austin, and the property situated therein shall bear its pro 
rata part of the taxes levied by the city, and the inhabitants thereof shall be entitled 
to all rights and privileges of all the citizens, and shall be bound by the acts, 
ordinances, resolutions, and regulations of the city [Giey]. 

§ 7. - LIMITED PURPOSE ANNEXATION. 

In addition to ~he power to annex additional territory for all purposes, the city 
[Giey] shall have the power, by ordinance, to fix, alter, ·and extend the corporate 
boundary limits of the city [Giey] for the limited purposes of planning, zoning, 
health, and safety and to annex for such limited purposes additional territory lying 
adjacent to the city [Gity], with or without the consent of the property owners or 
inhabitants of such annexed territod,; provided, however, that no su~h territory 
which lies farther than five miles from the corporate boundary limits enclosing the 
territory which is a part of the city [Gity] for all purposes, as those corporate 
boundary limits .are now or may her~after be established, shall be annexed for any 
limited purpose or purposes. Whenever the boundary limits annexed.for such limited 
purposes are not coterminous with the corporate boundary limits enclosing the 
territory which a part of the city [Giey] for all purposes, such boundary limits of the 
limited p:urpose territory shall be known as "Limited Purpose Boundary Limits. 11 

Every ordinance by_ which territory is to be annexed to the city [Giey] for limited 
purposes : shall state clearly the limited purpose or purposes for which it i~ being 
annexed, · and shall be published one time, in a newspaper of general circulation in 
the city [Gieyl and in the form in which it is to be finally ad~pted, not less than 
30[thirty (30)] days prior to its final passage. 

When any additional territory has been annexed for said limited purpose or 
purposes, it shall be a part of the city for such limited purpose or purposes only. 

· However, in dealing with the property and inhabitants "thereof, the city [Giey] shall 
have every power which it otherwise possesses and which is reasonable and 
expedient for the accomplishment of the limited purpose or purposes for which such 
property is annexed, and the power of the city [Qty] to deal with the property and 
inhabitants of such limited purpose territory shall include the powers enumerated in 
the next two[~] succeeding sentences but shall not be limited or restricted thereto. 
With regard to territory annexed for the limited purpose of planning or zoning, the 
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city [Git;'] shall have the power to control and regulate the use of property and the 
density of structures, to require compliance with reasonable zoning regulations, to 
control and regulate the subdivision of property and to control and regulate the 
construction of buildings. With regard to territory annexed for the limited purpose 
or purposes of health or safety, the city [Gi-ty] shall have the power to adopt all 
reasonable regulations pertaining to health and safety and to require compliance with 
such regulations. Every inhabitant of territory annexed for limited purpose or 
purposes, who is otherwise qualified, shall be entitled to vote in city [Gi-ty] elections 
on every issue where the question[ s] is the election or recall of a city [ Gi-ty] council 
member or the ·amendment of this Charter, and every such inhabitant sha11 be deemed 
to be a citizen of the city '[Gi-ty] in connection with any ordinance, regulation, or 
action which is, or is alleged to be, applicable to him or her or his or her property 
because of such limited purpose annexation, but will not be eligible to run for any 
office in the City of Austin. The city [Gi-ty] shall have no power to levy any tax for 
municipal purposes on either the property or [ei] the inhabitants of territory annexed 
for limited purpose or purposes, and no funds of the city[~] shall be spent in such 
territory except where reasonable and expedient for the accomplishment of the 
limited purpose or purposes ~or which the territory is alll)exed; but the g!y ~Gi-ty] 
may collect reasonable charges from property owl)ers and inhabitants of such 
territory for services rendered by the city [Gitr] in the accomplishment of the limited 
purpose or purposes for which the territory is annexed. 

ARTICLE II. - THE COUNCIL. 

§ 3. - REDISTRICTING. 

(A) For purposes of this section, the following terms are defined: · 

( 4) PANEL means the Applicant Review Panel of three qualified, 
independent auditors that screens applicants for the commission 
[Commission]. 

(B) In 2013 and t}J.ereafter in each year following the year in which the national 
census is taken under the direction of Congress at the beginning of each 
decade, the commission [Commissioe] shall adjust the boundary lines of the 

0 single-member districts in conformance wit~ the standards and process 
set forth in this article. The commission [Commissioa] shall be fully 
established no la:ter than July 1, 2013, and thereafter no later than Marc~ 1 
in each year ending in the number (1). The commission [Commission] shall 
not draw district lines at any other time, except if the districts must be 
redrawn because of a judicial decision invalidating the then existing district 
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plan, in whole or in part, or the date of the city election is moved. If the date 
of the city election is moved, then the dates in this article shall be adjusted 
to ensure the commission has sufficient time to draw the lines prior to the 
election date. 

( C) The commission shall: 

(D) 

(1) conduct an open and transparent process enabling full public 
consideration of and comment on the drawing of district lines; 

(2) draw district lines according to the redistricting criteria specified in this 
section; and 

(3) conduct themselves with integrity and fairness. This selection process 
is designed to produce a commission that is independent from influence 
by the city [Gity] council [Couecil] and is reasonably representative of 
this city's diversity. 

The commission shall consist of 14 members. I . I . 
( 1) Each commission member shall be a voter who has been continuously 

registered in the City of Austin for five or more years immediately 
preceding the date of his or her appointment. Each commission 
member, except the student member described be~ow, shall have voted 
in at least three of the last five City of Austin general elections 
immediately preceding his or her application. One commission member 
shall be a student duly enrolled in a community college or university in 
the City of Austin ai:id who resides and i_s registered to vote jn the City 
of Austin. 

(2) The term of office of each member of the commission expires upon the 
appointment of the first member of the succeeding commission in the 
year fol~owing the year in which the national census is taken. 

(3) Nine members of the commission shall constitute a quorum. Nine or 
more affirmative votes shall be required for any official · action, 
including approval of a final plan establishing the boundaries of any 
council district. 

( 4) Each commission member shall apply this section in a manner that is 
impartial and that reinforces public confidence in the integrity of the 
redistricting process. A commission member shall be ineligible, for a 
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period of 10 years beginning from the date of appointment, to hold 
elective public office for the City· of Austin. A member of the 
commission shall be ineligible, for a period of three years beginning 
from the date of appointment, to hold appointive public office for the 
City of Austin, to serve as paid staff for.,, or as a paid consultant to.,, the 
City of Austin, the city [Gity] council [CoUBeil] or any member of the 
city [Qty] council [Coaecil], or to receive a noncompetitively bid 
contract with the City of Austin. This three year ban on having a paid 
consultancy or entering noncompetitively bid contracts applies to the 
member individually and all entities for which the member is a 
controlling person. 

I 

(E) The commission shall establish the boundaries of the council districts for the 
City of Austin in a plan using the following c·riteria as set forth in . the 
following order of priority: 

( 1) districts shall comply with the United States Constitution. Each council 
·.·. I district shall have reasonably equal populat~on with . other districts, 

except where deviation is required to complylwith the federal Voting 
Rights Act or is allowable by law. 

(2) districts shall comply with the federal Voting Rights Act (52[~] U.S.C. ' 
Sec. 10101 [-l-9+1-] and following) and any other requirement of federal 
or state law. 

(3) districts shall be geographically c~ntiguous. 

( 4) the geographic integrity of any local neighborhood or local community 
of interest shall be respected in a manner that minimizes their division 
to the extent possible without violating th~ requirements of any of the 
preceding subsections. A community of interest is a contiguous 
population that shares common social and economic interests that 
should be included within a single district for purposes of its effective 
and fair representation. Communities of interest shall not include 
relationships with political parties, incumbents, or political candidates. 

, ( 5) to the extent practicable, district boundaries shall be drawn to encourage 
geographical compactness such that nearby areas of population are not 
bypassed for more distant populations. 
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( 6) to the extent practicable, district boundaries shall be drawn using the 
boundaries of existing election precincts. 

r (7) to the extent practicable, district boundaries shall be drawn using 
geographically identifiable boundaries. 

(G) By December 1, 2_013, and thereafter by November 1 in each year ending in 
the number one [fB], the commission shall adopt a final plan for the City of 
Austin specifically describing the district bound~ries for each of the council 
districts prescribed above. Upon adoption, the commission shall certify the 
plan to the city [Gity] council [Cmiecil]. The city council may not change 
the plan. The plan shall have the force and effect of law. · 

'( 1) The commission shall issue a report that explains the basis on which 
the commission made its decisions in achieving compliance with the 
criteria listed above and shall include definitions of the terms and 
standards used in drawing the final plan. 

I 
(2) If the commission does not adopt a fina~ plan by the dates in thi_s section, 

the city attorney for the City of Austin shall immediately petition state 
court for an order prescribing the boundary lines of the single-member 
districts in accordance with the redistricting criteria and requirements 
set forth in this section[Section]. The plan prescribed by the court shall 
be used for all sut:?sequent city council elections. until a final plan is 
adopted by the commission to replace it. 

(H) The com~ission has th~ sole legal standing to defend any action regarding 
a certified final map, and shall inform the g!Y [~] council [Couacil] if it 
determines that funds or other resources provided for the operation of the 
commission are not adequate. The city [Gity] council [Council] shall provide 

. adequate funding to defend any action regarding a certified map. The 
commission has sole authority to determine whether the city attorney or 
other legal counsel retained by the commission at its discretion shall 
represent the commission in defense of a ~ertified final map. 

(I) Commission Selection Process. 

(1) No later than December l, 2012, and thereafter by June 1 in each year 
ending in the number zero, the City of Austin Auditor shall initiate and 
widely publicize an application process, open to all registered City of 
Austin voters who meet the requirements of subdivision 3(0)(1) above, 
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in a manner that promotes a large, diverse (by race, ethnicity, gender, 
and geography) and qualified commissioner[Commissioaer] applicant 
.Pool. The City _Auditor shall take all reasonable and necessary steps to 
ensure that the pool has the requisite numbers, diversity, and 
qualifications. This process shall remain open until February 1, 2013,. 
and thereafter until September 30 in each year ending in the number 
zero. 

(2) No later than December 1, 2012,. and thereafter by June 1 in each year. 
ending in the number zero, the City of Austin Auditor shall initiate and 
widely publicize an application process, open to all qualified 
independent auditors that reside in the City of Austin and who meet the 
requirements of subdivision 3(A)(5) above, in a manner ·that promotes 
a large pool of applicants and applicant diversity by race, ethnicity, 
gender, and geography. This process shall remain open until February 
1, 2013 and thereafter until September l in each year ending in the 
number zero. 

(3) The City of Austin Auditor sh!all remove from .. the commissioner or 
independent auditor applicant pool any person with conflicts of interest 
including: 

(a) Within the five years immediately preceding the date of 
appli~ation, either the applicant or their spouse, shall have done 
any of the following: 

(i) been appointed to, elected to, or have been a candidate for 
· state or city office. 

(ii) served as an officer, employee, or paid consultant of a 
political party or of the campaign committee of a candid&te 
for elective state, county or city office. 

(iii) been a registered state or local lobbyist. 

(iv) contributed or bundled $1,000 or more in aggregate to 
candidates for City of Austin elective office in the last city 
election. 

(b) A person who has been, within the three years immediately . 
preceding the date of application: a paid ·employee of the City of 
Austin; person performing paid ~ervices under a professional or 
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political contract to the City of Austin; to the~ [Gtey] council 
[Council], or t(? any member of the city [Gtey] council [Couneil]; 
any controlling person of any such consultant; or a spouse of any 
of the foregoing. . 

(4) No later than February 15, 2013, and no later than October 1 in each 
year ending in the number zero, the City [ of A1:1stin] Auditor shall 
review the auditor review panel applicants and remove those who do 
not meet the prescribed qualifications in subdivision 3(A)(5) or have 
conflicts of interest as defined by subdivision 3(1)(3). No later than 
February 15, 2013, and no later than October 1 in each year ending in 
the number zero, the City [ofAustia] Auditor shall at a public meeting 
randomly draw the names of three qualified independent auditors from 
a pool consisting of all qualifi~d independent auditors, without conflicts 
of interest, that have applied to serve on the Applicant Review Panel. 
After the drawing, the City Auditor shall notify the three qualified 
independent auditors whose names have been drawn that they have 
been selected to serve on the P,anel. If any of the three qualified 
independent auditors declines to 1serve on the panel or is disqualified 

· ·because of any conflict of interest prescribed above in subdivision 
3(1)(2), the City [ of A1:1stie] Auditor shall resume the random drawing 
at a public meeting as soon as possible until three qualified independent 
auditors who meet the requirements of this section have agreed to serve 
on the panel. 

(5) No later ~ban March 1, 2013, and thereafter no later than October 31 in 
each year ending i_n the number zero, the City [of.Aastie] Auditor shall 

· have reviewed and removed individuals with conflicts of interest as . 
defined in subdivision 3(1)(3), or who fail to meet the qualification 
prescribed in subdivision 3(0)(1), from among the commission 
applicants, and then shall publicize the names in the applicant pool and 
provide copies of their applications to the Applicant Review Panel. 

(6) No later than May 1, 2013, and thereafter by January 15 in each year 
ending in the number one, the Applicant Review Panel shall selecJ a 
pool of 60 applicants from among the qualified applicants. These 
persons shall be the most qualified applicants on the basfs of relevant 
analytical skills, ability to be impartial, residency in various parts of the 
city [Giey], and appreciation for the City of Austin's diverse 
demographics and geography. The members of the Applicant Review 
Panel shall not communicate directly or indirectly with any elected 
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member of the city [Giey] council [Council], or their representatives, 
about any matter related to the nomination process or any applicant 
prior to the presentation by the panel of the pool of recommended 
applicants to the city [Giey] council [Col:lncil]. 

(7) No later than May 2, 2013, and by January 16 in each year ending in 
the number one thereafter, the Applicant Review Panel shall submit its 
pool of 60 recommended applicants to the city [Giey] council [Couacil]. 
Each member of the city [Giey] council [Council] within five days in 
writi~g may strike up to one applicant from the pool of applicants. No 
reason need be given for a strike. Any applicant struck by any member 
of the city [Gity] council [Council] must be removed from the pool of 
applicants. No later than May 8, 2013, and thereafter by January 22 iri 
each year ending in one, the Applicant Review Panel shall submit the 
pool of remaining applicants to the City [ofA.astia] Auditor. 

(8) No later than May 9, 2013~ and thereafter by Januacy 23 in each year 
ending in the number one,

1 
the City [ of Austis] Auditor shall random~y 

draw at a public meeting eight names from the remaining pool of 
applicants. These eight individuals shall serve on the 
commiss'ion[ Citi2ieas Redistrictiag Commissioa]. 

(9) No later than June 30, 2013, and thereafter by February 28 in each year 
ending in the number one, the eight commissioners shall review the 
remaining names in the pool of applicants and, from the remaining 
applicants in that pool, ~hall appoint six applicants to the commission. 
Tp.ese six appointees must be approved by at least five affinnative votes 
among the eight commissioners. These six appointees shall be chosen 
to ensure that the commission reflects the diversity of the City of 
Austin, iJ;1cluding, but not limited to, racial, ethnic, and gender 
diversity. However, it is not intended that formulas or specific ratios be 
applied for this purpose. Applicants shall also be chosen based on 
relevant analytical skills and ability to be impartial. As for geographic 
diversity, for the first redistricting in 2013, the eight co~missioners 
shall appoint the remaining six members to ensure geographic diversity 
and that at least three commissioners come from each of the four 
existing Travis County Co~issioners precincts[ districts], to the 
extent feasible with the remaining six open seats. As for the 
redistricting in each year ending in the number one thereafter, the eight 
commissioners shall ensure that at least one commission member 
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-resides in each of the then current council districts, to the extent feasible 
with the remaining six open seats. 

( 0) Once constituted, the commjssion shall conduct hearings and adopt a 
plan for the boundaries of the city's council districts as required by the 
Charter[oharter] of the City of Austin. 

(J) Citizens Redistricting Commission Vacancy, Removal, Resignation, or 
Absence. 

(1) In the event of substantial neglect of duty, gross misconduct in office, 
or inability to discharge the duties of office, a member of the 
commission, having been served written notice and provided with an 

· opportunity for a -response, may be removed by a vote of 10 of the 
commissioners[Commissioners ]. 

(2) Any vacancy, whether created by removal, resignation, or absence, in 
the 14 commi~ion positions shall be filled by the commissio!1[CommissioB] 
within 15 days aft¢r the vacancy occurs, from the remaining pool of 
applicants and in! compliance with the applicant requirementJ of 
subdivision 3(1)(8). Nine members must agree to any appointment. . 

(K) The activities of the commission[Citlzens Redistricting Commission] are 
subject to all of the following: . 

(1) the commission shall comply with all state and city requirements for 
open meetings. 

(2) the records of the commission and all data considered by the 
commission are public records that will be made available in a manner 
that ensures immediate and widespread public access. 

(3) commission. members and commission · staff may not communicate 
with:l or receive communications about:,. redistricting matters from 
anyone outside of a public hearing. This paragraph does not prohibit 
communication between commission members, commission staff 
( which shall exclude staff of any council members), legal counsel, and 
consultants retained by the commission that is otherwise permitted by 
state and city open meeting requirements. 
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( 4) the commission shall select one of its members to serve as the chair and 
one to serve as vice chair. The chair and vice chair shall remain voting 
members of the commission. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

the commission shall hire co_mmission . staff, legal · counsel, and 
consultants as needed; provided, however, that compensation of such 
persons shall be limited to the period in which the commission is active. 
The commission shall establish clear criteria for the hiring and removal 
of these individuals, communication protocols, and a code of conduct. 
The commission shall apply the · conflicts . of interest listed in 
subdivision 3(1)(3) to the hiring of staff, legal counsel, and consuitants. 
The ·commission shall require that at least one of th~ legal counsel. hired 
by the commission has demonstrated extensive experience and 
expertise in implementation and enforcement of the federal Voting 
Rights Act of 1965 (52[~] U.S.C. Sec. 10101[-l-9+!] and following). 
The commission shall make hiring, removal, or contracting decisions 
on staff, legal counsel, and consultants by nine or more affirmative 
votes. 

I 

notwithstanding any other prov1s10n of law, no employer shall 
discharge, threaten to discharge, intimidate, coerce, or retaliate against 
any employee by reason of such employee's membership on the 
commission or attendance or scheduled attendance at any meeting of 
the commission. 

the commission shall establish and implement an open hearing process 
for public input and deliberation that _shall be subject to public notice 
and promoted through an extensive outreach pr(?gram to solicit broad 
public participation in the redistricting public review process. The 
hearing process shall begin with hearings to receive public input before 
the commission votes and approves a preliminary redistricting plan. In 
2013~ there shall be at least two such public hearings, before the 
commission votes on a preliminary plan, in each of the four Travis 
County Commissioner p[P]recincts, and in each y~ar ending in the 
number one thereafter, there shall be at least one s~ch public hearing, 
before the commission votes on a preliminary redistricting plan in each 
of the then existing 10 council distri~ts. In addition, these hearings shall 
be supplemented with all other appropriate activities to further increase 
opportunities for the publi.c to observe and participate in the review 
process. 
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Following the commission's vote approving the preliminary plan, 
there shall be at l~ast four public hearings, geographically dispersed.,_ 
with at least one hearing in each of the four Travis· County 
Commissioners' precinctsJ. and each hearing shall be held on a different 
date. The commission also shall display the approved preliminary plan 
for written public comment in a manner designed to achieve the widest 
public access reasonably possible. Written public comment shall be 
taken for at least 14 days from the date of public display of the approved 
preliminary plan. The commission then shall vote on a proposed final 
plan and then it shall hold two subsequent public hearings, one north of 
Lady Bird Lake and one south of Lady Bird Lake and take at least five 
days of written public comments. The commission[Commission]then 
shall be finished with all hearings and adopt a final plan by no later than 
December 1, 2013, and thereafter by November 1 in each year ending 
in the number one. 

(~) members of the commission shall not be compensated for their service. 
Mer,bers of the panel and the commission I are eligible for 
reimbursement of reasonable and necessary personal expenses incurred 
in connection with the duties performed pursuant to this act. 

(9) - the city [Qty] council [Council] shall appropriate sufficient funds to 
meet the operational cost of the c_ommission and the cost of any 
outreach program to solicit broad public participation in the 
redistricting process. 

( 10) the commission shall rem~in inactive except ~hen necessary to co~ply 
with its duties under this ordinance and the Charter[ charter] of the City 
of Austin. 

§ 4. - REPEALED(TRt'.tNSITIONJ. 

[ (A) This seetioa provides for a transition from the seven member council elected 
at large to the 11 member ooaaoil provided by this artiele. E*eept as 
13roviaee ia this sectiea, ane after the transitioa as f)reserihee in thi.s seetioR, 
the mayor cmd couacil members shall serve three yeili" terms. 

(8) T~e three eoaaeil members elected at large ie May 2011 skall serve three 
year terms. The mayor and tlH=ee em:1eoil members elected at large ie the 
May 2012 geaeral election ~hall serve tv.'o year teFFB:s. 
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(C) A geaeral electios shall be held for the COtiBcil i-B May 2014, at 1.vhich the 
mayor aaEI tke 10 coaecil memaers electeEI from coaeeil districts shall ee 
eleeted. 

(D) As sooa as praotioable after assamJag offise after the May 2Q 14 geaeral 
electioa, the City Clerk shall. divide at a fll:lelie hearieg the coaeeil members 
elected from coancil districts iato two classes by drawiag lots. Class Oae 
shall eoesist of five eoaecil memeers who shall serve i-aitial two year teffBs. 
Class Two shal1 consist of fhte coaAcil memllers who shell serve Muee year 
terms. 

(e) At tile ).fay 201 geeeral election, the fhte Class One eoaecil mefflbers 
elected by districts \Vill be elected for three year terms. 

(F) At the :May 2017 general election, the Mayor aad five Class Two eea0eil 
metmleFS eleetea by districts will be elected for thfee year terms, markie:g 
the end of the traesitiee f)erioEI.] 

§ 5. - TEIRM LIMITS. 

(A) Except as provided in subsection[Sabsection] (C), a person may not be 
elected to.,, or serve in the office of mayor[~iayer].,, for more than two 
consecutive terms, and a person who has held the office of mayor[Mayer] 
for more than two years of a term to which $Orne other person was elec~ed 
mayor[Mayor] may not be elected to the office of mayor[Mayor] more than . . 
once m succession. 

(B) Except as provided in subsection[Sueseetioe] (C), a person may not [shall] 
be elected to.,, or serve on.1 the city [Qty] C(?uncil [Couecil] in a position other 
than mayor[Mayor] for more than two consecutive terms, and a person who 
has held a position other than· mayor[Mayor] for more than two years of a 
term to which some other person was elected to the position may not be 
elected to a position other than mayor[Mayor] more than once in succession. 

(C) A person subject to a term limit with· respect to an office may become a 
candidate for the office and serve if elected.1 if the person's application to be 
a candidate for the office is accompanied by a petition requesting that the 
person be authorized to be a candidate and the petition is signed by at least 
five percent of the _qualified voters of the territory from which the office is 
elected. 
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§ 6. - VACANCIES. 

Where a vacancy in any place on the council shall occur, the vacant place shall 
be filled by a special election, and, where necessary, by a run-~ff election, in the 
same manner a·s provided in this Charter for the regular election of a council_member. 
Such special election shall be held on the next available state uniform election date 
following the cre~tion of the vacancy,. and the run-off election ' shall be held 
according to state law following the preceding election; provided, however, that 
where a vacancy shall occur within [ niRety (]90[1] days of a regular election, no 
special election to fill the ·vacancy shall be called, unless more than one vacancy 
occurs. 

§ 10. - MAYOR AND MAYOR PRO TEM. 

The council_member elected to and occupying the place designated "mayor11 

shall be the mayor of the City of Austin. At its first meeting following each regular 
election of council_members, the council shall, by election, designate one of its 
n?mber as mayor pro tern, who shall serve in such capacity at[ daring] the pleasure 
of the council. The mayor shall preside at all me:etings of the council and shall be 
rJcognized as head of the city government for all ceremonial purposes, for the 
purpose of receiving service of civil process, and for military purposes, but he or she 
shall have no regular administrative duties. The mayor, as a member of the council, 
shall be entitled to vote upon all matters considered by the council, but shall have no 
veto power. The mayor pro tern shall act as mayor during the absence or disability 
·of the mayor, and shall have power to perform every act the mayor could pe:fonn if 
present. 

§ 12. - MEETINGS OF THE COUNCIL. 

The council shall meet in regular session at the City Hall at least once each 
week at such time as may be prescribed by ordinance, unless otherwise ordered by 
the council for reasons to be documented in[ spread upoe] the minutes. Special 
meetings of the council shall be called by the city clerk upon written request of the 
mayor or two[~] members of the council. All meetings shall be open to the public 
except as may pe authorized by the_laws of the State of Texas. 

§ 14. - PROCEDURE TO ENACT LEGISLATION. 

The counci 1 shall legislate by ordinance only, and the enacting clause of every 
ordinance shall be, "BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY 
OF AUSTIN." Before any ordinance shall be adopted, the city attorney shall approve 
such · ordinance in writing or shall file with the city clerk his or her written legal 
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objections thereto. Every ordinance enacted by the council shall be signed by the· 
mayor, mayor pro tern, or by two council_members, and shall be filed with and 
recorded by the city clerk before the same shall become effective. Unless otherwise 
provided by law or this Charter, no ordinance shall become effective until the 
expiration of l O days following the date of its final passage, except where an 
ordinance relating to the imm~diate preservation of tp.e public peace, health or safety, 
is adopted as an emergency measure by the favorable votes of at least two-thirds of 
the council_members and contains a statement of the nature of the emergency. 

§ 16. - CODE OF ORDINANCES . . 

Within six[~] months after the effective date of this section, the council shall 
cause all general ordinances oft];ie city to be compiled and printed in cod~ form. For 
the purpose of this section, general ordinances shall be deemed to be those 
ordinances of a permanent or continuing nature which affect the residents of the city 
at large. Every general ordinance enacted subsequent to the original codification 
required ~hove shall be enacted as an ame~dment to the code. After the original 
codification, the council shall have the po

1

wer to ,cause all general ordinances to be . ] 
recodified and reprinted whenever in its d~scretion such is dee~ed desirable, and it 
shall be mandatory upon the council to cause all general ordinances to be recodified 
and reprinted before the expiration of any 1 O[ten (10)] consecutive years following 
the last preceding codification or recodification. ~en adopted by the council, the 
printed codes of general ordinances contemplated by this section shall be in full force 
and effect without the necessity of such codes or any part thereof being published in 
any newspaper. 

ARTICLE Ill. - ELECTIONS. 

§ 2 .... ELECTION DATE; COUNCIL TERMS; ELECTION BY MAJORITY 
AND RUN-OFF ELECTIONS. 

(A) The c[G]ity's general election shall be held on the November uniform 
· election date authorized by state law in even-numbered years. 
· Notwithstanding any other provision of this Chart~r, the regular term of the 

mayor and council members is four years~ Council terms shall be staggered 
so that a general election is held every two years, and half~. or as near to half 
a~ is practical, of the council is elected at each election. 

[(l) The eouecil shall pro·lide by ordinance fot_ ·the traesitioe from three 
year terms to four year terms and for staggerieg the terms of e~macil 
members. The ordia~ece may provide for drawing lots for initial terms 
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or temporarily leagtheniag or shorteaiag ie.dividual couaeil member's 
terms to accomplish the · transitioa. If a council member's term is 
shortened by more thaa a year, for the pH-rpose of the traesition.1. that- _ 
shortefled term does Rot eo~Bt as a · term for the purpose of Article II 
Seetion 5 of this Ch8:rter. 'Nhen this paragraph has served its purpose, 
it eKpires, and aeed Rot l=>e reprinted ia futl:lre versions of the Charter.] 

( C) The regular term of a council member begins on the date set by ordinance. 
A council_member may qualify for office on that date or as soon thereafter 
as practicable. In the case of a special election to fill an unexpired term, the 
person elected may qualify and assume office as soon as practicable after 
the canvass of the election. 

§ 3. - REGULATION OF ELECTIONS. 

All elections shall be held in accordance with the laws of the State of Texas 
regulating the holding of municipal elections and in accordance with the ordinances 
adopted by the council for the con.duct of elections. The[Provided that the] council 
shall appoint the election judges ahd other election officials. Voting precincts sha* 
be established by ordinance and mky be altered from time to time in like manner. 

. § 4. - FILING OF CANDIDA TES. 

Any qualified person who desires to beconie a candidate for election to a place 
on the council shall file with the city clerk.1. at least 45[forty frfe (45)] days prior to 
the' election day.1 an application for his or her name to appear on the ballot. Such 
application shall be accompanied by a filing fee of $500.00[five hundred dollars 
($5QO.OO)]. Such [If the petitien. is safficient to .satisfy statatory reqairements, the] 
filing fee may be reduced by $1.00[oae dollar ($1.00)] per signature for each 
registered voter. who signs a petition requesting that the name of the · candidate be 
placed OI?- the ballot, if such petition is sufficient to satisfy statutory requirements. In 
case of a· district position, the petition shall be signed by registered voters residing 
in the particular district. Such application shall clearly designate by number the plac~ 
on the council to which the candidate seeks election and shall contain a sworn 
statement by the candidate that he or she is fully qualified under the laws of Texas 
and the provisions of this Charter to hold the office he or she seeks. 

§ 6. - CANVASSING ELECTION AND DECLARING RESULTS. 

The returns of every municipal election shall be delivered by the election 
judges to the city clerk not later than ll[t\velve (12)] hours after the closing of the 
polls. The council shall canvass the returns and declare the official results of the 
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election in accordance with state law. The returns of every municipal election shall 
~e recorded in the minutes of the council, by precinct totals for each candidate. 

§ 8. - LIMITS ON CAMPAIGN CONT~BUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES. 

(A) Limits On Contributions To Candidates. 

(1) No candidate for mayor[Mayor] or city [Gity] council [Coeeeil] and his 
or her campaign committee shall accept campaign contributions in 
excess of $300 per contributor per election from any person, except for 
the candidate and small-donor political committees. The amount of the 
contribution limit shall be modified each year with the adoption of the 
budget _to increase or decrease in accordance with the most recently 
publishe~ federal government[,] Bureau of Labor Statistics Indicator, 
Consumer Price Index (CPI-W U.S. City Average) U.S. City Average. 
The most recently published Consumer Price Index on May 13, 2006, 
shall be used as a base of 100 and the adjustment thereafter wil.l be to 
the nearest $50.00. 

I . ; 
(2) Each candidate may authorize, establish, administer, or dontrol only 

one campaign committee at one time. 

(3) No candidate and his or her committee shall accept an aggregate 
contribution total of more than $30,000 per election, and $20,000 in the 
case of a runoff election, from sources other than natural persons 
eligible to vote in a postal zip code completely or partially within the 
Austin city limits. The amount of the contribution limit shall be 
modified each year with the adoption of the budget to increase or 
decrease in accordance with the most recently published federal 
government[,] Bureau of Labor Statistics Indicator, Consumer Price 
Index (CPI-W U.S. City Average) U.S. City Average. The most 
recently published Consumer Price Index on May 13, 2006, shall be 
used as a base of 100 and the adjustment thereafter will be to the nearest 
$1,000.00. , 

(B) Small-Donor Political Committees. 

(1) A small-donor political committee is a political committee which has 
accepted no more than $25 from any contributor during any calendar 
year, has had at least 100 c_ontributors during either the cu~ent or 
previous calendar year, has been in existence for at le~st six months, 
and has never been controlled by a candidate. 
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(2) Such a committee shall not contribute more than $1000 per candidate 
per election for the offices of mayor[Mayor] and city [Gity] council 
[Council]. 

· (F) Time Restrictions On Candidat~ Fundraising; Officeholder Accounts. 

(1) In this section temis have the same meaning as they have in Title 15 of 
the Texas Election Code. The term "officeholder account" means an 
account in which funds described by subsection (F)( 4) must be kept. 

. "Officeholder" means the mayor or a council member. 

(2) An officeholder, a candidate for mayor or city council, or an 
officeholder's or candidate's committee.,_ may not solicit or accept a 
political contribution except during the last 180 days before an election 
for mayor or council member or in which an officeholder faces recall. 

(3) Except as provided by subsection (F)(6), no later than the 90th day after 
~n election; or if a candidate is in a runoff election no later than the 90th 
day after the runoff, a candidate or offi~eholder shall distribu~e the 
balance of funds! received from political contributions in excess of any 
remaining expenses for the election: 

(a) to the candidate's or officeholder's contributors on a reasonable 
basis, 

(b) to a charitable organization, or 

( c) to the Austin Fair Campaign Fund. 

( 4) An unsuccessful candidate who, after an election, has unpaid expenses 
remaining, or who has unreimbursed campaign expenditures from 
personal funds that were made with the intent to seek reimbursement 
from political contributions, may solicit and accept political 
contributions after the election until the unpaid expenses are paid and 
the unreimbursed expenditures are reimbursed. 

( 5) · An officeholder who, after an election, has unpaid expenses remaining, 
or who has unreimbursed campaign expenditures from personal funds 
that were made with the intent to seek reimbursement from political 
contributions, may solicit and accept political contributions after 
leaving office untilthe unpaid expenses are paid and the unreimbursed 
expenditures are reimbursed. An officeholder may also pay the unp~id 
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· · expenses and reimburse the unreimbursed expenditures from political 
contributions received during a subsequent campaign. 

(6) An officeholder niay retain up to $20,000 of funds received from 
political contributions for the purposes of officeholder expenditures. 

(7:) An officeholder shall keep funds retained under subsection {F)(6) in an 
account separate from any other funds including personal funds of the 
officeholder and any other political funds of the officeholder. The funds 
kept in an officeholder account may be used only for officeholder 
expenditures. The funds kept in an officeholder account may not be 
used for campaign expenditures. The funds kept in an officeholder 
account may not exceed $20,000.00 at any time. 

(8) When.an officeholder.leaves the council[Councilt the :funds remaining 
in an officeholder account must be paid to the Austin Fair Campaign 
Fund. 

(G) Applicability To Council M[m]embers. Any incumbent maypr or council 
member is subject to the regulations applied to candidates for the office he 
or she holds. 

(I) · Enforcement. Th~ city council may by ordinance adopt penalties and 
enforcement procedures for violations of this ·article[.A:rticle]. 

ARTICLE IV. - INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM, AND RECALL. 

§ 2. - POWER OF REFERENDUM. 

The people reserve the power to approve or reject at the polls any legislation 
enacted by the council which is subject to the initiative process under this Charter, 
except an ordinance which is enacted for the immediate preservation of the public 
peace, health or safety, which contains a statement of its urgency, an~ which is 
adopted by the favorable votes of eight[fiY@ (5)] or more of the council members. 
Prior to the effective date of any ordinance which is subject to referendum, a petition 
signed by qualified voters of the ~ity equal in number to the number of signatures 
required by state law to initiate an ~mendment to this Charter may be filed with the 
city clerk requesting that any such ordinance be either repealed or submitted to 
vote of the people. When such a petition has been certified as sufficient by the city 
clerk, the ordinance specified in the petition shall not go into ef~ect, or further action 
thereunder ~hall be suspended if it shall have gone into effect, until and unless it is 
approved by the voters as herein provided. 
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§ 3. - FORM AND VALIDATION OF A PETITION.; 

A petition under section[Sectioa] 1 or section[Sectioa] 2 of this article is 
subject to the requirements prescribed by state law for a petition t~ initiate an 
amendment to this Charter, and shall be in the form and validated in the manner 
prescribed by state law for a petitipn to initiate an amendment to this Charter. 

§ 4. - COUNCIL CONSIDERATION AND SUBMISSION TO VOTERS. 

When the council receives an authorized initiative petition certified by the city 
clerk to be sufficient, the council shall either: 

(a) Pass the initiated ordinance without amendment within l.Q.[am 
f-l-Gt] days after the date of the certification to the council; or 

(b) Order an election and submit said initiated ordinance without 
amendment to a vote of the qualified voters of the city at a regular 
or special election to be held on the next allowable election date 
authorized by state law after the certificationlto the council.. 

When the council receives an authorized referendum petition certified by the 
city clerk to be sufficient, the council shall reconsider th~ referred ordinance, and if 
upon such reconsideration such ordinance is not repealed, it shall be submitted to the 
voters at a regular or special election to be held on the next allowable election date 
authorized by state law after the date of the certification to the council. Special 
elections on initiated or referred ordinances shall not be held more frequently than 
once each six [~] months, and no ordinance on the same subject as an initiated 
ordinance which has been defeated at any election may be initiated by the voters 
within tw~ [~] ye~rs from the date of such election. 

§ 5. - BALLOT FORM AND RESULTS OF ELECTION. 

The ballot used in voting upon an initiated or referred ordinance shall state the 
caption of the ordinance and below the caption shall set forth on separate lines the 
words, "For the Ordinance" and "Against the Ordinance." 

Any number of ordinances niay be voted on at the same election in accordance 
with the provisions of this article. If a majority of the votes cast is in favor of a 
submitted ordinance, it shall thereupon be effective as an ordinance of the city. An 
ordinance so adopted may be repealed or amended at any time after the expiration 
of two [f21] years by favorable vote of at least three: fourths of the council. .A 
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referred brdinance which is not approved by a majority of the votes cast shall be 
deemed thereupon repealed. · 

§ 6. - POWER OF RECALL. 

The people of the city reserve the power to recall any member of the council 
and may exercise such pow~r by filing with the city clerk a petition, signed by 
qualified voters of the territory from which the council member is elected.1 equal in 
number to at lea~t 10 percent of the qualified voters of the territory from which the 
council member is elected, demanding the removal of a council_member. The 
petition shall be signed and verified in the manner required for an initiative petition, 
shall contain a general statement of the grounds for which the removal is sought, and 
one of the signers of each petition paper shall make an affidavit that the statements 
therein made are true. 

§ 7. - RECALL ELECTION. 

Within 20 days after a recall petition is filed, the city clerk shall examine the 
~a~e .. !The ~~ovisions regulating ~xami?~tion, certi~c~t~on.,_. and _amendment _of 
1mt1at1ve·pet1t10ns shall apply_to recall pet1t1ons. If the pet1t1on 1s certified by the city 
clerk to be sufficient and the 'council_member whose removal is sought does not 
resign w~thin five days after the certification to the council, the council shall order 
and hold a recall election .in the territory from which the council member is elected 
on the first authorized election date that allows .sufficient time to comply with other 
requirements of law. 

§ 8. -.RECALL BALLOT. 

Ballots used at recall elections shall conform to the following requirements: 

( 1) With respect to each person whose removal is sought, the question shall 
be submitted "Shall (name of council member[Councilmemeer]) be 
removed from theofficeof@[Gity] council member[Councilmember]?" 

(~) Immediately below each such question there shall be printed the two 
·[~] followi~g propositions, one abpve the other, in the order indicated: 

"For the recall of (name of council member[ Councilmember ]). " 

"Against the recall of (name of council member[Councilmember])." 
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§ 9. - RESULTS OF RECALL ELECTION. 

If a majority of the votes cast at a recall election shall be against removal of 
the council_member named on the ballot, he or she shall continue in office. If the 
majority of the votes cast at such election be for the removal of the council_member 
named on the ballot, the council shall immediately declare his or her office vacant, 
and such vacancy shall be filled in accordance with the provisions of this Charter for 
the filling of vacancies. A council_member thus removed shall not be~ candidate to 
· succeed himself or herself in an election called to ~11 the vacancy thereby created. 

§ 10. -LIMITATION ON RECALL. 

No recall petition shall be filed against a council_member within six [~] 
months after he or she takes office, and no council_member shall be subject to more 
than ore recall election during a term of office. 

ARTICLE V. -ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION. 

I§ 1. -THE CITY MANAGER. I 
The council shall appoint a city manager who shall b~ the chief administrative 

and executive officer of the city. He or she shall be chosen by the council solely on 
the basis .of his or her executive and administrative training, experience, and ability, 
and need not, when appointed, be a resident of the City of Austin; however, during 
the tenure of his or her office, he or she shall reside within the city. 

The city manager shall not be appointed for a definite term, but may be 
removed at tQe will and pleasure of the council by a majority vote of the entire 
membership of the council. If removed after serving six [(et] months~ he or she may 
demand written charges and the right to be heard thereon at a public meeting of the 
council prior to the date on which his or her final removal shall take.place. Pending 
such hearing, the council may suspend him or her from office. The action of the 
council in suspending or removing the city pianager shall be final, it being the 
intention of this Charter to vest all authority and fix all responsibility for such 
suspension or removal in the council. The city manager shall -receive such 
compensation as may be fixed by the council. 

No member of the council shall, during the time for which he or she is elected 
. or for twq [~] years thereafter, be chosen as city manager. 
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§ 4. - DIRECTORS OF DEPARTMENTS. 

At the· head of each department there shall be a director who shall be 
· appointed, and who may be removed, by the city manager. Such directors shall. have 
supervision and control over their respective departments, and may serve as chiefs 
of divisions within their respective departments. Two [~] or more departments may 
be headed by the same individual, and the city manager may head .one or more 
departments. 

§ 5. - DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION. 

The work of each department shall be distributed among such divisions as · 
may be established by ordinance; provided[. Provided], however, that no . 
departmental division shall be made until the city manager shall have been heard and \ 
have made his or her recommendations with respect thereto. Pending passage of 
ordinances establishing departmental divisions, the. manager may establis~ 
temporary divisions in any department. ' 

§ 6. -CITY ATTORNEY. 

There shall be a department of law, the head of which shall be the city 
attorney, who shall be appointed by the city manager. The city attorney shall be a 
compete~t attorney who shall have practiced law in the State of Texas for at least 
five [~] years immediately preceding his or her appointment. 1he city attorney 
shall be the legal advisor of, and attorney for, all of the officers and departments of 
the city, and he or she shall represent the city in all litigation and legal proceedings. 
He or she shall draft, approve, or file his or her written legal objections to[,]every · 
ordinance before it is acted upon by the council, and he or she shall pass upon all 
documents, contracts.,. and legal instruments in which the city may have an interest. 

There shall be such assistant city attorneys as may be authorized by the 
council, who shall be authorized to act for and on behalf of the city attorney. 

ARTICLE VI. - MUNICIPAL COURT. 

§ 2. - JUDGE OF THE MUNICIPAL COURT. 

Th~ municipal court shall be presided over by a magistrat~ who shall be 
known as the judge of the municipal court. He or she shall be appointed by the 
council for a four-year term beginning on January first of even numbered years. He 
or she shall be removed only for cause or disability as defined in the Texas[~] 
Constitution. He or she shall have been admitted to practice law in the State of Texas 
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for not less than two[~] years and shall have resided in the city for a period of not 
less than two[~] years immediately preceding his or her appointment. 

In the event the judge of the municipal court is unable to act for any reason, 
the council shall appoint an attorney possessing the qualifications required above to 
act in his or her place. The judge, or anyone acting in his or her place, shall receive 
such compensati9n a:s may be set by the council. 

The council shall have the power to create and establish additional municipal 
courts, and to appoint more than one judge of each municipal court, whether one or 
more, each of whom shall be a magistrate and shall have the qualifications and serve 
the term of office prescribed in the first paragraph of this section. 

If any judge of a municipal court announces candidacy, or in fact becomes a 
candidate, in any general, special, or primary election, for any elective public office, 
at a time when the unexpired term of the judge's office exceeds one year, t~e judge's 
announcement or candidacy is an automatic resignation of the office of municipal 
judge. 

§ 3. - CLERK OF THE MUNibPAL COURT. 

There shall be a clerk of the municipal court who shall be appointed by, and 
who shall serve at the pleasure of, the council. The clerk shall have the power to 
administer oaths and affidavits, make certificates, affix the seal of the court thereto, 
and otheiwise perfonn any and all acts necessary in lssuing process for[ 6f] such· 
court and conducting the business thereof. 

There shall be such deputy clerks of the municipal court as may be authorized 
by the council, who shall have authority to act for and on behalf of the clerk of the 
municipal court, -and who shall be appointed by the clerk of the municipal court. 

ARTICLE VII. - FINANCE. 

§ 2. - DIRECTOR OF FINANCE - POWERS AND DUTIES. 

The director of finance shall administer all financial affairs of the city, other 
than the assessment and collection of taxes. He or she shall have authority and be 
required to: 

( l) Maintain a general accounting system for the city government . and 
exercise financial control over all offices, departments, and agencies 
thereof; 
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(2) Certify as to the availability of funds for all proposed expenditures. 
Unless the Director of Finance shall certify that there is an 
unencumbered balance in the appropriation and funds available, no 
appropriation shall be encumberedJ. and no expenditure shall be made; 

(3) Submit to the councit through the city manager,. a monthly statement 
of a11 receipts and disbursements in sufficient detail to show. the exact 
financial condition of the city; 

(f1-) Prepare, as of the end of the fiscal year, a complete financial statement 
and rep~rt. 

§ 3. - FISCAL YEAR. 

The fiscal year of the city which began on January 1, 1953, shall end on 
December 31, 1953. The next succeeding fiscal year shall begin on January 1, 1954, 
and end on September 30, 1954, and shall constitute an interim fiscal period. After 
Septembeyr 30, 1954, the fiscal year of the city shall begin on the first day of October 
and end on the last day of September of each calendar year. The rscal year 
established by this section shall also constitute the budget and accounting year. As 
used herein.2. the term "budget year" shall mean the fiscal year for which any budget 
is adopted and in which it is administered. All funds collected by the city during any 
fiscal year, including both current and delinquent revenues, shall belong to such 
fiscal year and, except for funds derived to pay interest and create a sinking fund on 
the bonded indebtedness of the city, shall be applied to the payment of expenses 
incurred during such fiscal year. Any revenues uncollected at the end of any fiscal 
year shall become resources of the next succeeding fiscal year. 

§ 6. - BUDGET PREPARATION AND ADOPTION. 

At ·least 30[thirty (30)] days prior to the beginning of each budget year, the 
city manager shall submit to the council a proposed budget in the form required by 
this Charter. At the meeting of the council at which the budget is submitted, the 
council shall order a public hearing on the budget and shall cause to be published, at 
least lO[ten (10)] days prior to the date of such hearing, the time and place thereof. 
At the time and place so advertised the council shall hold a public hearing on the 
budget as submitted, at which all interested persons shall be given an opportunity to 
be heard. The budget shall be finally adopted not later than the twenty-seventh day 
of the last month of the fiscal year. Upon final adoption the budget shall be in effect 
for the budget year, and copies thereof shall be filed with the city clerk, the 
county[Cel:lnty] clerk[Glefk] of Travis County, and the state comptroller of public 
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accounts. The final budget shall be reproduced and sufficient copies shall be made 
available °for use of all offices, departments, and agencies of the city, and for the use 
of interested persons. 

§ 7. - WORK PROGRAMS AND ALLOTMENTS. 

At the beginning of each fiscal year the head of each department or agency of 
t~e city government, upon the direction of the city manager, shall submit to the 
department of finance a work program for the year. Said work program shall include 
all appropriations for operation, maintenance, and capital outlays and shall indicate 

. the requested allotments ·of such appropriatio{?.s by months for the entire fiscal year. 
The city manager shall review the requested allotments, and,. after such alteration or 
revision as he may deem necessary, authorize such for ·expenditure. Thereafter the 
department of finance shall authorize all expenditures for departments and agencies 
to be made from the appropriations on the basis of the approved allotments and not 
otherwise. The approved allotments may be revised during the fiscal year by the city 
manager, or upon application by the head of any depa~ment or agency and approval 
by the city manager, but in no event shall the aggregate of departmental or agency 
allotments exceed the appropriation availab~e to such departments or agencies for 
the fiscal year. If, at any time during the fiscal year, the city manager shall ascertain 
that available revenues will be less than total appropriations for the year, he or she 
shall reconsider the work program and allotments of the departments and agencies 
and revise them so as to prevent the making of expenditures. in excess of available 
revenues. 

§ 12. - REVENUE BONDS FOR CONSERVATION. 

In order to conserve the energy-producing resources, water resources, and 
wastewater treatment facilities of the city and, therefore, to save money of the city, 
the city shall have power to borrow money fof the purpose of providing_ conservation 
facilities, including facilities to be owned or operated by persons other than the city, 
and to issue revenue bonds, notes or other obligatio.n in evidence of such borrowing. 
Such bonds shall be a charge upon and payable solely from the public utilities 
referred to in the first paragraph of [this] Section 11 and the income therefrom, and 
shall never be a debt of the city. All revenue bonds or obligations shall be .issued in 
accordance with applicable laws of the State of Texas. The council shall have the 

· authority to provide for the terms and form of any purchase agreement, contract, 
mortgage, bond or document desired or necessary for the issuance of revenue bonds 
and the providing of any such resource conservation facilities. 
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§ 15. - PURCHASE PROCEDURE. 

All purchases made and contracts executed by the city shalLbe pursuant to a 
written requisition from the head of the office, department or agency whose 
appropriation will be charged, and no contract or order shall be binding upon the city 
unless and until the director of finance certifies that there is to the credit of such 
office, department or agency a sufficient unencumbered appropriation balance to pay 
for the supplies, materials, equipment or.contractual services for which the contract 
or order i~. to be issued. Before the city makes any purchase or contract for supplies, 
materials; equipment or contractual services, opportunity shall be given for 
competition _unless exempted by state statute. The city manager shall have the 
authority to contract for expenditures without further approval of the council for an 
expenditure that does not exceed forty-three thousand dollars annually. A contract 
or an am~ndment to a contract, involving an expenditure of more than forty-three 
thousand <iollars annually must be expressly approved by the council. All cont~acts 
or pu~chases involving more than $5,000.00[:five thot1saed dollars ($5,000.00)] shall 

. be let to the bid deemed most advantageous to the city after there has been an 
opportuniJY for competitive bidding; provided, however, t)lat the council shall have 
the right to reject any and all bids. Contracts for persona~ or professional services 
shall not be let on competitive bids and each such contract, or amendment to a 
contract, involving more than forty-three thousand dollars annually _shall be 
approved by the council. The city manager may not contract · for personal or 
professional services under the manager's authority if the manager knows or 
reasonably should know that the contractor's full scope of work will exceed the limit 
of the manager's authority. The amount of the forty-three thousand dollar annual 
limitation shall be modified each year with the adoption of the budget to increase or 
decrease in accordance with the most recently published federal government~ Bureau 
of Labor Statistics Indicator, Consumer Price Index (CPI-W U.S. City Average)~ 
U.S. City Average. The most recently published Consumer Price Index on May 4, 
2002, shall be used as a base of 100 and the adjustment thereafter will be to the 
nearest $1,000.00[ one thousand dollars ($1,000.00)]. 

ARTICLE IX. - PERSONNEL. 

§ 1. - CLASSIFIED CIVIL SERVICE. 

(B) There is hereby established a classified civil service in which all employment 
and promotions shall be made on the basis of merit and fitness. The civil 
service shall include all · appointive offices and employments in the 
administrative service and in other agencies and offices of the city[Gity], · 
except the _following: · 
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( 1) members of the city council and their direct staff; 

(2) persons who are appointed or elected by th_e city council pursuant to 
this Charter; 

(3) the city manager and assistant city managers; 

· ( 4) department directors and ·assistant dep~rtment directors; 

( 5) the city attorney and all assistant city attorneys; 

(6) temporary and seasonal employees; and 

(7) employees covered by a state civil service statute. 

§ 2. - MUNICIPAL CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. 

(C) Each commissioner must be a qualified voter of the @[Qty] who does not, 
during the commissioner's term, hold or become a candidate for any other 
pub1ic office of the city[G#y] or of the State ofTexa'.s. 

I I 
(G) The commission shall: 

(I) hear appeals and make final, binding decisions in the case of any 
. municipal civil service employee or appointee who is discharged, 

suspended, demoted, denied a promotion, or put on disciplinary 
probation; 

(2) recommend the adoption of civil service rules and perform services 
under the civil service rules as provided in this section; 

(3) conduct any investigations it may consider desirable or which it may be 
required to make by the city council or the city manager concerning the 
administration of municipal civil service, and repo~ its findings and 
recommendations to the city [~] council [CettRcil]; 

( 4) perform other duties regarding the municipal civil service, not 
· inconsistent with this article, that the city[~] council [Cottncil] may 
require; 

(5) issue subpoenas and subpoenas duces tecum to witnesses, whether at 
the request of interested parties or on its own motion, when reasonably 
necessary to obtain pertinent evidence at a hearing or investigati~n; and 
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(6) administer oaths to witnesses appearing at a hearing or investigation. 

§ 5. - EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM. 

There shall be a retirement system for the employees of the city which shall 
be known as the employees' retirement system of the City of Austin. After the first 
six [fej] . months of employment, all municip~l employees except the mayor, 
members of the council, members of boards and commissions, employees of the fire · 
department, and.part-time or temporary employees, shall become members of such 
system. Such system shall be governed by a board of directors composed of such 
members and selected in such a manner as may be provided by ordinance of the 
counc_il, provided that classified employees shall have representation on the board. 
Such system shall be financed by a retirement fund created by contributions of the 
members and of the city, and the contributions by the city shall always be equal to 
or greater than the contributions of the members. The benefits payable to any 
member upon retirement shall be based upon the amount of contributions made on 
behalf of such member, and shall be determined on an actuarial basis. Upon 
separation of any member from the service of the city before retirement~ such 
me~ber shall be entitled to receive only the amount tjf his or her contributions to the 
fund and .interest thereon. 

Establishment of the employees' retirement system shall not preclude the 
council from merging such system with, or adopting, any voluntary statewide or 
national retirement system where the general benefits of such merger or change are 
at least equal to those under the employees' retirement system. The council shall 
likewise not be precluded from consolidating any retirement system maintained by 
employees of the fire department with the employees' retirement system of the City 
of Austin under ·terms agreeable to both systems. 

§ 6. - COUNCIL APPOINTEES . . 

(A) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Charter: 

(l) each member of the city [btty] council [Coaaeil] may hire assistants 
and other office staff as may be nece'ssary to carry out the duties and 
responsibilities o_f the city council, and as may be authorized by _ 
ordinance; 

(~) each of the salaried city employees that this Charter provides be 
appointed by the city [Gity] council [Council] shall hire and manage the 
appointee's own staff as may be authorized by ordip.ance; 
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(3) the city [Qty] council [Couacil] may by ordinance provide for the 
adoption of the pei:sonnel policies for the employees subject to this 
section. 

(8) If an officer or employee who is appointed by the city council under this 
charter, other than a judge of a municipal court, announces candidacy, or in 
fact becomes a candidate, in any general, special, or primary election, for 
any elective public office, the officer's or ~mployee's announcement or 
candidacy is an automatic resignation of the office or employment. 

ARTICLE X. - PLANNING. 

§ 4. - THE PLANNING COMMISSION - POWERS AND DUTIES. 

The planning commission shall: 

( 1) Review and make recommendations to the council regarding the 
adoption and implementation of a comprehensive plan (as defined by 
section[Seetion] 5 of this article)

1

or element or portion thereof prepared · 
under· authorization of the city ~ouncil and under the direction of the 
city manager and responsible city planning staff; 

(2) After a comprehensive plan or element or portion thereof has been 
adopted in conformity with this article: 

(a) Review and make recommendation to the council on all 
amendments to the comprehensive plan or element or portion 
thereof;_ 

(b) Review and make recommendations to the council on all proposals 
to adopt or ame~d land development regulations for the purpose of 
establishing the relationship of such proposal to, and its 
consistency with, the adopted comprehensiv·e plan or element or 
portion thereof. For purposes of this article and subsection, ''land 
development regulations" includes zoning, subdivision, building 
and construction, environmental, and other police power 
regulations controlling, regulating, or affecting the use . or 
development of land; 

(3) Pursuant to ordinances adopted by the council, exercise control over 
platting and subdividing land within the corporate limits and the 
extraterritorial jurisdiction of the city to insure the consistency of any 
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such plats or subdivision with the adopted comprehensive plan or 
element or portion thereof; 

(4) Submit annually to the city manager, not less than 90[nillety (90)] days 
prior to the beginning of the budget year, a list of recommended capital 
improvements, which in the opinion of the commission are ~ecessary 
or desirable to implement the adopted comprehensive plan or element 
or portion thereof during the forthcoming five-year period; 

(5) Monitor and oversee the effectiveness and status of the comprehensive 
plan and recommend annually to the council any changes in or 
amendments to the comprehensive plan as may be desired or required; 

( 6) Prepare periodic evaluation and appraisal reports on the comprehensive 
plan, which shall be sent to the council at least once every five [~] 
years after the adoption of the comprehensive plan or element or portion 
thereof; 

(7) Require infonnation fro1* the city manager relative to its work; 

The commission shall be responsible to and act as an advisory body to the 
council and shall perform such additional duties and exercise such additional powers 
as may be prescribed by ordinance of the council not inconsistent with the provisions 
of this Charter. 

§ 5. - THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN. 

The council shall adopt by ordinance a comprehensive plan, which shall 
constitute the master and general plan. The comprehensive plan shall contain the 
council's policies for growth, development.,_ and beautification of the land within the 
corporate limits and the extraterritorial jurisdiction of the city, or for geographic 
portions thereof including neighborhood, community or areawide plans. rhe 
comprehensive plan shall include the following elements: (1) a future land use 
element; (2) a traffic circulation and mass transit element; (3) a wastewater, solid 
waste, drainage and potable water element; (4) a conservation and environmental 
resources element; (5) a recreation and open space element; (6) a housing. element; 
(7) a public services and facilities element, which shall include but not be limited to 
a capital improvement program; (8) a public buildings and related facilities element; 
(9) an economic element for commercial and industrial development and 
redevelopment; and (10) health and human service element. 
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The council may also adopt by ordinance other elements as are necessary or 
desirable · to establish and implement policies for growth, developmentl. and 
l;>eautification within the city, its extraterritorial jurisdiction, or for geographic 
portions thereof, including neighborhood, community, or areawide plans. The 
council shall provide for financing of all elements contained in the comprehensive 
plan in accordance with law. · 

The several elements of the comprehensive plan shall be coordinated and be 
internally consistent. Each. element shall include policy recommendations for its 
implementation and shall be implemented, in part, by the adoption and enforcement 
of appropriate land development regulations. 

The planning commission shall forward the proposed comprehensive plan or 
element or portion thereof to the city manager, who shall thereupon submit such 
plan, or element or portion thereof, to the council with recommendations thereon. 

The council may adopt, or adopt with changes or amendments, the proposed 
comprehensive plan or element or portion thereof, after-at least one public hearing. 
The council s~all act on such plan, element or portion thereof, Fithin 60[sixty (60)] 
days following its submission by the city manager. If such plan or element or portion 
thereof is not adopted by the council, it shall, with policy direction, return such plan 
or element thereof the planning commission, which may modify such plan or 
element or portion thereof, and again forward it to the city manager for submission 
in like manner to the council. Furthermore, all amendments to the comprehensive 
plan or element or portion thereof recommended by the planning commission shall 
be forwarded to the city manager and shall be subject to review· and adoption in the 
same manner as for the original adoption of the comprehensive plan as set forth 
~OV~ . 

§ 6. - LEGAL EFFECT OF COMPREHENSIVE PLAN. 

Upon adoption of a comprehensive plan or element or portion thereof by the 
city counci-1, all land development regulations including zoning and map, 
subdivision regulations, roadway plan, all public improvements, public facilities, 
public utilities projects1 and all city regulatory actions relating to land use, 

, subdivision and development approval shall be consistent with the comprehensive 
plan, element or portion thereof as adopted. For- purposes of clarity, consistency1 

and facilitation of comprehensive planning and land development process, the 
various types oflocal regulations or laws concerning the development ofland may 
be combined in their tota]ity in a single ordinance known as the Land Development 
Code of the City of Austin. 
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§ 7. - LEGAL EFFECT OF PRIOR COMPREHE~SIVE PLAN. 

Any comprehensive plan or elem~nt or portion thereof adopted pursuant to 
the authority of Article X of this Charter or other law, but prior to the effective date 
of this amendmenti shall continue to have such force and effect as it had at the date 
of its adoption and until appropriate action is taken to adopt a new comprehensive 
plan or element or portion thereof as r~quired and autho~zed by this amendment. 

ARTICLE XI. - FRANCHISES AND PUBLIC UTILITIES. 

§ 1. - INALIENABILITY OF PUBLIC PROPERTY . 

. The right of control and use of the public streets, highways, sidewalk, alleys, 
parks, public squares, and p~blic places of the city is hereby declared to be 
inalienable by the city, except by ordinances not in conflict with the provisions of 
this Charter. No act or omission by the council or any officer or agent of the city 
shall be construeq to grant, renew, extend, or amend by estoppel or indirection any 
right, franchise~ or easement affecting said public streets, highways, sidewalks, 
Flleys, parks, public squares, public places.1 an~ other real property. . 

§ 2. - POWER TO GRANT FRANCHISE. 

The council _shall have the power by ordinance to grant, renew, and extend all 
franchises of all service-providers placing or installing facilities or equipment in, on 
or over the city[Gity] rights of way and of all public utilities of every character 
operating within the city, and, with consent of the franchise holder, to amend the 
same: provided[. Provided], however, th~t no franchise shall be granted for a tenn 
of more than 25[twenty five (25)] years, and that no franchise shall be granted, 
renewed, extended, or amended, except on condition that the city shall have the right 
at any time within five [~] years of the expiration of the term thereof to purchase 
the property of the franchise holder at a price to be determined according to the 
method agreed upon in the ordinance granting, renewing, extending, or amending 
the franchise. 

§ 3. - ORDINANCE GRANTING FRANCHISE. 

Every ordinance granting, ·renewing, extending, or amending a franchise shall 
be read at three[~] regular meetings of the council, and shall not be finally acted 
upon until 30[thirty (30)] days after the first reading thereof. Within five [~] days 
following each of the three[~] readings of the ordinance, the full text thereof shall 
be published one time in some newspaper of general circulation in the city, and the 
expense of such publication shall be borne by the prospective franchise holder. No 
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such ordinance shall become effectiv_e until the expiration of 60[si1lty (60)] days 
following the date of its final adoption by the council, and every such ordinance shall 
be subject to.the referendum procedure provided by state law. 

§ 6. - REGULATION OF RA TES. 

The council shall have full power after notice and hearing. to regul~te by 
ordinance the rates, charges, and fares of every franchise holder operating in the city 
to the fullest extent allowed by state and federal law; provided. however, [. Provided) 
that no such ordinance shall be passed as an emergency measure. Any franchise 
holder requesting an increase in its rates, charges, or fares shall have, at the hearing 
on such request, the burden of establishing by clear and convincing evidence the 
value of its investments and the amount and character of its expenses and revenues. 
No franchise holder shall institute any legal action to contest any rate, charge, or fare 
fixed by the council until such franchise holder has filed a motion for rehearing with 
the council specifically setting out each ground of its complaint against the rate, 
charge or fare fixed by the council, and until the council shall have acted upon such 
motion. 

I 
ARTICLE XII. - GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

§ 2. - OFFICERS, ETC. -IMPROPER ACTS OF. 

Any officer or employee of the city who by solicitation or otherwise shall 
exert his/her influence directly or indirectly to influence any other officer or 
employee of the city to favor any particular person or candidate for office in the 
city shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall forfeit his 
or her office or employment and be punished by a fine not exceeding [hvo hundred 

. dollars] [t]$200.00[1]. Officers and employees shall not be permitted to take an 
active part in any political campaign of another for an elective position of the city 
if they ate in uniform or on active duty. The term "active part" means making 
political speeches, passing out cards, or other political literature, writing letters, 
signing petitions, actively and openly soliciting votes.,, and making pu~lic 
derogatory remarks about candidates for such elective positions. City officers and 
employees are prohibited from contributing or using city resources, equipment.,, or 
money for election campaigning. 

Officers and employees coming under the provisions of this act are not 
required to contribute to any political fund or render any political service to any 
person or party whatsoever; and no person shall be removed, reduc.ed in 
classification or salary, or otherwise prejudiced by refusing to do so; and any 

- . 
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official who attempt_s the -same shall be guilty of violating the provisions of this 
section. 

§ 3. - NOTICE OF CLAIMS. 

Before the City of Austin shall be liable for damages for the death or personal 
injuries of any person or for damage to or destruction of property of any kind, which 
does not constitute a taking or damaging of property under Article I, Section 17, 
Constitu~ion of Texas, the person injured, if living, or his or her representatives, if 
dead, or the owner of the property damaged. or destroyed, shall give the city council 
or city manager notice iJ?. writing of such death, injury, damage or destruction, duly 
verified by affidavit, within 45[forty five (45)] days after same has been sustained, 
stating specifically in such written notice when, where, and how the death, injury, 
damage or destruction, occurred, and the apparent extent of any such injury, the 
amount of damages sustained, the actual residence of the claimant by street and 
number at the date the claim is presented, the actual residence of such claimant for 
six [~] months immediately preceding the occurrence of such death, injury, damage 
or destruction, and the names and addresses 9f all witnesses upon whom it is relied . 
to establish the claim for dama·g~s; and the failure to so notify the council or city 
manager within the time and mam~er specified herein shall exonerate, excuse and 
exempt the city from any liability whatsoever. No act of any officer or employee of 
the city shall waive compliance, or estop the city from requiring compliance, with 
the provisions of this section as to notice, but such provisions may be waived by 
resolution of the council, made and passed before the expiration of the 45-day[.feffy-
five day] period herein provided, and evidenced by minutes of the council. 

§ 6. - ASSIGNMENT, EXECUTION AND GARNISHMENT. 

The property, real and personal, belonging to the g!y[Gity] shall not be liable 
for sale or appropriation under any writ of execution. The funds belonging to the 
city[Gity], in the hands of any person, finn, or corporation, shall not b~ liable to 
garnishment, attachment, or sequestration; nor shall the g!y[Gity] be liable to 
garnishment on account of any debt it may owe or funds or property it may have on 
hand or owing to any person. Neither the g!y[Gity]nor any of its officers or agents 
shall be required to answer any such writ of garnishment on ~ny account whatever 
unless specifically exempte~ by statute. The city[Gity] shall not be obligated to 

. recognize any assign~ent of wages or funds by its employees, agents or contractors. 
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§ 12. - INTERIM MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT. 

From and after the date of the adoption of any amendment to this Charter and 
until the completion of the first city election thereu~der and the qualification of the 
mayor and council_members therein elected, the mayor and council_members then 
in office shall continue in office and shall exercise all of the powers conferred upon 
the city by such amendment. 

PART 8. A special municipal election shall be held in the City on November 6, 
2018, to submit to the voters of the City a proposed citizen-initiated ordinance 
regarding whether there.must be both a waiting period and subsequent voter approval 
before any comprehensive revisions of the City's land development laws may go 
into effect. The ballot shall be prepared to permit voting "Yes" or ''No" on the 
proposition: 

·Proposition J: Shall a City ordinance be adopted to require both a waiting period 
·and subsequent voter approval period, a total of up to three years, before future 
comprehensive revisions of the City's land development code become effective? 

PART 9. A special muhicipal election shall be held in the City on NJember 6, 
2018, to submit to the ·voters of the City a proposed citizen-initiated ordinance 
regarding an efficiency stu~y of the City's operational and fiscal performance 
conducted by an independent third party. The ballot shall be prepared to permit 
voting "Yes" or ''No" on the proposition: 

Proposition K: Without using the existing internal City Auditor or existing 
independent external auditor, shall the City Code be amended to require an 
efficiency study of the City's operational and fiscal performance performed by a 
third:.party audit consultant, at an estimated cost of $1 million - $5 million? 

PART 10. If the proposition provided in Part 8 is approved by the majority of voters 
voting at the election, the City Code is amended to read as follows: 

ARTICLE 

§ __ 

. ------------------- •\ 
REQUIRED WAITING PERIOD AND VOTER REFERENDUM · 
FOR COMPREHENSIVE REVISIONS OF THE CITY'S LAND 
DEVELOPMENT LAWS. 

(A) Waiting Period. CodeNEXT, or subsequent comprehensive revisions of the 
land development laws, shall not go into effect legally, or any land 
e~titlements be granted or vested under these laws, until the June 1st 
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following the next regularly scheduled council elections · after Council 
adopts CodeNEXT or the comprehensive revisions. This waiting period is 
tq ensure voters can learn about the proposed comprehensive revisions and 
e~ect council members with sufficient time to amend or reject the prior 
council's adopted comprehensive revisions before these laws may go into 
effect. 

(B) Voter Approval. After the waiting period in Subsection (A), CodeNEXT, 
or subsequent comprehensive revisions of the land development laws, shall 
not go into effect, or any land entitlements be granted or vested under these 
laws, until the registered voters of Austin approve these laws at the next 
available · municipal election. Voters shall approve or disapprove 
Code NEXT, or subsequent comprehensive revisions, in its entirety and not 
piecemeal. Should the voters fail 'to approve the comprehensive revisions, 
then the existing land development laws remain in effect. Notwithstanding 
any other. provision, under no circumstances shall the voters' rejection of 
CodeNEXT or proposed comprehensive revisions under this Section be 
considered or inteajreted as repealing the existing land developmenf code. 

(C) Tp.is section overrides all city charter provisions, ordinances, and laws and 
should be liberally construed to uphold Austin citizens' sovereign rights to 
control their government and laws. 

(D) Severability Clause. If any provision of this ordinance or its application to 
any pe~son or circumstance ·is· held invalid, the invalidity does not affect 
other provisions or applications of this Act .that can be given effect without 
the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this act 
are qeclared to be severable. 

PART 11. If the proposition provided in Part 9 is approved by the majority of voters 
voting at the election, the City Code Chapter 2-3 ( City Auditor) is amended to add 
new Section 2-3-12, to read as follows: 

§ 2-3-12 EFFICIENCY STUDY. 
r 

MISSION · 
(A) Tp.e City's Efficiency Study will provide an i~partial, objective review of 

the city's operational and fiscal performance, including development of a 
CJ:overnment Efficiency Blueprint which includes a comprehensive budget 
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analysis, efficiency and enhancement recommendations, and a targeted list 
of opportunities for operating savings. 

QUALIFICATIONS 

(B) The efficiency study shall be conducted by an independent third party entity 
with extensive experience in government efficiency, and is knowledgeable 
in fiscal .and budget analysis, public administration, and municipal finance 
and fiscal practices. The city may not contract with or hire, as ~n 
independent third party entity, an entity which has had a contract directly 
with the city within the past 5 years, or which employs an individual who: 

(1) has served as the Ctty's mayor, a council member, city auditor or city 
manager or has had a contract directly with the city within five years 
before the date of hire; or 

(2) is re]ated, by affinity or consanguinity within the second degree, to the 
mayor, a council member, city auditor, or the city manager. 

OBJECTIVES AND WORK PRODUCT 
(C) The efficiefCY study shall produce a Government Efficibncy Blueprint 

(Plan) that recommends specific opportunities for consolidation, shared 
services, and other changes that permanently reduce tax burdens an4for 
increase the ·quantity and quality of services. The efficiency study shall 
include all City Departments, including all General Fund Departments . and 
all publicly-owned utilities, including, but not limited to, Austin Energy, 
Austin Water, Austin Resource Recovery, all Enterprise Departments, 
including, but not limited to, the Austin Convention Center, the Austin 
Transportation Department, and all Internal Service Departments, including 
but not limited to, Law, Human Resources, Economic Development and 
Fleet Services. The Plan will identify specific targets for program 
efficiencies, cost savings, revenue enhancements, private/public partnership· 
initiatives, and monetization of unused or underutilized city assets. The Plan 
shall include: 

( 1) A comprehensive diagnostic analysis of the City's budget to identify 
spending and revenue trends and outliers. This Plan objective should 
include: · 

o Trend Analysis - Review and analysis of both historical and 
forecasted revenue and expense trends 
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o Benchmarking analysis - Comparison of the City's revenue and 
expense spending levels to peer cities and other recognized 
benchmarks 

(2) Identify recommendations that prioritize target areas with large and 
substantial expenditures that affect the City's general revenue fund and 
where the City can become more efficient and thereby provide cost 

. savmgs. 

(3) A prioritized listing of opportunities for operating savings, efficiency 
and enhancement recommendations both in written fonn and explained 
through testimony before the City Council and other responsible 
bodies. These recommendations should be classified into short-term 
opportunities which can be implemented within the current budget 
cycle, medium-term opportunities which can be implemented within 
one to three years, and long-term opportunities which may require three 
or more years to implement. The recommendations should be 
documented and the independent third party entity shall make the 
working papers available that detail the assumptions behind the cost 
land benefit estimates for each recommendation.I 

( 4) The independent third party entity shall be available and willing to 
assist in the implementation of its recommendations. The Plan shall 
also include: a list of the required critical steps, inclu~ing any statutory 
or regulatory changes, an estimate of the financial and personnel 
resources required, an estimate of the timeframe to implement· the 
recommendations, and any deployment strategies, communication 
management, dashboards, and monitoring tools necessary for its 
implementation. · . 

INDEPENDENCE AND NON-INTERFERENCE 
I ' 

(D) The independent third party entity shall have the full cooperation and 
assistance of the City Manager, publicly-owned utilities, Enterprise 
Departments, Internal Services Departments and all other City Departments 
i11 providing unfettered access to all data and information ~equested. City 
employees shall provide free ai:td open access to, and furnish copies of 
i~fonnation in any medium, includi~g a record, book, account, internal or 
eiternal memorandum, tape, report, file, diskette, computer data, money, 
ftjnd, or other information, and shall also provide free and open access to 
pf operty, equip~ent, facilities, and operations for inspection or observation. 
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PART 12. The election shall be conducted between the hours of?:00 a.m. and 7:00 
p.m. The precincts and locations of the election day polling places; the dates, hours, 
and locations of the early voting places; and the names of the officers appointed to 
conduct the election are provided in Exhibits A-D attached and incorporated as a 
part of this ordinance. 

PART 13. A direct electronic recording voting system, as the term is defined in 
Title 8 _of the Texas Election Code, shall be used for early voting and for voting 
conducted on election day. The central counting station is established at the Travis 
County Elections Division, 5501 Airport Boulevard, Austin, Texas. 

PART 14. (a) Notice of this election shall be given by posting and publishing a 
copy of this ordinance in both English and Spanish. The notice and a copy of this 
ordinance shall be posted, in both English and Spanish, in three public places and at 
the City Hall notice kiosk not later than the 21st day before election day. The copy 
of the notice posted at City Hall. shall be accompanied by·a cover page, at the top of 
which shall appear the words "MUNICIPAL GENERAL AND SPECIAL 
ELE(::TIONS, . NOVEMBER 6, 2018." Notice of this election shall be published, 
not e~rlier than the 30th day before the date of the eleq~ion, in a newspaper of general 
circulation. on the same day in each of two successive weeks, with the first 
publicatiqn occurring before the 14th day before the date of the election. 

(b) A copy of this ordinance shall be posted, in both English and Spanish, on election 
day atid during early voting by personal appearance, in a prominent location at each 
polling place. 

( c) This ordinance, together with the notice of election and the contents of the 
propositions, shall be posted ·on the City's website, in both English and Spanish, 
during the twenty-one (21) days before the election. 

PART 15. In accordance with Chapter 271 of the Texas Election Code, the 
November 6, 2018 municipal election may be held jointly with the various political 
su_bdivisions that share territory with the City of Austin and that are holding elections 
on that d~y. The City Clerk may enter and sign joint election agreements with other 
political subdivisions for this purpose, and their terms as stated in the agreements 
are hereby adopted. · 

PART 16. The Council finds that the need to immediately begin required 
preparations for this election constitutes an emergency. Because of this emergency, 
this ordinance takes effect immediately on its passage for the immediate preservation 
of the public peace, health, and safety. 

. ' 
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PART !7. This ordinance takes effect ·on August 20, 2018. 

___ A____,ug_._u_s_t 9 _____ , 2018 

APPROVED:~-~~·-----=-~~--=-----
Anne L. Mo.rgan 

City Attorney 

§ 
§ 
§~--+-+-~~------+-,~~-

Jannette S. Goodall 
City Clerk · 
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Exhibits A - D (to be updated) 

Exhibit A/ Election Day Polling Places 
Exhibit B: Main Early Voting Location Information 
Exhibit C: Early Voting Polling Places 
Exhibit D: Election Services Contract 
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Exhibit A 

Travis County Early Voting Locations for the 
November 6, 2018 General Election 

Sitios de Votadon Adefontodo del Condado de Travis, para la Elecdon General de/ 6 de noviembre de 2018 

Early Voting begins Monday, Oct 22 and ends Friday, Nov 2 
La Votocion Adelontodo emp/eza el tunes, 22 de octubre y term/no el viernes, 2 de navlembre 

DANA DEBEAUVOIR, 
COUNTY CLERK 

Monday-Friday (7am-7pmJ lunes-viemes (7am-7pm) 4 ~·-~ ~~\\ 
CENTRAL: ACC Highland 

Fiesta Central - Delwood Shopping Ctr 

Travis County Granger Building 

UT Flawn Acdemic Center 

.UT Perry-Castaneda Library 

EAST /ESTE: Carver Branch Library 

Dan Ruiz Branch Library 

Del Valle ISD Admin Building 

Manqr ISD Admin Building 
I 

Parque Zaragoza 

NORTH I NORTE: Austin Area Urban League 

Ben Hur Shrine Center 

County Tax Office, Pflugerville 

Disability Rights Texas 

Hartfield Performing Arts Center- RRISD 

Old Quarry Library 

Randalls Research & Braker 

..,flugeNille ISO Rock Gym 
SOUTH I SUR: Fiesta Mart Stassney 

Gardner Betts Annex 

WEST/ OE~TE: 

Randalls Ben White and Manchaca 
Randalls Brodie 4 
Randalls South MoPac \\ 
Southpark Meadows (R'\ 
Bee Cave City Hall '&) 
Howson Branch Library 

Randalls Flagship - West Lake Hills 

Randalls Lakeway 

Randalls Steiner Ranch 

6101 Airport Blvd •• / W. I)_ ·· Austin 

3909 North IH-35 Austin 

314 W 11th St, room 115 

2400 Inner Campus Drive 

101 E. 21stS~. 

1161 Angelina St 

1600 Grove Blvd. 

5301 Ross Rd. 

10323 US-290 

2608 Gonzales St. 

8011 A Cameron Rd 

7811 Rockwood Lane 

15822 Foothill Farms loop 

2222 W Braker Ln 

5800 McNeil Dr. 

7051 Village Center Or. 

10900 O Research Blvd 

700 W. Pecan St. 

5510 South IH-35 

2501 S Congress at Long Bow Ln. 

2025 w. Ben White Blvd. 

9911 Brodie Ln 

6600 S. MoPac at William Cannon 

96QO IH-35 South, Suite 600 

4000 Galleria Pkwy 

2500 Exposition Blvd 

3300 Bee Caves Rd 

2301 RR 620 S at lohmans Crossing 

5145 N FM 620 at N. Quinlan Park Rd. 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

Del Valle 

Manor 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

Pflugerville 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

Pflugerville 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

Bee Cave 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

Austin 

plus 55 additional mobile early voting locations! - see complete list at www.traviscountyelections.org 

www.traviscountyelections.org (512) 283-VOTE (8683) elections@traviscauntytx.gov 
ntv. 7/l9/20JB "Subject to approval of Tra11is County Commissioner's Court" 
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DANA DEBEAUVOIR, 
CLERK 

COUNTY 

Travis County Election Day Vote Centers 
Tuesday, November 6, 2018 (by precinct) 

Sitios de Votaci6n para el Dfa de Eleccion. martes 22 de mayo de 2018 (por preclnto) 

Polls are open 7. am • 7 pm; Horas de Servicio 7 am • 7 pm 

Exhibit B 

VOTe CENTER ELECTION Centros de Votaci6n de/Condodo de Trows On Election Day, eligible Travis County VOTERS MAY VOTE AT ANY of the locations listed on this page. Voters are NOTllmlted to only voting 
in the precinct where they are registered to vote; El dia de eleccl6n votantes eleglbles del Condado de Travis podran votar en cualquier sitio indicado en esta paglna. Votantes tlenen mas opciones en d6nde votar, 

sin limltarse al precinto en donde estan reaistrados para votar. 

.. -:." ·~·,;);.::f~--~P~~~~tlllon ... ;_ .,;·., / : ·. · .. ::. ·. ~.A~dren.:~~~.~;0~~~t.,;4 ti~,~-~~A~ .. ~~r~~,!'.a~~} ·,J~.~ -: .. j_, i":.;:,{1{~;::~~~1!;'9i~U.~n:.i_::~·r;,_). :;;;j; ~·:i~·.;~~~)f."ri:·;~~A~~:'.-<·~ :::::· .:; t • ~~om~l~d·.~~~1.ricts 
Dailey Middle School 14000 Westall St 1\4; 116: 116; 117; 119; 120; 138 208 UT Fla'Ml Academic Center 2400 Inner C81'1'1)us Dr 206,277 
Manor ISO Admln Building 10335 Hwy 290 208 UT-Perry-Castaneda Library 101 E 21st St 
Elgin High School 14000 County Line Rd 210 O Henry Middle School 2610 W 10th St 251 
New Sweden Lutheran 12809 New Sweden Church Rd 211 St Mark United Methodist 601 W. Braker Ln 226 
Our Savior Lutheran 1513 E Yager Ln 102; 103 214 Bryker Wood Elementary 3309 Kert>ey Ln 
Nat Am Univ or Hana Wond Market 1700 W Parmer Ln #100 109 217 Lanier High School 1201 Payton Gin Rd 223 ; 224 
Dessau Elementary 1501 Dessau Ridge Ln 113 218 Disability Rights Texas 2222 W Braker Ln 268 
LBJ High School 7309 Lazy Creek Or 128 ; 131 ; 134 219 Caldwell Elementary 1718 Plcadilly Dr 
YMCA East Communities Y 531 s Ed Bk.lesteln Blvd 221 Bridge Point Elementary 6401 Cedar St 212 
Falcon Pointe Community Center 19015 Falcon Pointe Blvd 163 225 Wells Branch MUD Rec Center 3000 Shoreline Dr 
Carver Branch library 1161 Angelina St 229 Wells Branch Community Center 21 oe Klattenhoff Dr 215 ; 216 
Sims Elementary 1203 Springdale Rd 231 Cat Mountain HOA 6007 Mt Sonnen Rd 
Memorial United Methodist 6100 Berkman Dr 118; 151 232 Canyon Ridge Middle School 12601 Country Trails Ln 
Ent Nineteenth Missionary Baptist 3401 Rogge Ln 133 234 River Place Elementary 6500 Sitlo Del Rio Blvd 233 
Messiah Lutheran 5701 CamerOll Rd 236 Northwest Recreation Center 2913 Northland Dr 
Pfluger Hall and Conference Center 203 B E Pecan St 146 237 Highland Park Baptist 5206 Balcones Dr 213; 220; 240 
Blackhawk Amenity Center 3111 Speidel Dr 161 238 Murchison Middle School 3700 N Hiiis Or 247 
Austin Area Urban League 8011 A Cameron Rd STE 100 141 238 Old Quarry Library 7051 Village Center Dr 
Gus Garcia Rec Center 1201 E Rundberg Ln 104 239 Gullett Elementary School 6310 Treadwell Blvd 
County Tax Office, Pflugerville 15822 Foothil Farms Loop 145; 160 242 Brentwood Bible Church 6301 WoodrowAve 241 
Park Crest Middle School 1500 N Railroad Ave 110 243 Ben Hur Shrine Center 7811 Rock'MX>d Ln 
Fiesta Mart Central 3909 N 135 126 244 Randalls Steiner Ranch 5145 N FM620 245 
Pioneer Crossing Elementary 11300 Samsung Blvd 249 St Matthew's Episcopal 8134 Mesa Dr 246 
Bk.leboMel Trail Elementary 11316 Farmhaven Rd 125: 127 250 St Luke United Methodist 1306 West Lynn 
ACC Highland 6101 Airport Blvd 142. 149 252 North Village Branch library 2505 Steck Ave 248 
Barrington Elementary 400 Cooper Dr 253 Anderson High School 8403 Mesa Dr. 262 
Winters Building 701 W 51st St 235 254 Brookdale North Austin 531 o Duval Rd 267 
Red River Church 4425 Red River St 256 Howson Branch Library 2500 Exposition Blvd 266 
Boulder Ridge Clubhouse 3300 K!Hingsworth Ln 227 258 St John's Episcopal 11201 Parkfield Dr at Braker 222 
Parmer Lane Baptist 12424 Scofield Farms Or. 259 Mllwood Branch Library 12500 Amherst Dr. 
Hartfield Performing Arts Center 5800 McNeil Or 260 Jaime Padron Elementary 2011 W RUfldberg Ln 228 
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263 United Christian 3500 W Parmer Ln 365 Community Center at Oak Hill 8656 W Hwy71 361 
273 Congregation Bath Israel 3901 Shoal Creek Blvd 366 Mills Elementary 6201 Davis Ln 
275 Church of Chrlat In HYde Park 310 W 43rd Stat Ave B 274 367 Circle C Community Center 7817 Lacrosse Ave 304 
301 Sunset Valley Citv Hall 3205 Jones Rd 358 369 Christ Episcopal 3520 W. Whitestone Blvd 
302 Bailey Middle School 4020 Lost Oasis Hollow 370 Travis County ESD 1 Fire Station 104 14401 Round Mountain Rd. 
307 Rollingwood Municipal Building 403 Nixon Dr 347; 356 
308 Briarcliff POA 22801 Briarcliff Dr 
310 Menchaca United Methodist 1011 Farm to Market 1626 315 
311 Austin Recreation Center 1301 Shoal Creek Blvd 
312 Travis Countv Sheriff West Command 3800 Hudson Bend Rd 
313 Senior Activity Center Lamar 2874 Shoal Crest Ave 
314 Oak Hill Fire Dept #302 4111 Barton Creek Blvd 357 

371 K-Oaks Club House 7000 Bar K Ranch Rd @\= 372 Community Center at Jonestown 18649 FM 1431 STE 6A 
373 Lago Vista City Hall 5803 Thunderbird SI 
374 D,;er Creek Elementary 2420 Zeppelin Dr 'e~' -375 Volente Fire Dept 15406 FM 2769 
401 Del Valle ISO Admin Building 5301 Ross Rd 
402 Elroy Community Library 13512 FM 812 \ 'l 

316 Travis County Parks Office 14624 Hamilton Pool Rd 403 Creedmoor Elementary 5604 FM 1327 
317 Lost Creek Limited District 1305 Quaker Ridge Dr 404 Blazier Elementary 8601 Vertex Blvd 
319 Lakeway Activity Center 105 Cross Creek 306 405 Ojeda Middle School 4900 McKinney Falls Pkwy 
320 Randalls Lakeway 2301 Ranch Rd 620 S 406 St Albsn's Episcopal 118191355 417; 418 
323 Randalls Research & Braker 10900 D Research Blvd 305 ; 321 ; 345 407 Community Center at Del Valle 3518 S FM 973 427 
324 Bee Cave Citv Hall 4000 Galleria Pkwv 368 411 South Park Meadows Center 9600 I 35 S STE 600 416 
326 Laurel Mountain Elementary 10111 DK Ranch Rd 414 Texas Oaks Baptist 9910 Bilbrook Place 408; 415 
327 Austin Fire Station #33 9409 Bluegrass Dr 420 Parker Lane United Methodist 2105 Parker Ln 431 ; 440 
328 Renaissance Retirement Center 11279 Taylor Draper Ln 421 Church on Congress Ave 1511 S Congress Ave 422 
329 Austin City Hall 301 W 2nd St 325 ; 341 424 South Austin Rec Center 1100 Cumberland Rd 409 
329 Travis Countv Granger Buildirn:i 314 W 11th St 426 Parque Zaragoza Rec Center 2608 Gonzales St 436 ; 444 
330 Laura Bush Community Library 9411 Bee Caves Rd 318 428 Mexican American Cultural Center 600 River St 
331 Kathy Caraway Elementary 11104 Oak View Dr. 429 Dan Ruiz Branch Library 1600 Grove Blvd 423 
332 Zilker Elementary 1900 Bluebonnet Lane 340 433 Gardner Betts Annex 2501 S Congress Ave 442 
333 St. Thomas More Catholic 10205 N FM 620 334; 343 435 Southwest Church of Christ 8900 Manchaca Rd 
336 Hallmark Baptist 9023 Old Lampasas Tri 335 437 TWin Oaks Library 1800 S 5th St 
337 Lakewood HOA 7317 Lakewood Or 436 Terrazas Branch Library 1105 E Cesar Chavez St 432; 434 
338 Travis County WCID #18 1502 San Juan Dr 439 Cantu/Pan Am Recreation Center 2100 E 3rd St 
342 Barton Hills Elementary 2108 Barton HiUs Cr 441 Fiesta Mart Stassney 5510135 S 425; 446 
344 Berkekely United Methodist 2407 Berkeley Ave. 447 Odom Elementary 101 O Turtle Creek Blvd 419 
346 Serene Hills Elementary 3301 Serene Hins Dr 448 Langford Elementary 2206 Blue Meadow Dr 404;413 
349 Oak Hiii United Methodist 7815 US-290 303 450 Southeast Branch Library 5803 Nuckols Crossing Rd. 443 
350 Randalia Brodie & Slaughter 9911 Brodie Ln 309,352 451 Bedichek Middle School 6800 Bill Hughes Rd 4110 
351 Randalls South MoPac 6600 S MoPac Expy 339 452 Houston Elementary 5409 Ponciana Dr 
354 Travis Country HOA 4504 Travis Country Cir 454 Randalls Ben White & Menchaca 2025 W Ben White Blvd 412; 458 
359 Lake Travis ISD Education Dev Center 607 Ranch Rd 620 N 460 ACC South Austin 1820 W Stassney Ln 
360 Bowie High School 4103 W Slaughter Ln 461 Wheatsville Cerop South Lamar 4001 S Lamar Bvd 430 
363 Shepherd of the Hills Presbyterian 5226 W Wimam Cannon Dr 362 463 Dittmar Recreation Center 1 009 W Dittmar Rd 419 
364 Randalls Flagship - West Lake Hills 3300 Bee Caves Rd "Subject to appro11al of Travis County Commissioner's Coun" 
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Exhibit C 

November 6, 2018 General, Bond and Special Municipal Election Early Voting Information 

Main Early Voting Polling Locations 

Hays County: Government Center Conference Room, 712 S. Stagecoach Trail, San Marcos, TX 

Travis County: ACC Highland, 6101 Airport Boulevard, Austin, TX 

Williamson County: Williamson County Inner Loop Annex, 301 SE Inner Loop, Suite 104, Georgetown, 
TX 

Early Voting: Monday, October 22, 2018 - Friday, November 3, 2018 

Ballots by Mail - Travis County 

By Mail voters: P.O. 149325, Austin, Texas 78714-932? 

By Contract Carriers/ Fedex: 5501 Airport Blvd., Austin, Texas 78751 

Ballots by Mail • Hays County 

By Mail Voters: P.O. Box 907 1 San Marcos, TX 78666Ballots by Mail-Williamson County 

Ballots by Mall - Williamson County 

By Mail voters: P.O Box 209, Georgetown, TX 78627 
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ELECTION AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
TRAVIS COUNTY AND CITY OF AUSTIN 

Exhibit D 

Pursuant to Chapter 31, Subchapter D, Chapter 123, and Chapter 271 of the Texas Election Code 
("Code1

') and Chapter 791 of the Texas Government Code, Travis County and City of Austin 
("Participating Entity") enter into tqjs agreement for the Travis County Clerk, as the County's 
Election Officer, to conduct the Participating Entity's elections, including runoffs, and for the 
Participating Entity's use of the County's current or future-acquired election equipment for any 
voting system that the County adopts, as authorized under Title 8 of the Election Code, for all · 
Participating Entity elections. The purpose of this agreement is to maintain consistency and 
accessibility in voting practices, poUing places, and election procedures in order to best assist the 
voters of the Participating Entity. 

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

(A) Except as otherwise provided in this agreement, the term "e]ection•' refers to any 
Participating Entity election, occurring on any unifonn e]ection date prescribed by the 
Texas Election Code or a primary election date and a resulting runoff, if necessary, 
within all Participating Entity territory located in Travis, Williamson and Hays Counties. 
If a runoff is necessary, the Participating Entity shal1 work with the Election Officer to 
detennine a mutually acceptable run-off date; in the event that the Participating Entity 
and any :other entity for which the County. is providing election sehrices or for which the 
County is conducting a joint election do not agree on a run-off date, the Participating 
Entity agrees to whichever run-off date is selected by the Election Officer. 

(B) If the Participating Entity detennines it is necessary to conduct an election during a time 
other than that specified in l.(A), the Election Officer and a representative designated by 
the Participating Entity will meet as soon as possible to detennine the feasibility of the 
Election Officer conducting such an election. If both parties agree that the Election 
Officer will administer this election, the new election will be based on all other 
applicable provisions of this agreement, except provisions that are inconsistent and 
cannot be feasibly applied. 

(C) Except as othenvise provided in this agreement, the tenn "Election Officer" refers to the 
Travis County Clerk. 

(D) Except as otherwise provided in this agreement, the tenn "precinct" means all precincts 
in the territory of the Participating Entity located within Travis County1 as they currently 
exist or are as later modified to incorporate single-member districts. 

(E) Except as otheIWise provided in this agreement, the tenn uelection services" refers to 
services used to perfonn or supervi~e any or all of the duties and functions that an 
election officer determines necessary for the conduct of an election. Except as otherwise 
provided in this agreement, the term "cost for election services" includes the costs for 
personnel, supplies, materials, or services needed for providing these services as 
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pennitted by the Texas Election Code. The tenn does not refer to costs relating to the 
use of the voting equipment. 

(F) Except as otherwise provided in this agreement, the cost for "use of voting equipment"' is 
the amount the Participating Entity agrees to pay the County for use of the County's 
direcl electronic recording equipment or any other voting equipment in use at the time of 
the election (hereinafter referred to as DRE). 

(0) The Participating Entity agrees to commit the funds necessary to pay for election-related 
expenses for Participating Entity elections. 

(H) The Election Officer has the right to enter into agreements with other entities at any time, 
including during the dates listed in I.(A). 

· (I) As a condition for providing election services and equipment usage, the Election Officer 
may require authorities of political subdivisions holding elections on the same day in all 
or part of the same territory to enter into a joint election agreement as authorized in 
Chapter 271 of the Texas Election Code. The Participating Entity agrees to enter into 
any joint election agreement required by the County. 

II. PARTICIPATING ENTITY'S USE OF VOTING EQUIPMENT 
; i 

The County shall make available to the Participating Entity their current and future-acquired 
voting system as authorized under Title 8 of the Election Code, subject to reasonable restrictions 
and conditions imposed by the Election Officer to ensure availability of the equipment for 
County·ordered elections, primary elections, and subsequent runoff elections, if applicable. The 
Election Officer may impose reasonable restrictions and conditions to protect the equipment 
from misuse or damage. 

III. APPOINTMENT OF ELECTION OFFICER 

(A) The Travis County Election Officer C'Election Officer") is appointed to serve as the 
Participating Entity's Election Officer and Early Voting Clerk to conduct the 
Participating Entity's elections described in Section I. 

(B) As the Participating En"tity's Election Officer and Early Voting Clerk, the Election 
Officer shall coprdinate, supervise, and conduct all aspects of administering voting in 
Participating Entity elections in compliance with all applicable laws, subject to Section 
Ill,. (C) below. The Election Officer will provide the Participating Entity's election 
results for their precincts located in Williamson and Hays Counties. 

(C) The Participating Entity shall continue to perfonn those election duties listed in (I) 
through (8) below and any· other election duties that may not be delegated to another 
governmental entity such as receipt of candidate applications: 

(1) preparing, adopting, and publishing all required election orders, resolutions, 
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notices and other documents, including bilingual materials, evidencing action by 
the governing authority of the Participating Entity necessary to the conduct of an 
election, except Election Officer shall ( l} publish a single newspaper notice that 
includes Participating Entity; however, such publishing expense will not be 
included in the pro rata assessment for remaining joint Participating Entities, and 
(2) in any debt obligation elections, post the notice required by and in accordance 
with Section 4.003(t), Texas Election Code in each election day and early voting 
polling place; 

(2) preparing any necessary federal Voting Rights Act election preclearance 
submissions to the U.S. Department of Justice, other than changes in a joint 
election conducted under this agreement that directly affect the County; 

(3) preparing the text for the Participating Entity's official ballot in English and 
Spanish, and any other languages as required by law; 

(4) providing the Election Officer with a list of candidates or propositions showing 
the order and the exact manner in which the candidates' names and the 
propositions are to appear on the official ballot; 

(S) conducting the official canvass of a Participating Entity election; 
l 

(6) administering the Participating Entity's' duties under state and local campaign 
finance laws; 

(7) having a Participating Entity representative serve as the custodian of its election 
records; and 

(8) filing the Participating Entity's annual voting system report to the Secretary of 
State as required under Chapter 123 et seq. of the Texas Election Code. 

(D) The Participating Entity shall also be responsible for proofing and attesting to the 
accuracy of aU ballot language and fonnat infonnation programmed by the County. This 
includes any infonnation programmed for use with the audio or tactile button features of 
the equipment. The Participating Entity will also monitor and review all logic and 
accuracy testing and mandatory tabulations. The Participating Entity will complete its 
duties within timeframes as prescribed by the County. If the Participating Entity finds 
any discrepancies or concerns, it will immediately report them to the Election Officer and 
work with the Election Officer's staff to resolve any issues so that final approval can be 
reached. The Participating Entity shall be responsible for any and all actual costs 
associated with correcting the ballot and ballot programming if the error is discovered 
after the Participating Entity has signed off on its final proof containing the error. . . 

(E) The City Clerk of the City of Austin ("City Clerk") wiJl assist the County whenever 
possible when the conduct of the election requires assistance from Participating Entity 
departments and staff. The City Clerk will serve as the Regular Early Voting Clerk for 
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the Participating Entity to receive requests for applications for early voting ballots and 
forward these applications to the Joint Early Voting Clerk. The City Clerk will serve as 
the Custodian of Records for the Participating Entity to. complete those tasks in the 
Election Code that the Election Officer will not perfonn. 

JV. ELECTION WORKERS AND POLLING PLACES 

(A) For presentation to the governing body of the Participating Entity, the County shall 
provide a list containing the locations, times, and dates of early voting polling places 
suitable for consideration and adoption by the governing body in accordance with Texas 
Election Code Chapter 85, and also a list of judges and alternates pursuant to Election 
Code Chapter 32, no later than the 451

~ day before the election. The Election Officer will 
designate and confinn all election day polling place locations. 

(B) The Election Officer will assume the responsibility for recruiting election personnel; 
howevert if by the 5th day before the election, the Election Officer reports vacancies in 
positions for election judges, alternate judges, election day clerks, early voting ballot 
board, receiving substation clerks, or any other key election personneJ, the Participating 
Entity shall provide emergency personnel in these positions. 

(C) The E]ection Officer shall notify each of the election judges and alternates of their 
appointment and the eligibility requirements that pertain to them and to the selection of 
election day clerks. Included in this riotification will be the number of clerks that each 
precinct should have in addition to the election judge and alternate judge. The election 
judges and/or the alternates are responsible for recruiting and supervising their clerks. 

(D) All election workers must agree to attend training sessions as detennined by the Election 
Officer. Costs for these training sessions and compensation for attendees, if authorized, 
will be included as part of the election services costs. 

(E) During any election and any subsequent runoff election that involve entities in addition to 
the Participating Entity, the Election Officer will work with all parties to find a plan that 
can be agreed upon regarding the designation of polling places. If agreement cannot be 
reached, the Election Officer will resolve the differences. In all cases, emergency polling 
place changes will be made by the Election.Officer. 

V. PAYMENTS FOR ELECTION SERVICES 

(A) Payments for the use of voting equipment are addressed separately in Section VI of this 
agreement. 

(B) At the time a Participating Entity executes this Agreement,. its representative musf tender 
$100 towards the costs associated with administering the election including, but not 
limited to, polling place searches and preparation for poll worker training. If the election 
is ultimately held by the Election Officer, the $100 fee will be applied towards the 
Participating Entity's total costs due to the Election Officer. Not later than October_ I 
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(C) 

(D) 

(E) 

(F) 

before a November election, or not later than the 35th day before any election not held in 
November, the Participating Entity will make a payment equal to 75% of the total of the 
Participating Entity's projected share of election costs according to _the most recent 
calculation presented by the Election Officer. Additionally. a cost estimate will be 
submitted to the Participating Entity no later than the 501h day before the election. 

In case of a cancellation of an election by the Participating Entity, the Participating Entity 
shall notify the Election Officer on or before 1 t :59 p.m. on the 601h day before the 
election whether it expects to be able to cancel its election, and on or before 11 :59 p.m. 
on the 53nl day before the election if that election will or will not be cancelled. If the 
Participating Entity cancels its election, the $ I 00 fee will not be refunded. 

Notwithstanding the provisions in IX. (B), the County and the Participating Entity agree 
that notice under V. (C) can be provided via e-mail to the County at 
elections@co.travis.tx.us and cc to michael. winn@co.travis.tx.us. Email notification 
shall be sent by the City Clerk. No further costs (except for the $100 fee) will be due if 
the Election Officer receives final written notice on or before 11 :59 p.m. of the 53n1 day 
before the election that an election will be cancelled. Within thirty days after receipt of an 
election cost schedule or bi11 setting forth the E1ection Officer's actual contract expenses 
and charges incurred in the conduct of the election, the Participating En~ty shall pay the 
Election Officer the remaining balance due. If there is a runoff election, the Participating 
Entity will make a payment ~qual to 75% of the projected costs for the runoff electi~n 
immediately after receiving that projected cost from the Election Officer. The projected 
share of election costs will include the 10% fee for election services as discussed in V. 
(E). 

The Election Officer will charge a fee for election services, as described in Section V, 
· equal to t 0% of the total costs of each election, excluding the costs of voting equipment. 

Costs for use of voting equipment are described in Section VI. In the event of a joint 
election, the election costs will be divided on a pro rata basis among all entities involved 
in the election in the following manner referred to hereafter as the "pro rata 
methodology": the number of precincts each participating entity has involved in an 
election will be added together. The proportional cost of each participating entity for 
election services will be calculated by multip~ying the proportional percentage of each 
participating entity by the total cost of the election. The product of these numbers is the 
pro rata cost of each participating entity. Additionally, the Participating Entity 
acknowledges and understands that if any other Participating Entity should cancel its 
election, each remaining Participating Entity's pro rata cost will result in a proportionate 
cost increase. · 

For elections that do not have a runoff election, the County will send the Participating 
Entity a final invoice of election expenses not later than the 90th day after an election. 
For elections that do have a runoff, the County may send the· Participating Entity a fina1 
invoice of election expenses not later than the 90th day after the runoff election. The total 
amount due according to these invoices shall be offset by payments made for costs made 
in accordance with Subsection (B) of this section and offset by any payments made 
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otherwise, such as proceeds received by the County in a salet exchange, or return of 
voting equipment subject to the Addendum to the Election Services Agreement executed 
on October 25, 2011, which is hereby attached as Exhibit A and incorporated herein for 
all applicable purposes. The County shall prepare the invoice to include ( 1) an itemized 
list of each election expense incurred; (2) an itemization of any adjustments or credits to 
the first post-election invoice; and (3) the total payment due from the Participating Entity 
for any portion of the Participating Entity's costs not included in the City's payment or 
not included as payment for an 4'upfront" cost. 

(G) The Participating Entity shall promptly review an election invoice and any supporting 
documentation when received from the County. The Participating Entity may audit, 
during nonnal business hours, relevant County election or accounting records upon 
reasonable notice to the County. The Participating Entity shall pay the entire final 
invoice or the undisputed portion of the final invoice not later than the 30th day after 
receiving the invoice. Failure to timely pay invoice in full may impact Election Officer's 
participation in future elections with Participating Entity. · 

VI. PAYMENTS FOR USE OF VOTING EQUIPMENT 

(A) The Election Officer sha11 conduct elections using a voting system certified by the 
Secretary of State in accordance with the Texas Election Code and that has been 
approved for use by, the Travis County Commissioners Court unless othenyise agreed 
upon by both parties. 

{B) The Participating Entity shall make payments to Travis County as consideration for the 
use of the County's DRE equipment. The Participating Entity shall pay SS for each unit 
of electronic voting system equipment installed at a polling place; and $5 for each unit of 
other electronic equipment used to conduct the election or provide election services. 

(C) lf the Participating Entity holds an election on a date when the County is holding its own 
election, the Participating Entity is not charged any cost for equipment usage. However, 
if a runoff election is necessary after such an election, the Participating Entity will be 

· responsible for payment of equipment usage. 

(D) If the Participating Entity holds an election on a date other than as listed in Section l.(A), 
the Participating Entity will pay $5 for each unit of electronic voting system equipment 
installed at a polling place; and $5 for each unit of other electronic equipment used to 
conduct the election or provide election services. 

(E) Payment by the Participating Entity to the County for DRE equipment is due 30 days 
after receipt of billing as part of the final payment for election costs as discussed in 
Section V. (D). 

{F) If the County acquires additional equipment, different voting equipment, or upgrades ro 
existing equipment during the tenn of this contract, the charge for the use of the 
equipment may be renegotiated. 
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VII. ADDITIONAL EARLY VOTING LOCATIONS 

(A) AH of the Participating Entity's voters within Travis County will have access to all of the 
Travis County Early Voting sites in each election at no additional cost. If Travis County 
does not run a permanent or mobile site in a Participating Entity's area, the Participating 
Entity may request a mobile unit for one to five days. This would include Travis County 
staff setting up and breaking down the equipment daily, training staff for each location, 
and providing Travis County law enforcement to secure the equipment in the Travis 
County Elections Division's safe at ~.sot Airport on a daily basis. 

(B) Any Participating Entity requesting additional early voting sites shaU be responsible for 
the additional daily cost of S 1,560 per location, with said costs to be included in the 
overall election costs for that Participating Entity. 

VIII. COMMUNICATIONS 

(A) The Participating Entity and the Election Officer shall each designate a member of their 
staff to serve as ·the primary contact for the respective offices under this agreement and 
provide the name .. nd contact infonnation for that individual to each entity. 

(8) Throughout the term of this Agreement, the Participating Entity and the County will 
engage in ongoing communications regarding issues related to Participating Entity 
elections, th'e use of County's voting equipment, and the delivery ofiservices under this 
agreement and, when necessary, the County Clerk, elections division staff members, and 
other election workers shall meet with the Participating Entity to discuss and resolve any 
problems which might arise under this Agreement. 

(C) The Election Officer shall he the main point of media contact for election infonnation 
related to election administration. The Participating Entity shall designate a contact to be 
the main point of contact for matters related to the content of the Participating Entity's 
ballot or candidates. 

IX. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

(A) Amendment/Modification 

Except as otherwise provided, this Agreement may not be amended, modified, or 
changed in any respect whatsoever, except by a further Agreement in writing, duly 
executed by the parties hereto. No official, representative, agent, or employee· of the 
County has any authority to modify this Agreement except pursuant to such express 
authorization as may be granted by the Commissioners Court of Travis County, Texas. 
No official, representative, agent, or employee of the Participating Entity has any 
authority to modify this Agreement except pursuant to such expressed authorization as 
may be granted by the governing body of the Participating Entity. Dana DeBeauvoir, 
Travis County Cle~k, may propose necessary amendments or modifications to this 
Agreement in writing in order to conduct a Joint Election smoothly and efficiently, 
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except that any such proposals must be approved J>y the Commissjoners Court of the 
County and the governing body of the Participating Entity. 

(8) Notice 

Any notice to be given hereunder by any party to the other shall be in writing and may be 
affected by personal delivery, by certified man, or by common carrier. Notice to a party 
shall be addressed as follows: 

City of Austin 
Jannette Goodall 
City Clerk 
P .0. Box 1088 
Austin, Texas 78767-1088 

Cc: Anne Morgan 
City Attorney 
P.O. Box 1088 
Austin, Texas 78767-1088 

TRAVIS COUNTY 
Hqnorable Dana DeBeauvoir, Travis County Clerk 
I 000 Guadalupe Street, Room 222 
Austin, Texas 7870 l 

Cc: Honorable David Escamilla, Travis County Attorney 
314 West 11th Street, Suite JOO 
Austin, Texas 78701 

Notice by hand-delivery is deemed effective immediately, notice by certified mail is 
deemed effective three days after deposit with a U.S. Postal Office or in a U.S. Mail Box, 
and notice by a common carrier is deemed effective upon receipt. Each party may 
·change the address for notice to it by giving notice of such change in accordance with the 
provisions of this Section. 

(C) Force Maieure 

In the event that the perfonnance by the County of any of its obligations or undertakings 
hereunder shall be intem.ipted or delayed by any occurrence not occasioned by its own 
conduct, whether such occurrence be an act of Ood or th~ result of war, riot, civil 
commotion, sovereign conduct, or the act or condition of any persons not a party or in 
privity thereof, then it shall be excused from such perfomtance for such period of time as 
is reasonably necessary after such occurrence to remedy the effects thereof. 

(D) Venue and Choice of Law 

286~0-3 064,310 8 
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.----------------- - .. . .. ·- . 

The Participating Entity agrees that venue for any dispute arising under this Agreement 
will He in the appropriate courts of Austin, Travis County, Texas. This Agreement shall 
be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Texas and the 
United States of America. 

(E) Entire Agreement 

(F) 

. '· I 

((}) 

With the exception of the aforementioned Exhibit A, this Agreement contains the entire 
agreement of the parties relating to the rights herein granted and the obligations herein 
assumed and also supersedes all prior agreements, including prior election services 
contracts and prior agreements to conduct joint elections. With the exception of the 
aforementioned Exhibit A, any other prior agreements, promises, negotiations, or 
representations not expressly contained in this Agreement are of no force and effect. Any 
oral representations or modifications concerning this Agreement shall be of no force or 
effect, excepting a subsequent modification in writing as provided herein. 

Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is found to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable by a 
court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity, illegality or unenforceability shall not 
affect the remaining provisions of this Agreement; and, parties to this Agreement shall 
perfonn their obligations under this Agreement in accordance with the intent of the 

I • 

parties to this Agreement as ex.pressed in the terms and provisions of this Agreement. 

Breach 

ln the event that Participating Entity or County breaches any of its obligations under this 
Agreement, the non-breaching party shall be entitled to pursue any and all rights and 
remedies allowed by law. 

(H) Payments from Current Revenues 

Payments made by the Participating Entity in meeting its obligations under this 
Agreement shall be made from current revenue funds available to the governing body of 
the Participating Entity. Payments made by the County in meeting its obligations under 
this Agreement shall be made from current revenue funds avai1able to the County. 

(I) Other Instruments 

The County and the Participating Entity agree that they wiU execute other and further 
instruments or any documents as may become necessary or convenient to effectuate and 
carry out the purposes of this Agreement. 

(J) Third Party Beneficiaries 

286080-3 064.310 9 
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Except as otherwise provid~ herein, nothing ii;t this Agreement. express or implied, is 
intended to confer upon any person, other than the parties hereto, any benefits, rights or 
remedies under or by reason of this Agreement. 

(K) Other Joint Election Agreements 

The County and the Participating Entity expressly understand and acknowledge that each 
may enter into other Joint Election Agreements with other jurisdictions, to be held on 
Election Day and at common polling places covered by this Agreement. 

(L) Mediation 

When mediation is acceptable to both parties in resolving a dispute arising under this 
Agreement, the parties agree to use a mutually agreed-upon mediator, or a person 
appointed by a court of competent jurisdiction, for mediation as described in Section 
I 54.023 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code. Unless both parties are satisfied 
with the result of the mediation, the mediation will not constitute a final and binding 
resolution of the dispute. All communications within the scope of the mediation shall 
remain confidential as described in Section 154.023 of the Texas Civil Practice and 
Remedies Code unless both parties agree, in writing, to waive the confidentiality. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties intend to fully comply with the Texas Open 

. Iyteetings Act and the Texas Public Infonnation Act ~henever applicable. The tenn 
"confidential" as used in th.is Agreement has the same meanings as defined and construed 
under the Texas Pubiic Jnfonnation Act and the Texas Open Meetings Act. 

(M) Addresses for Payments 
Payments made to the County or the Participating Entity under this agreement shall be 
addressed to following respective addresses: 

Elections Division 
Travis County Clerk 
P.O. Box 149325 
Austint Texas 78751 

City of Austin 
Jannette Goodall 
City Clerk 
P.O. Box 1088 
Austin, Texas 78767-1088 

(N) Effective Date 

This agreement is effective ·upon execution by both parties and expires on September I, 
2019. 

(0) Renewal Tenns 

286080-l 064.310 10 
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This Agreement may be extended by written agreement of both parties for up to two (2) 
additional one (I) year periods (each a "Renewal Tenn") and alJ provisions of this 
Agreement shall remain unchanged and in full force and effect unless otherwise amended 
by the parties pursuant to the tenns of the Agreement. 

(P) Termination 

Either party may tenninate this agreement for any reason upon providing 60 days written 
notice to the other party. 

(Q) The individuals below have been authorized to sign this Agreement. 

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement in 
multiple copies, each of equal dignity, on this _JL_ day of () ol·ob..ef , 2016, with the 
effective date being the date of execution by last signatory. 

CITY OF AUSTIN 

TRAVIS COUNTY 

286080-l 064.310 

BY: 

BY: 

BY: 

I) 

Dana DeBeauvoir 
County Clerk 
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THE STATE OF TEXAS§ 

COUNTY OF TRAVIS § 

I, Jannette S. Goodall, City Clerk of the City of Austin, Texas, do hereby certify that 

this is the URL to the video of the meeting of the Austin City Council held on the 9th day of 

August, 2018: http://austintx.swagit.com/play/08092018-584/0/ . 

WITNESS my hand and official seal of the City of Austin at Austin, Texas, this 20th 

day of August, 2018. 

JANNETTE S. GOODALL 
CITY CLERK 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS 
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THE STATE OF TEXAS § 

COUNTY OF TRAVIS § 

I, Jannette S. Goodall, City Clerk of the City of Austin, Texas, do hereby certify . 

that the foregoing instrument is a true and correct copy of an excerpt from the transcript 

of the City Council regular meeting of August 9, 2018, regarding items #112 and 113, 

as on file in the Office of the City Clerk. This office makes no claims regarding the 

accuracy of the transcription. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal of the City of Austin at Austin, Texas, this 

20th day of August 2018. 

JANNETTES.GOODALL 
CITY CLERK 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS 
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» Mayor Adler: We don't have to take up 112. If we elect to put it into the ballot we don't take up 112. 

» Troxclair: But if we elect to adopt the language then we don't have to take up the ballot language in 
113. I mean, it will just take 30 seconds and it's important to me to have a vote on whether or not we go 
ahead and adopt the petition language without putting it on the ballot. 

» Mayor Adler: We would just withdraw it. I'm just going to call item 113. Item 113, does someone 
want to make the base motion for item 113? 

» Troxclair: So are you not going to allow a vote on item 112? 

» Mayor Adler: We don't have to take a vote on 112 if we put it in the ballot language. We have a 
choice to make, either put it in the ballot or put it where we can adopt it. If we put it in the ballot that 
makes that choice. 

» Troxclair: We have speakers signed up on 112 and I'm asking as a councilmember we take a vote on 
that item. 

» Mayor Adler: I'll call those speakers to speak on 113 if they want to speak. Mr. Renteria makes the 
base motion on 113. Is there a second to the ballot language on 113? It's the base language that was in 
backup on 113. Councilmember Garza seconds it. Does anybody want to discuss it? Do we want to make 
any independently we ready to hear the public speak insist do we want to lay out what the amendments 
are? Councilmember kitchen? 

» Kitchen: Okay. I have an amendment for the mayor's amendment and my amendment and it's been 
passed out. And it relates to the land development code, which is part and will that's proposition J. So --
part eight and that's proposition J. 

[11:23:20 PM] 

» Houston: Does this look like this and doesn't have your name on it. 

» Mayor Adler: Upper right-hand corner August 9, 2018, part eight, proposed language for the ballot on 
the comprehensive revisions to the land development code. We're going to lay them out and then ask 
for the public, so the public can see what they are. 

» Kitchen: Does everybody have I 

» Mayor Adler: Proposition J, shall the city ordinance be adopted to require both a waitinged and a 
subsequent voter approval period, total of up to three years, before future comprehensive revision of 
the city's land development code become effective? Did you put -- would you put that on the overhead 
so people can see it? Yes, pass it down here, replace mayor pro tern's. Okay. I have also handed out 
another amendment that will 

[indiscernible] After the testimony, public hearing. This one concerns the ballot language for the audit if 
we put in ballot language for the audit, and it would read "Without using the existing internal city 
auditor, existing [indiscernible] Shall the city code be amended to require a fiscal study performed by a 
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third party audit consultant at an estimated cost of 1-5 million dollars. That's also been handed out. It 
says audit ballot language 113, mayor Adler in the upper right-hand corner. 

(11:25:21 PM] 

Yes, I have more of these. Okay. Should we call people who want to testify? 

» Alter: I have a couple. 

» Mayor Adler: Yes. 

» Alter: One thing is not an amendment, it was something we discussed earlier in executive session and 
I forgot to bring it_ up on item 61 that I think it's relevant here. I wanted to provide direction to the city 
manager to explore other funding options for funding the rbj services that were originally supposed to 
be in the bond but were not able to find a way to do that within the legal constraints, whether those are 
cos or partnerships or whatnot, I wanted to ask if you could explore other ways to find that funding. 

» So noted. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Thank you. Councilmember kitchen. 

» Kitchen: I wanted to add to that. I'm not yet ready to say that we can't get that funding out of the 
bond. But I recognize the constraints. So I support the request because I think we should continue on 
both. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. 

>> Renteria: Mayor. 

» Mayor Adler: Yes, Mr. Renteria. 

» Renteria: Are you talking about the city -- health building there? The 5-story building? 

» Alter: I'm talking the program that my senior commissioner had put forward. I may have the wrong --
I have the --

» Renteria: It's not part of -- it's the city's building. 

» Mayor Adler: Correct. 

» Renteria: Yeah, it's not that Rebecca Banes building. 

» Mayor Adler: It's proximate. It's the satellite building nearby. 

» Alter: I also wanted to put forward option one for the ballot language with respect to the land 
development code, shall a city ordinance be adopted to require a waiting period and voter approval 
before codenext or subsequent land revisions become effective. 
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[11:27:22 PM] 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Thank you. Let's go to the speakers. David king, do you want to speak on this? I'm 
going to call speakers both on 112 and 113. 

>> Thank you, mayor, mayor pro tern, councilmembers. I'm very concerned. Mayor, I have to tell you I 
really appreciate you're laying out these amendments that we haven't had a chance to see in -- in the 
previous council, before 10-1, that didn't happen regularly, so I have to thank you for doing that, to give 
-- at least to give us an opportunity to comment on these amendments that come up here on the dais. 
So thank you, mayor. I appreciate that. And that gives me an opportunity to respond to the amendment 
we just heard about, the two amendments. One of them is to add into the language for up to three 
years. We talked about poison pills earlier. To me that's a poison pill. People will see that and say no way 
why do we want to delay it? Unless we have hard evidence that prove and say it's going to be up to 
three years we should not put that up there. That is going to discourage people from voting for that. 
That's my main message. To me that's a poison pill and we should not support that amendment. Thank 
you. 

» Mayor Adler: Thank you. I'm sorry, councilmember troxclair. 

>> Troxclair: Mr. King, I wanted to make sure that you knew I'm also -- I've also passed out an 
amendment for the audit language that just presents something that's unbiased by saying shall a city 
ordinance be adopted requiring a comprehensive independent third party efficiency audit of all city 
operations and budget. This is what most closely aligns to what was in the citizens' petition. It didn't bias 
a voter one way or the other unlike some of the other proposals that we have so I hope that I'll have 
your support on that as well. 

» Thank you, and do you have my support on that. I think that's very important. I'm very appreciative 
of you bringing this forward. 

[11:29:22 PM] 

·And we do need to look at the efficiency of our government. We need to have a third party look at this 
and give us unbiased information so we can improve our efficiency, and be, you know, right by our 
taxpayers here. Thank you. 

» Mayor Adler: Thank you. Fred Lewis. Is he here? What about Adam Kahn? Come on up. 

» Hi. I'll keep this pretty brief. I thought we were actually going to be doing public testimony on the 
substance of the audit and the bond tonight as opposed to ballot language, which is really more what I 
was prepared for. So I'll skip all of that and I will say as far as ballot language goes for the various 
propositions, what we need as a general matter is clear, concise, easy to understand ballot language 
that the voters will know what -- what's being voted on and we'll be able to just easily vote accordingly. 
We got to keep in mind there will be people voting in November who will be just voting and seeing these 
things for the first time at the end of a very long ballot and we want them to be able to read and make 
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an informed decision based on the ballot language we choose. On two specific items that are gonna be 
getting ballot language tonight I want to make a couple more comments on the audit, you just got sued 
over the codenext petition and you just lost in district court here in Travis county. If you choose to play 
games with the audit petition, you will get sued again and you will lose again. So proceed accordingly. As 
far as the bond goes, as someone who will probably be entity impractical in any opposition campaign I 
simply want to encourage you that you don't want to use ballot language that gives us the ability to say 
you're asking for a blank check. I didn't like the terrorism -- 2016 transportation band but I will say the 
language was a binding commitment and that's why you haven't seen lawsuits over it since then. 

[11:31:29 PM] 

I think if you were to take the approach of the 2016 transportation bond, while I would oppose what's 
being considered now an substantive policy I think you would at least not be asking for a blank check so 
that would be what I would encourage you to do and believe me this fall you don't want to face a 
campaign where you're asking for a blank ct,eck. So thank you. 

» Mayor Adler: Thank you. Ed English. Sharon Blythe here? No? Is Brad parsons here? Okay. You have 
four minutes. 

» Mayor, councilmembers, I'm Ed English and I seriously doubt at this point that I'm going to need the 
full four minutes. let me just begin by saying that I had quite -- what I felt was a quite nice presentation 
to make until about 9:00 last night and I was advised by email and phone call of the ballot language that 
was gonna be associated with the audit petition. That changed everything, and then this morning I 
rewrote, started over and throughout the day I think I've probably tossed out what I was going to say 
several times so I'm gonna kind of keep this very brief. I'll be happy to take questions if you want to offer 
them on the nature of an efficiency audit, what it's designed to accomplish, and why I think it's a 
valuable tool. But I'm going to skip that for now and get right to the less pleasant part of what I have to 
say, and I appreciate that an alternative to the last printed ballot language that I saw is now available 
because, quite frankly, the ballot language that I saw last night, which AAS I say was the last printed one 
I saw, is outrageous. It is clearly and obviously designed to mislead a voter, to encourage a voter to vote 
no. It is full of generalities, misleading commentary, and clearly designed to mislead the voter. 

[11:33:35 PM] 

Hypothetical outcomes and costs that are not based on any type of rfp are inappropriate for ballot 
language. I've seen councilmember troxclair's alternative, and that's what ballot language should look 
like. And I'm gonna guess -- and I think fairly safely -- that all of you have been advised that -- I sought 
legal counsel and representation this morning because I believe that the last printed language that I saw 
is clearly illegal. And if any substitute for what I saw or what I saw was passed, I'll have no problem 
whatsoever -- I hate to take this kind of a position. I'll have no probl.em whatsoever pursuing action 
against the city to stop misleading commentary in ballot language designed to steer a voter toward a 
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particular vote. Quite simply, change the ballot language, adopt what councilmember troxclair has put 
on the table as simple, straightforward language, and you won't have a problem with me. Thank you. 

» Mayor Adler: Michael sull. 

» Hey, y'all. I know it's been a long day so I'll be really short. So I, too, was going to talk about what the 
efficiency audit did, what the benefits were, but we're beyond that. I know how the process goes. Most 
of what's going to happen is already decided. I just want to say you're using the ballot language as a 
political advertisement. What was proposed and what was just handed out now, it's obviously intended 
to get people to vote against it. Let's just put up clear, concise language. I mean, if you look at your 
posting language for today's agenda, it doesn't say related to an item not by the -- not by the internal 
auditor or our external auditor that ·costs money. 

(11:35:46 PM] 

It says pretty clearly in the posting language we're considering an item relating to a city efficiency study 
of the city's operation and the fiscal performance. I think the ballot language should mirror that real 
simple and clear language that you thought was sufficient to notify the public tonight. I think that's what 
we should go, with something simple like councilmember troxclair is recommending, and let's let the 
public decide if they want an efficiency audit or if they don't. It's that simple. 

» Mayor Adler: Mr. Sull, I have a couple questions. 

>> Sure. 

» Mayor Adler: I think you were treasurer of the group that helped put this on the ballot. 

>> I'm sorry. 

» Mayor Adler: Were you the treasurer of the group that helped put this on the ballot? 

>> I was. 

» Mayor Adler: There was an organization that put up $130,000 to get this on the ballot. Can you tell us 
whose money 

» It was a group of Austin -- people who live in Austin, who care about this city, care about the city 
being run more efficiently and run better and more responsive to the public. And what's happening is 
you're using the ballot language to undermine the will of 33,000 people who signed the ballot. 

» Mayor Adler: Is there a place we can go to to see the names of the people that contributed to that? 

>> No. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. In the materials that you had was one of the provisions for this that we couldn't 
hire -- couldn't be done by the city auditor and we couldn't hire anyone who had done audit work for 
the city? Was that one of the provisions of the ordinance? 
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» There's four key provisions of the --

» Mayor Adler: Is that one of the provisions? 

» There's four key provisions. One that it's an independent third party entity that has experience in this 
kind of auditing. As -- second that it's the entire city, all departments, Austin energy, water, general fund 
utility, or general fund as well. Three, that they're allowed level of access to information they need to do 
a good job. 

» Mayor Adler: So is --

» Four that it ends with an implementation plan. 

[11:37:47 PM] 

» Mayor Adler: So was that a yes, that the provisions of the ordinance provided that it couldn't be the 
city auditor or the folks that had done or were doing --

[ buzzer sounding] 

» Mayor Adler: -- Existing independent external audits? Do I read it correctly, that those people are 
excluded from that? 

» It says that if you've had a direct contract with the city in the last five years that you would be 
excluded from responding to the rfp. 

» Mayor Adler: So we couldn't use our city auditor to do this and also couldn't use our external auditor 
to do this. Is that correct? 

» The external auditor, deloitte, that's an accounting mechanism. 

» Mayor Adler: If we had an external auditor, could we use -- is it true we couldn't use that person? 

» If they've had a direct contract with the city in the last five years, no. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. 

» According to the ordinance they couldn't. 

» Mayor Adler: So that part is true. 

>> Correct. 

» Mayor Adler: With when you were doing this did you ever estimate what the cost was of doing these 
kinds of audits? Did you look at what other cities or other people paid? 

» I did. 

» Mayor Adler: What was the range? 
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» What was the range that -- I spoke to two -- I spoke to two firms that have done this type of work. I 
told them the number of city employees, the size of our budget, and the number of departments that 
we have. And they estimated that it would cost one to two million dollars. 

» Mayor Adler: All right. 

» I would have the same question for your $5 million figure that you have. Because my -- my 
understanding is that most expensive one you looked at was the state of Louisiana, which has far more 
employees, far more departments, and is a much bigger organization and it was $4 million. 

» Mayor Adler: I think we were looking at some that went up to $9 million and the city of Dallas did one 
just on the fleet services and it was over half a million dollars. Just looking at the fleet operations. 

» The Dallas one? 

» Mayor Adler: Mm-hmm. 

>> I haven't seen that information. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. 

» That would be interesting to see. 

» Mayor Adler: All right. Those are all the questions I have. Councilmember troxclair. 

>> Sure. 

» Troxclair: Michael, how did we know how much an audit like this will cost without an rfp? 

[11:39:53 PM] 

>> We don't. We would --

» Troxclair: Based on the examples that you gave and the things that the mayor said, there's·a really 
wide -- is there a really wide range of costs associated with this kind of work, depending on a lot of 
different factors that you can only find out by doing an rfp? 

»Yeah.The only way you could do it is put the parameters -- we send it out to vendors, they respond 
and they say we can do this work in this amount of time for this cost. That's the only way we would 
know what the cost was. 

» Troxclair: Do you think it would be misleading to the voters to put an exact cost range neuron the 
ballot language without -- in the ballot language without having the information about how much it 
might cost? 

» Not -- not only is it misleading, it's inaccurate and only represents one side of the story. It does not 
talk about the benefit of doing the audit, which would be the possible savings associated. If you're going 
to estimate the cost it would only be fair to also estimate the savings we've seen in other cities and you 
could have had those conversations too to find out what those numbers might be. That would be a fair 
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representation. That's what I'm saying with the ballot language. If you're only presenting one side of the 
argument you're trying to push people in a certain way and it's clear which way we're trying to push 
people with this language. 

» Troxclair: What would the potential -- if we're using examples from other cities to determine the cost 
and we also use examples from other cities and states to determine the benefits, what is the potential 
savings range? 

» From the studies I looked at you're looking at 4-10 percent annual savings. City budget of $4.1 billion, 
that's a very significant number and your return on investment if you invests the one to two dollars 
would be well in excess of 150 to one. 

» Troxclair: Do the companies that offer these kinds of services also allow you to pay for the audits out 
of the savings at the end of the study, therefore, you don't have to have any upfront costs? 

[11:41:56 PM] 

» Yes, they do. Detroit public schools and New York public schools use the model where they paid for 
the cost of the audit out of the savings. 

» Troxclair: And why was it that you put in the petition that you couldn't use the -- somebody who is 
associated with the city in the last five years? Was it -- I mean -- let me 

ask it this way: Does our internal city auditor or the external financial accountants, do they perform this 
kind of work? 

» No. It's -- in my view, it's a little bit different. Our internal auditor is awesome. The work that she 
does is excellent. This is just a different scope. She does programmatic level, inventory level audits, 
which she -- again, I can't stress how great I think she is. She used to be my neighbor. We used to run 
into each other with ·our dogs. I think Corey is amazing and does amazing work. So it's a different scope 
of work. Our external auditor, that is an accounting mechanism. You're sayi~g we put this dollar for this 
purpose, did it make it from X to Y. What we're proposing in the efficiency study is very different. 

» Troxclair: So putting in the ballot language that we want -- that in addition to the internal city auditor 
or the existing independent external auditor, should we do an audit, do you feel like that is intended to 
mislead voters by making it sound like it's redundant work and in fact it's very clear that neither the 
internal auditor or the external financial auditor are capable of doing this kind of work? 

»Yeah.Again, I'm just saying what my opinion is. Yes. And it's just another example of you're saying 
one part of the story, which is we already have an internal auditor and an external auditor. So we don't 
need to do this. But you're not saying we have an internal and external auditor but they don't do the 
work you're proposing. You're only providing one side of the story which I believe is intended to 
influence the voter to move it one way. 

[11:44:00 PM] 
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» Troxclair: Thank you. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Thank you. 

» Thank you. 

>> One more question. 

» Mayor Adler: I'm sorry, yes, go ahead. 

» Alter: So part of WHA I'm hearing in terms of hesitancy about this item is a belief, whether justified or 
not, that the savings that would come from this would be coming from em·ployee benefits or from 
privatization. How would you address those concerns? 

»Yeah.That's a great question. That was when my original testimony and quite frankly I just get 
nervous when I'm up higher. Anyways, let me address the question. So the audit -- I just want to be 
clear, the audit ends in a list of recommendations. The council is not bound to those recommendations, 
one. You get to make those decisions. We can create a citizen panel to review them and make 
recommendations to the council. There are a lot of things we can do. Ultimately it's just a slate of 
options. If you look at the recommendations in the reports from other states and other cities what I'll 
find is most of the recommendations being made aren't related to personnel. They're things like -- this is 
a great example I thought was really great for Austin, which is create a vehicle sharing program amongst 
city employees so you don't have to buy new vehicles as often and, therefore, you have annual savings 
associated with that. You have two contracts with similar services in different departments. Consolidate 
those contracts, increase your buying power and -- or get lower prices on the contracts. Things like that. 
You can look at the range of things. So, one, if there was any -- if there were any recommendations that 
we were possibly overstaffed in a certain area of Austin, I know and am confident this dais would not 
reduce our staff. But there are other creative ways to deal with overstaffing in certain areas. You can do 
it through attrition. You can do it by transferring certain employees someplace that's been identified as 
potentially overstaffed to somewhere that is understaffed and we need more help. 

[11:46:04 PM] 

So there are ways you can deal with that issue. But that is very uncommon. Amongst the 
recommendations in the studies I looked at, that they're actually saying you have -- this portion of the --
or this department is overstaffed. And then I certainly know that this council would not reduce the 
number of employees. You guys have -- hold your -- hold the city employees in the highest esteem, as 
does the public, and I don't think that's what -- that would be not be the ultimate result of the audit. 

» Alter: Thank you. 

» Yeah. 

» Casar: Mayor, my suggestion is that we try to get these votes done before midnight or take an extra 
five minutes to make it if we're going to plug through. The faster we can go the better. 
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» Mayor Adler: Let's go on to the next witness. 

» Thank you. 

» Mayor Adler: Fred Lewis. Megan meisenbach. Matt macawiak, Steven shepherd. Come on up. Is 
David butts here? You'll be up next. 

» Alter: Excuse me, mayor. We had a question about 109, whether it was also postponed until 
Wednesday. 

» Mayor Adler: About what? 

» Flannigan: The other soccer --

» Alter: The other soccer item, if it was postponed . 

» Mayor Adler: Yes, both postponed. 

» Alter: I just want to let people go who don't have to stay for the rest of this. 

» Mayor Adler: Yes. We were holding them together. Left thereby any -- left there be any -- go ahead, 
sir. 

» Thank you, mayor, council, it's an honor to have a chance to speak to you. I think that --

» Mayor Adler: Introduce yourself, please. 

» Matt macawiak, district 10. I am the county chairman for the Republican party so I'll mention that for 
biographical purposes. Here tonight I'm referencing this ballot language which I believe absolutely 
unquestionably is intentionally misleading and is intended to confuse the voter. 

[11:48:04 PM] 

I think there's no question about that. It's hard to even fully understand what the sentence means, the 
ballot language is so absurd. The question that I would ask everyone up here and I know not all of you 
were involved in drafting the ballot language is, why would the city not want an efficiency audit? 
Because the ballot language is intended to defeat the audit. Ordinance. There's no question if you look 
at it that is what it is intended to do, intended to make it look redundant, intended to make it look like 
it's a cost we shouldn't need, intended to make it look like city services will be cut or taxes raised. When 
the overwhelming likelihood is none of those things will happen. We've already had Michael testify that 
the $4 million will never be paid because it will save more money than that. If you save 4% on a $4.1 
billion budget that's $16 million. That's more than $4 million. So the question I have to ask is, why would 
we disrespect, why would you choose to disrespect the 33,000 austinites that signed the petition, 
22,500 of whom were verified? By putting intentionally misleading ballot lariguage together, which we 
already know is going to be sued over and cost the city time and. Why even do that? Just put clear ballot 
language forward, let the voters vote nor it, have the outside efficiency audit. It will be good for the city, 
the taxpayer, it may not be good for the leaders of the city's employees union but I would hope for with 
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the exception of councilmember troxclair, who fights for taxpayers every week, I would hope for once 
city council puts taxpayers first, don't be intentionally misleading, try to bias the voters. Allow voters to 
make a clear decision whether they want a efficiency audit or not, and I suspect it will pass and the 
taxpayer will benefit. Thank you. 

» Mayor Adler: Thank you. Is Steven shepherd here? Mayor pro tern, did you --

» Tova: Mayor, I see people waiting still for the economic development item which I assume since 
we're 15 minutes out from when we agreed we would leave we're not going to get to. 

[11:50:09 PM] 

So we probably should have indicated that a while ago. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. I think we should do that. We're not going to get to the economic development 
items. The question is do we put those off until 8/23? Is there any chance at all you think we could get 
through the soccer quickly enough on Wednesday to handle this on Wednesday as well? No? Just 
asking. 

[Laughter] 

» Tova: Valiant effort. 

» Mayor Adler: Let's put that off until 8/23. Okay. We'll put the economic development items 13, 14, 
15, postponed to 8/23 by unanimous consent at the dais. Please plead, sir. 

» Thank you, mayor, council. I'm Steven shepherd. I'm a resident of district 8. Came down originally just 
because of the original ballot language so I'm not going to repeat everything that the folks have said 
before me. The thing that amazes me though is I can't believe more of you are not for this audit and you 
think about all the things you're constantly talking about from the standpoint of the homeless 
challenges we have affordable housing, wouldn't you want to free up a lot more revenue by being --
having a much more efficiently run city government? And that's going to take care of, as we've heard, 
even 4% will give you an extremely decent chunk of change, and so I just can't understand why you guys 
are doing this, wouldn't even vote for it and are putting on the ballot, why you wouldn't see it was a 
benefit to the city. So I just hope that you will listen to council member troxclair and accept her ballot 
language to make it fair and understandable by all. Thank you. 

» Mayor Adler: Thank you. Mr. Butts. Is [indiscernible] Watson here? Chevis Watson? 

» Davis butts, anytime district 1. And, you know, talking about misleading, I think probably this petition 
is totally misleading. 

[11:52:10 PM] 
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I see it as a creator of a group basically from this conservative think tank called Texas public policy 
foundation. I think it's basically designed to sort of set the city up so that it can be attacked, probably, as 
Ms. Troxclair did, run down to the state legislature at the end of the street here, and basically launch an 
attack on the city to try to undermine it because they didn't adopt some sort of cost savings. This is 
funded by dark money totally. You know, it's hidden. And we'll never know who gave this money or 
where it came from. Unless they choose to reveal it, of course. And I welcome the opportunity to have a 
campaign on this issue. I really do. I'm reminded ofthe Uber campaign, and I think that this will be very 
entertaining, to say the least. I'd strongly urge you to put it on the ballot however you choose to do it is 
up to you. We'll defeat it either way. Quite honestly. Of course they'll try to poor a lot of dark money in, 
but we'll point that out very clearly. So once again, you understand -- I think every one of you 
understand exactly what this is. This is spear aimed at the city of Austin by a group of extreme 
conservatives who are out to undermine this city. They do not like this city. They resent this city. And the 
rot starts at the top at the governor's office and goes down. So basically if we're gonna have an election, 
we'll have an election. Okay? Thank you so much. Thank you. 

>> I have a question. 

» Mayor Adler: Councilmember Garza. Mr. Butts? 

>> Garza: I have a question. 

>> Mm-hmm. 

» Garza: I guess following the line of questioning the mayor was asking, not knowing campaigns and 
pacts and stuff, I thought any kind of -- explain the dark money part. 

[11:54:18 PM] 

I thought any kind of pact usually files -- do they choose to file a certain kind of pact where they don't 
have to disclose their donors? 

» I'm sorry. I'm sorry. There was a pact -- actually a 5014c called Austin civic future or Austin civic 
future, I think, that's been on file. It's gone through transition of leaders or members of their -- of this 
pack, this foundation, I shouldn't call it. It's not a pack. It's able to basically take money from all kinds of 
sources about reporting where the money came from. And that money, that $137,000 that the mayor 
referenced, was passed onto Mr. Sull's pack and spent to basically generate this petition. Who or what --
who it came from, I can guess, almost, but basically that's how it operates. The people that are the 
board of directors, one was once the president of the young Americans for prosperity. Now that sounds 
vaguely familiar to the coke brothers. You'd probably be right about that. The others are basically 
involved with tp -- Texas public policy foundation front groups who, you know, basically don't like the 
city of Austin. And I doubt they have our best intentions, if I had to guess. 

» Garza: Okay. Thank you. 

» Kitchen: Mayor, can I ask a question? 
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» Mayor Adler: Yes. 

» Kitchen: So, Mr. Butts, so in response to councilmember Garza's question, I think what we're hearing 
is that the reporting, such that our laws are right now, they can report that the money came from this 
foundation, but the foundation -- or group does not have to report who gave to them? 

[11:56:20 PM] 

So that's -- that's what we're seeing in terms of dark money. Is that correct? 

>> Yes. 

» Kitchen: Okay. And we also have a situation where there's been a request or multiple people have 
requested that the groups involved tell us who gave the money and they've refused to date. Is that 
correct? 

>> That's correct. 

» Kitchen: Okay so the calls for transparency from that group seems kind of ironic to me, that the calls 
for transparency to the voters, so the voters understand what's going on, but at the same time not being 
transparent with the voters in terms of who is paying for it? 

» Well, I think that just is indicative of their intentions. Honestly. 

» Mayor Adler: And a more complete answer, additional complete answer, when we passed our ethics 
ordinance requiring this we had a section that concerned coverage transaction and covered transactions 
were a contribution that was made to a 501c4 for the purpose of being given to any pack that would 
then be spent. And under city ordinances, a contribution that was made to a 501c4 for that purpose by a 
person, that person needs to be disclosed by the person, by the 501c4. So it's still an outstanding 
question as to whether or not the 501c4 in this case took any money from anybody who knew the 
money they were giving was going to be used in this pack campaign, in which case under our ordinances 
they would be required to report. But in fairness to these folks, they're not the only ones that are doing 
it. There are other organizations in our city right now also participated on the other ballot measure that 
are taking secret money and not disclosing who gave that money as well. So it's a growing issue in our 
city. 

>> Garza: I guess, councilmember Houston, along these lines, if you want to be transparent, there is an 
avenue to do that. 

[11:58:25 PM] 

There's a way to file a pack where you're required to show the individual donors. There's a way to do 
that. 
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» Mayor Adler: Certainly they could do that if they wanted to. Ms. Houston. 

» Houston: Thank you. And I guess this is a 

» Houston: Thank you. I guess this is a question for Mr. Butts or the mayor or council member kitchen . 
30-some thousand people signed a petition. Are we saying that because we don't know where the 
money came from, that the petitions are invalid or the people are invalid? I don't hear any concerns 
about people being illegal. We're just focusing on where the money came from, and the petition is still 
valid. Right? 

» Yes. It's valid. 

>> Houston: 30-some thousand registered voters said, you know, we need an audit. That's what I need 
to focus on. The other part of what I need to focus on, is there something wrong with having an 
efficiency audit? I mean, is that paying attention to the fact that there's things in any organization that 
could be different, more creative, done more efficiently, save some money? I'm for that because the 
property tax owners -- and I keep saying that, in district 1, are saying you can't keep coming to us, city of 
Austin, to pay all these things. So if we could find some efficiencies in this organizations, wouldn't that 
be beneficial to the public? 

» Well, of course it would. But of course the question is, what would the council choose to did you 
want? If they come back and say, well, you need to sell off the Austin energy or basically go from a 
pension fund to a 401(k) For your employees, and let them go on the market, they'll come up with all 
kinds of reasons and rationales why you need to make trimmings financially, some of which might have 
validity, some will not. 

[12:00:26 AM] 

If you choose not to do it, people will go to the capitol or they'll use it as a campaign issue, which is 
exactly what I think this is partly directed at. Not for this campaign per se, but in the future, to basically 
say that the council or this councilmember has failed to make these savings, and, so, therefore, you 
know, you need to vote them out. So it's a political tool, as much as it is anything else. And, you know, 
the fact is, you can get signatures on just about any petition in this city you want to. That's true. Now, 
they were paying an extraordinary amount of money to get those signatures that tliey got, but, you 
know--

» Houston: So I guess those are a lot of assertions. I don't know. I'm not a political being. 

» Right. 

» Houston: But those are some assertions. My thing is, how do we make sure that we are operating as 
efficiently as we can. And we've had conversation today and at the work session about audits that have 
come through our wonderful program audit that nothing happens. 

» Well, that's the decision the council has to make. 
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» Houston: Well, but prior councils haven't made it and we're hopeful that this council, this city 
manager, will look at that and say, okay, this is something we've got to do and we've got to do 
something about this. And I don't know that any of that other stuff that you're talking about is true. I 
happen to want to have an efficiency study. 

» I assure you, the dark money is true. 

» Houston: Well, but I'm talking about not the money, I'm talking about the outcome. I'm talking about 
the produ_ct. 

» Well --

» Houston: So when you do that you skip what the real issue is for me. I can say that. 

» I can tell you, the real issue is how this is being used, a political tool. 

» Mayor Adler: Those are all the speakers that we have. Anybody else signed up to speak? Mr. Bunch? I 
didn't have you, but the clerk will note that go ahead. 

» Oh, are you one of the extreme conservatives that are behind this petition? 

[12:02:31 AM] 

» Yes. I consider conserving our planet Earth being very conservative and I put myself in that camp. I'm 
bill bunch, executive director, save our springs alliance, district 5. I want to first say -- ask you to not put 
the charter amendments on the ballot and delete those from this ordinance. Neither of those two are 
really needed, and you're clearly just doing it to fend or the charter commission recommendations that 
were worked on a great deal and put those off for two to two and a half years. I think that's 
disrespecting the work of your commission and your citizens. My next point is on the ballot language. All 
this discussion about policy is irreleva.nt to the issue in front of you right now. And I feel kind of like a 
broken record from a few months ago when we told you you're violate ago 

-- you're violating law by not putting the codenext position on the ballot and didn't you listen. You have 
an obligation to put this on the ballot. And article 4, section 5 of the 

charter reads as follows: The ballot used in voting upon initiated or referred ordinance shall state the 
caption of the ordinance, and -- that's number one -- below the caption, on separate lines, the words 
"For the ordinance and against the ordinance." Your ordinance, page 47, violates both of those 
provisions. For proposition J, the codenext petition ordinance, and for the audit ordinance, proposition 
K. Neither of those are stating the captions of the ordinance. The amendment offered by 
councilmember kitchen and mayor Adler exacerbate the violation that's here by adding the three years, 
which is both false and is electioneering on the ballot. 

[12:04:50 AM] 
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There's lots of ways you can violate people's voting rights, and one of those ways is rigging the ballot by 
writing ballot language that is not the caption of the ordinance, that violates your own charter, that 
doesn't ask are you for the ordinance or against the ordinance but says "Yes" or "No," and makes an 
extended argument about the policy. The policy is irrelevant. You're here to follow the charter. And y'all 
posted this amendment, mayor Adler, and councilmember kitchen, at pretty much exactly the same 
time --

[buzzer sounding] 

-- You were talking about restoring public trust in the context of codenext and our land development 
code. 

» Mayor Adler: Thank you. 

» Is this public trust? 

» Mayor Adler: Thank you, Mr. Bunch. 

>> That is not a rhetorical question. I want an answer. 

» Mayor Adler: Your time --

» Are you restoring public trust with your amendment from 4 o'clock this afternoon? 

» Mayor Adler: Thank you for your participation. 

[Applause] 

» Kitchen: Mr. Mayor, I'd like to speak to my amendment. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. 

» [Off mic] 

» Mayor Adler: Go ahead, Ann. 

» Kitchen: I would like to speak to the amendment. The purpose behind the amendment with regard to 
the land development code is clarity and transparency to the public. I will read -- I will read from the 
ordinance. The ordinance says that, a, there's a waiting period. The waiting period is June 1st following 
the next regularly scheduled -- Mr. Bunch, I'm just making an argument. I'm not -- we can talk at another 
time. I'm just --

» Mayor Adler: We're through. We're not doing any more --

» I'm here to answer questions if somebody else asks one about whether what you're saying is 
accurate. 

[12:06:54 AM] 
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» Mayor Adler: Wait, wait, wait. You talk to us. 

>> Kitchen: I'm sorry. 

» Mayor Adler: So with us. 

» Kitchen: Okay. So to my colleagues, what I'm attempting to do with this language is clarity for the 
public. I think that -- I think it's appropriate and necessary for us to be clear, and so the language about a 
total of up to three years is reflecting what is in the ordinance. The ordinance talks about a waiting 
period, and I'm going to read the language from the ordinance. This is the time period you were the 
waiting period. June 1st following the next regularly scheduled council elections after council adopts 
codenext or the comprehensive revisions, and then the second period is the voter approval period, 
which is after the next available municipal election. So there's -- this is confusing language, but I think 
it's -- that's why I think it's important for the public to understand that the ballot has time periods in it. 
And there are four steps. First, the council would adopt a comprehensive revision. Second, it has to wait 
until after the next regularly scheduled council election, and then after that is June 1st, and then after 
that is the next available municipal election before the public gets to vote. So I think that this is not an 
attempt, and I would never attempt to suggest, one way or another, if people want to vote on it; they 
just need to know what they're voting on. And I think it's appropriate because there is -- there's a two-
part-time period in here, and I think it's appropriate and we owe it to the voters to tell them and have 
that language in it. 

[12:09:11 AM] 

That's it. I don't think that this language is an attempt to say one way or the other how people should 
vote. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Further discussions from the dais? Yes, Mr. Flannigan. 

» Flannigan: So I really appreciate that, councilmember kitchen, and just to keep my comments focused 
on the land development code issue, I think the waiting period, just say wading period, to your point, is 
sufficient because it is a very significant and unusual definition of waiting period. I think the following a 
subsequent council election is a very operative phrase in that, and I don't know that I have the will of 
the dais to include that specific phrase, but it is far more than just a waiting period. It is more significant 
than that. So I support what you're saying because I think it is a critical element. It is almost a majority of 
the ordinance, be it -- it being both the waiting period and half of the voter approval being about the 
time length, so I think it's a really important component. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. We have the base motion. Does someone want to amend in the amendments? 

>> Houston: Mayor, it's after 12 o'clock. 

>> Mayor Adler: It's after 12 o'clock. I think we're at a place where we can take votes on these and move 
forward. So, Ms. Kitchen, do you want to make the amendment? 
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» Kitchen: I thought I had. I will make -- I move to amend the base motion with proposition J that I --
language that I put out. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Is there a second to that amendment? Mr. Renteria seconds that. Any discussion 
on the amendment? Yes, councilmember alter. 

» Alter: I would like to propose a substitute amendment of option 1 -- shall the city ordinance be 
adopted to require a waiting period and voter approval before codenext or [indiscernible] 

(12:11:14 AM] 

Become effective, that would be for proposition J. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. So councilmember alter moves to amend that article 8 to take out for a total of 
three years and to add in codenext prior to the comprehensive revisions. 

» Kitchen: I'll second that. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Seconded by -- did you want to second that, mayor pro tern? Okay. Mayor pro 
tern seconds that. An amendment to take out a total of up to three years and to add codenext prior to 
the comprehensive revisions. Those are the two substantive changes. 

» Alter: Codenext door. 

» Mayor Adler: Codenext door. Those are the changes. It's been moved and seconded. Any discussion? 
What I would say is I'm not going to support this amendment because I think it is not presenting to the 
voters an accurate description of what's happening. I also agree that the language of up to three years is 
important because the waiting period associated with this actually is explained at length in the 
document that was given to the people to sign on their petition. It goes into a lot greater detail. It talks 
about not going into effect until there's a next city council election, so that there could be a change of 
city councils in the meantime. And then not even just that. After that city council election, you have to 
wait until the following June in order to be able to go. But it still can't be effective even then. It has to 
wait even past that to get to the next election period. So I think a three-year delay is an integral part of 
this. It is intended to allow for enough time for a change of council and for a public vote, and I think that 
if you just say a waiting period, people don't understand that, and it was a large part of the description. 

(12:13:29 AM] 

Second, when I take the court's direction with respect to to whether we include codenext or not. It was 
argued to the court that this wasn't ripe for her to rule on the substantive issues that we had presented, 
and her basis for saying that was that there was no codenext. It wasn't a product, and it would either be 
passed or wouldn't be passed so that she couldn't make that decision with respect to anything that was 
codenext. She had to look at just comprehensive land development changes, be it this one or be it one 
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sometime in the future. And I think we went to the court, we said that we would follow the court's 
direction, and I think the court was very specific with respect to that. So I'm not going to support the 
alter amendment. Further discussion? Councilmember pool. 

» Pool: I'm supporting the alter amendment that the mayor pro tern seconded for a lot of reasons that 
I'll just say, two, this is the clearest and most verbatim representation of what was in the petition 
language, in its caption, and all of the additional information that you're talking about, mayor, can 
accompany the educational materials that we would use in order to talk to the public about what this 
would mean. But I think the cleanest and the clearest approach on, frankly, both of these propositions is 
to go directly from the position caption as directly and succinctly as possible. So I support what 
councilmember alter is moving. 

» Mayor Adler: Any further discussion before we vote on the amendment? Mayor pro tern, did you 
want to speak? 

» Tovo: Yes. I do. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. 

» Tovo: I seconded the motion and intend to support it. I think it's really, for many of the same reasons 
councilmember pool said, I think we need to -- I believe that we should stick as closely to the language in 
the petition as possible, and I know part of the argument in dropping cones is that earlier today we 
decided not to continue with that particular process, and I've also heard the argument that codenext is 
how we branded the discussion about the land development code revision. 

(12:15:44 AM] 

But it's absolutely true for me and the people I'm talking to, I mean, and the conversation -- and I don't 
know just the people I'm talking to here at city hall but the people who stop us in the grocery store or 
talk to us in the dry cleaners or parks, everywhere I go people are talking about codenext, and that is 
their understanding of the land development code revision. So I think it's really critical that we include 
that codenext. That's become, for good or for bad, that's become the common parlance, I think it's 
important to have that context to help guide their decision on that ballot measure. So I really believe 
strongly that it's important to have codenext in the ballot language. 

» Mayor Adler: Councilmember Flannigan? 

» Flannigan: So I appreciate, mayor pro tern, your analysis on our decision earlier today, but as the 
sponsor of that action, that motion, that, to me at least, is irrelevant to why I am not going to support 
the amendment. For me, it is about the judge's ruling that says that she couldn't determine anything 
about codenext, or if it was appropriate to vote on because it was not a product, it was a process. It was 
not finished. So even if we had not -- if we had not taken that action earlier, it would still be true to the 
judge, to the judge's ruling, that it wasn't a thing, it was a process. And so to me, that's the operative 
question. So I just don't want there to be confusion about what action we were taking earlier today. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Councilmember alter. 
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» Alter: Thank you. I think where I'm at is I think that in both of these propositions, we should be 
putting forward the simpler language. 

[12:17:48 AM] 

In both cases, we have over 30,000 folks who signed a petition asking to have an ability to vote on these. 
With respect to codenext, I think including the word "Codenext" in there is really whether or not to 
rebuilding the trust that we've been trying to rebuild. And I am feeling a little bit like we're in aground 
hog day situation, and I think by putting the word "Codenext" in there, we can avoid that. I really don't 
relish being part of a city that is constantly being sued for doing things that run counter to the citizens' 
efforts to put forward initiatives, which they have the right to do by the charter. And I think that we 
would be on much stronger footing both for rebuilding trust and for being true to the charter's 
requirements if we go with the simpler language. 

» Mayor Adler: Anything else before we vote on the amendment? Let's take a vote on the amendment. 
Those in favor of the alter amendment, please raise your hand. The mayor pro tern, pool, troxclair, and 
alter. Those opposed, please raise your hand. The balance of the dais with councilmember Houston off. 
It is defeated, 4 to 6-1. Any further -- further amendments? I handed out the language that related to 
the audit. It has "Mayor Adler" in the upper right-hand corner. I don't remember what the proposition 
number is on that. What is -- do you know what number that was? 

[12:19:49 AM] 

J7 

» K. 

» Mayor Adler: K7 Proposition. So I would suggest -- move, by way of amendment, the language that's 
in K. 

» Renteria: I move that we accept that. 

» Mayor Adler: Mr. Renteria moves that? Councilmember Casar seconds that. Any discussion on the 
Renteria amendment for proposition K7 Renteria made the motion, seconded by councilmember Casar. 
But the language -- it's the yellow page. In the upper right-hand corner, it says mayor Adler. And the 
language for K, it doesn't say K, it just says the language. Without using the existing internal city auditor 
or existing independent external auditor, shall the code, city code, be amended to require an efficiency 
study of the city's operational and fiscal performance performed by a third-party consultant at an 
estimated cost of one to five million dollars. It's been moved and seconded. Discussion in 
councilmember troxclair. 

» Troxclair: I know that my repeated requests earlier to take an up or down vote on number 112 were 
ignored, but I just want to do ask one more time if we were able to take a vote on that item, considering 
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that we had people come down here, sign up to speak on it, and that you have at least one 
councilmember and possibly more who would like the opportunity to just vote to say that the city of 
Austin should do a comprehensive, independent, third-party audit without making Mr. Butts spend the 
time and energy that he's -- that he says he's going to defeat a common-sense, really basic, good 
government measure. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Any further discussion on the Renteria amendment? Ms. Houston? 

» Houston: Mayor, if I had been here, I would have voted against codenext. 

» Mayor Adler: You would have vote against it okay. 

» Houston: Uh-huh. 

» Mayor Adler: I'm sorry. The vote would have been 6-5. 

(12:21:51 AM] 

She would have voted in favor of the item. It would have been defeated 5-6. 

» Alter: Were you asking to include your vote in the record, though? 

» Mayor Adler: She's not here, but it is noted that had she been here, that's how she would have voted. 
Further discussion on the ~enteria amendment? Yes, councilmember pool. 

» Pool: So the Renteria amendment is the one that has mayor Adler at the top, and I wanted to check 
with councilmember troxclair. She had an amendment to that, or substitute. 

» Troxclair: Yes. I would like to make a substitute motion. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. 

» Troxclair: And offer my language that is troxclair sheet number 1 that says shall a city ordinance be 
adopted requiring a comprehensive, independent third-party efficiency audit of all city operations and 
budget. This language is unbiased, it most clearly mirrors what was in the petition. That I think it 
respects the will of the people who signed the petition --

» Mayor Adler: Let's do this real fast. Is there a second to the amendment? Councilmember pool makes 
that go ahead, Ms. Troxclair. 

» Troxclair: That's it. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. 

>> Troxclair: I mean -- yeah. 

» Mayor Adler: It's been moved and seconded, troxclair amendment to this proposition K. Further 
discussion? Yes, Mr. Flannigan. 
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» Flannigan: So I really struggle with this one. I think had the ordinance been offered, I probably would 
have voted for it, not because I think it's a silver bullet but because I think, at worst, we're spending the 
city's money on an audit that a future council will likely ignore. We get a lot of audits from our city 
auditor. We get special projects and often when those audit reports don't comport with existing beliefs, 
then the auditor is called into question. And we've seen this happen to other staff, too, and I don't think 
that's a good practice, and I don't think it would be any different, the result of a third-party audit. 

[12:23:57 AM] 

That being said, I think, based on my analysis of ballot language requirements, the fact that there is a 
cost is an important element and I think the fact that we have a city auditor who's been excluded from 
this process is an important element. I'm going to avoid the wordsmithing process, I don't think there's 
the will to go into that, so I have the odd position of opposing councilmember troxclair's language but 
would have supported the original ordinance. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Any further discussion on the troxclair amendment to the amendment? Yes. 
Councilmember troxclair. 

» Troxclair: I just want to do make sure everybody saw and that it's entered into the record that I 
handed out an email correspondence with Cory stokes, if I can read it, as discussed while we are 
independent of city operations, we don't typically discuss large projects like the proposed efficiency 
study. Specifically we select more narrowly focused topics and focus on risks within each selected topic 
to identify opportunities to improve effectiveness and efficiency. Focusing those high risks helps us 
cover more topics than we could have otherwise -- than we would otherwise be able to audit. So I think 
it's really clear from this correspondence that she does not do the kind of work that is being considered 
in this comprehensive audit, and I also want to point out as the chair of audit and finance that the other 
external auditor being mentioned here is purely a financial auditor, that's an accounting tool, it has 
nothing to do with performance auditing, so I am -- I really think that the -- legally, the best route the 
move forward to the city is to adopt the simple language. 

» Mayor Adler: Councilmember Casar. 

» Casar: In looking at Ms. Stokes' email, I think it says that this is not something that she typically does, 
but it's actually clear in the ordinance as presented by the petitioners that it's something that she is, 
under this ordinance, not going to be allowed to do. 

[12:26:06 AM] 

So regardless of whether it's something that we did want her to do or didn't want her to do, under the 
ordinance being presented, she would not be allowed to do it, nor would any of the firms that have had 
a contract with the city the last five years, be allowed to do it. So I still think it provides transparency and 
truth in what it is that's being presented. So I see Ms. Stokes' email as clarifying and actually still 
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supportive of the language that's being -- that's been offered by councilmember Renteria and the mayor 
that I seconded. And I also think that making sure that we don't confuse voters into thinking that they 
are voting to instate our current city auditor, but and I think separate and you had author provides a 
level of transparency as well. 

» Mayor Adler: Anything else before we vote? Mayor pro tern. 

» Tova: Yeah, I agree. I have heard people talk about the need for an external audit at various points 
over the last few years, and it's at least some of those calling for an external audit have been unaware 
that we have an internal auditor here who does terrific work. And so I agree -- I agree both in -- I agree 
with your assessment, councilmember Casar that I don't read -- I also don't read the city auditor's email 
as suggesting that she would be unable to do that. 11 would also just say by way of background, we also 
have had a little bit of this discussion during previous budget sessions about whether we should do full 
scale sunset review of departments, and at the time the city manager started an initiative to look at 
departments rather thoroughly and to look at their performance and to look for efficiencies. So we are --
it's just true that we're doing a lot of that work already. But I do think it's important to clarify for voters 
that we have an internal auditor already. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Anything else before we vote? Yes, councilmember pool. 

» Pool: So this one is really hard for me because -- and I have been interviewed about my reasons not 
to support the efficiency audit as it was crafted in the petition, and I went into some pretty extensive 
detail with Ken martin and talked about how I thought this would fit under our strategic planning 
process that we -- the new planning process that we have at the city, that we could approach this 
internally through the city manager's office and our office of performance management and do it under 
the same kind of strategic planning outcomes that we have put together that we finished last year and 
that we are putting our budget through. 

[12:28:45 AM] 

But as far -- so my position on whether I want this to pass or not, though I am keeping separate from my 
support for the clear, simple language from the caption, and the same reasons that I argued to include 
codenext in the other proposition J, is because I think that that is a truer, verbatim expression of what 
the petition was, and when we leave it to the voters with the educational materials that we provide, in 
the campaign that's out in the community before the vote happens, to make those distinctions. So my 
reason for voting for providing the second to this is the same reason why I was supporting our previous 
work on proposition K. And I vote in support of this because I believe that we should go with the clearer 
caption language. And it doesn't have anything to do with whether I agree with the substance of the 
actual -- the vote that we would take in the community. 

» Mayor Adler: Thank you. And I have question for the manager. Did you look at what these kind of 
surveys cost by the companies that were doing them, or the company that was recommended by the 
folks that were offering this petition? 

» Our finance staff was able to look at some, yeah. 
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» Mayor Adler: And does this range accurately reflect what your staff estimated with them? 

» It does. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Thank you. Any further discussion on the amendment? Yes. c;ouncilmember 
troxclair. 

» Troxclair: Manager, were the entities that the staff looked at -- were they comparable in size and 
scope to the Austin city budget and staff, or were they entire states? 

» It was hard to find -- councilmember, it was hard to find one that was exactly the same size and 
scope, so there were some that were at the state level but maybe a smaller scope; some were at a city 
level but at a smaller scope, so we used some of those estimates to derive that this was an accurate 
estimate. 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Let's take a vote on the troxclair amendment to the amendment. 

[12:30:46 AM] 

Those in favor, please raise your hands. Troxclair, alter, Houston, and pool. Those opposed, raise your 
hand. It's the balance of the dais, the amendment to the amendment is not passed. Let's vote on the 
amendment that raises K --

>> Pool: Mr. Mayor, just -- we didn't vote on the previous --

>> Mayor Adler: It's been pointed out to me so we're going to vote on this, then we're going to vote on 
yours. I apologize for that. The amendment to the amendment was defeated. We're now to the 
amendment. Mayor pro tern. 

» Tovo: Mayor, I have an amendment to propose to item J, if now is the appropriate time. 

» Mayor Adler: Let's vote on K real fast, then we'll go to J. Let's finish with K. Those in favor of the 
amendment with K, the Renteria amendment, please raise your hand. Those opposed? Troxclair, alter 
·voting no, Houston voting no, the others voting aye. It passes. Now let's talk about --

» Tovo: Talk about. 

>> Alter: Mayor, I have one more amendment on K. It's been passed very slowly. 

» Mayor Adler: Let's go ahead and continue on J. I skipped over that when I shouldn't have. We voted 
on the amendment to the amendment on J but we have yet to vote on J. So we're back to J. Mayor pro 
tern, did you have an amendment you wanted to make to that? 

» Tovo: Yes, I do, mayor. I'd like the make an amendment to J and that is to insert the words codenext 
or, before the word 11 Future. 11 

» Mayor Adler: Okay. Mayor pro tern moves to insert the words 11Codenext or" before we have future 
comprehensive land development code. 
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» Pool: Mr. Mayor, didn't we already vote on that? It was part of the previous amendment. 

» Mayor Adler: It was, but there were two parts --

» Pool: Oh, so you're separating them. 

» Mayor Adler: We could have done the same thing by dividing the question before and we just didn't 
do it. Is there a second to the mayor pro tern's amendment? Councilmember alter does that. Any 
discussion on this? 

[12:32:48 AM] 

Let's take a vote. Ms. Houston? 

» Houston: Which one are we voting on now? I've got two. Is it alter's or is it kitchen's? 

» Mayor Adler: Kitchen is J and the mayor pro tern is to want add the words "Codenext or" before the 
words future comprehensive land development. 

» Tovo: So if you could speak to that for just a minute. 

>> Houston: On kitchen's motion. 

>> Tovo: That's right. Yeah. We voted, as we discussed, we vote on councilmember alter's while you 
were off the dais, and it had two elements in it. One was two differences between Kand J. One was the 
waiting period. The other was the absence of codenext. So given that that failed, I'm proposing that we 
add "Codenext or" into the language in this one. I'll just say to the reasons already --

» Mayor Adler: Did you want to speak to it? 

» Tovo: Yeah. This really is the same reason I offered for my support of councilmember alter's. I believe 
that it's important, given the context of the discussion we've been having, to have the words "Code next" 
in there since that is in common parlance how many people have come to think about the land 
development code revision. 

» Mayor Adler: I oppose this for the same reasons given earlier. That I think if we take the instruction 
from the court, there is no codenext, and, therefore, it's misleading to suggest that there is because 
there's not. What this really is, is a forever determination on how we deal with comprehensive changes 
to the land development code, or laws, and that's what we should be taking to the voters. And I think it 
would be confusing in this instance because some people thank the vote in November is going to be an 
up or down vote on a codenext product, which it's not and there isn't. 

[12:34:52 AM] 
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So I think it's confusing to -- and misleading to add that language. Any further discussion ·before we 
vote? 

>> Renteria: So, mayor, are we voting on the audit? 

» Mayor Adler: No. This is the codenext one. This is the kitchen language, and we're talking about do 
we add the words "Codenext" into the kitchen language. Okay. Do we add the words "Codenext." Those 
in favor of the -- I'm sorry, yes, Mr. Flannigan? 

» Flannigan: I just wanted to note to the mayor pro tern, no, we agree to disagree on this. I don't 
believe codenext is common parlance, it isn't in my district, but I know we agree to disagree on that. 

>> Mayor Adler: Let's take a vote. In favor of the mayor pro tern's amendment to the amendment, 
please raise your hand. Troxclair, alter, the mayor pro tern, Houston, and pool. Those opposed, please 
raise your hand. Five to six, it's defeated. Let's now vote on the amendment J. Those in favor of the 
amendment J, please raise your hand. Those opposed? Pool voting no -- I'm sorry, what? 

» Alter: Is this versus the base motion? 

» Mayor Adler: This is J. This is kitchen's amendment. We've discussed amendments to the 
amendment. They have not passed. We're now back to voting on the kitchen amendment J. 

» Alter: Okay. I'd like to abstain on that. 

» Mayor Adler: It contains the language up to three years, does not contain codenext. 

>> Tovo: Would someone please remind me what the staff's recommended language was? I don't have 
that in front of me at the moment. 

» Renteria: Are we voting on the audit ballot or we're still on the --

[12:36:53 AM] 

» Mayor Adler: Yes. J. It has a J in front of it. This is not the audit link. This is -- for the life of me, I don't 
know what I've done with it. It has part 8. In the upper right-hand corner, it has August 9th, 2018, 
motion sheet amended, ordinance part 8, and it says proposition J. That's what we're voting on. 

» I thought we just voted . 

» Mayor Adler: We voted amendments to this. There have been several amendments to this that have 
been offered. None of them have passed. Now we have to vote on this. 

» Renteria: So we voted on the base. 

» Mayor Adler: We're not voting -:-- we're voting on the kitchen amendment. Those in favor of the 
kitchen amendment, please raise your hand. Those opposed to the kitchen amendment, please raise 
your hand. It is troxclair, alter, mayor pro tern, Houston, and pool. The others voting against the 
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amendment -- no, the others voting for the amendment, it passes 6 to 5. We are now to the base 
motion. Part J and part K have been amended. 

» Troxclair: Are we voting on -- I have another amendment for K. 

» Mayor Adler: Ms. Troxclair. 

» Troxclair: This basically says we have already been told based on the ballot language we're about to 
adopt that we are going to be sued. If that suit is successful, we would have to come back and put in 
place new ballot language. This simply says that if the suit is successful, we'll insert the basic -- the 
option 1 ballot language, shall a city ordinance being adopted requiring third-party -- so we don't have 
to come back and have this discussion all over again. It's a backup in case the lawsuit is successful. 

(12:38:56 AM] 

» Mayor Adler: Ms. Troxclair moves this amendment to add alternate ballot language to proposition K. 
Is there a second to that amendment? Ms. Houston seconds that amendment. Discussion? Mr. 
Flannigan. 

» Flannigan: So I appreciate the effort here, but my concern is that whatever alternative language 
might be crafted needs to be in response to the judge's ruling. So I would be be hesitant to 
predetermine what part of the language were ruled by the court. We're a pretty active body, more so 
than just about any other elected body in maybe the entire state of Texas, so I'm pretty sure we'll be 
around to fix it post haste whenever a judge completes their ruling. 

» Mayor Adler: I feel the same way. We just don't know what the court's going to do. The court could 
adopt the language and say the language we have is fine. The court could say it's not fine because you 
mentioned the in-house auditor, but everything else is okay. Or the court could say, you can't mention 
an external a_uditor, but everything el~e is okay. Or they could ~ay those mentions are o~ay, but the --
the dollar amount was okay. And they could say you shouldn't have said one to five million dollars, you 
should have said a different number. We just don't know what the court would say, so picking the right 
answer at this point doesn't seem right to me. We should wait to see what the court says. Any further 
discussion on the troxclair amendment? All right. Take a vote. Those in favor of this amendment, 
troxclair amendment, please raise your hand. Houston voting yes, troxclair and alter voting yes. Those 
voting no, please raise your hand. It's the balance of the dais with council member pool abstaining. It has 
not passed. We're now back to the base motion. Council member troxclair. 

» Troxclair: Mayor, I'm very sorry, I have one more quick amendment. It would just add to the end of 
the base motion, add an estimated cost of one to five million that will potentially identify 160 million or 
more in annual savings opportunities for the city because I believe if we include the potential cost of the 
audit, which we do not know, that we should also include the potential savings that will come out of the 
audit. 

(12:41:10 AM] 
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» Mayor Adler: Okay. Council member troxclair proposes potential savings of what number did you say? 

» Troxclair: The lowest estimate I have heard is 160 million. 

» Mayor Adler: Your amendment says what? 

» Troxclair: It says it will potentially identify 160 million or more. 

» Mayor Adler: 160 is the number. Is there a second to that amendment? Is there a second? Ms. 
Houston seconds that. Discussion? 

» You could have not seconded and we could go home. 

» Mayor Adler: What's the basis for the 160 million or the 180 -- or 120 million? 

» Troxclair: Just like the city -- you and the city manager mentioned earlier that you used estimates 
based on the other cities and states that -- the cost estimates of how much they had spent on the audit, 
how much those same entities saved on the audit was for four to six -- generally 4 to 6%, 4 to 8% of their 
budget. 4% of our $4 billion budget is $160 million. So it's basically just extrapolating the same math 
that you used to come up with the 1 to $5 million and using that to apply it to the results as well. 

» Mayor Adler: And the 4 to 6%, was that because they changed the budget or because of the 
recommendations of the audit? 

» Troxclair: That is the recommendations of the plan. So potentially identify $160 million or more. Any 
further discussion on this? Mr. Flannigan. 

» Flannigan: I think there's a distinction on this, my understanding of the terms of ballot language, 
there's no guarantee of anything beyond the cost of doing this, so that would be improper to put in the 
ballot language. There are too many steps between the decision the voter is making and that thing 
occurring. 

» Mayor Adler: Let's g·o ahead and take a vote. Those in favor of the. 

» Troxclair: Amendment, please raise your hand. Ms. Troxclair. Anyone else? Ms. Houston. 

[12:43:10 AM] 

Those opposed, raise your hand. It's the balance of the dais with councilmember alter abstaining. All 
right. We're now back to the base motion. Yes, councilmember Garza. 

» Garza: This is everything, all -- okay. I just wanted to quickly say that I, too, have reservations about 
the charter amendments on here. We haven't had time to talk about them. That being said, it's my 
understanding the democracy dollars are one that do not have to be a charter amendment. Is that 
correct? City attorney and city manager? 
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» That's correct. We had sent something that said that that could be done through city ordinance. 
There were some issues with exactly how it would operate, but you could do it through ordinance. 

» Garza: Okay. I guess I'd give the direction for our city manager to, you know, look further into that 
and then either -- staff could bring it or a councilmember could bring it too, because I think that's an 
interesting concept we should further explore. 

» Mayor Adler: A study or analysis of that, I concur with councilmember Garza. All right. We have a 
motion and second to the base motion. Yes, councilmember kitchen. 

» Kitchen: I'd just like to take a second and thank you, councilmember Garza, for bringing that up. I also 
think that the democracy dollars is an intriguing idea, and I think we should take some steps so I 
appreciate you making that request to investigate it further. 

» Mayor Adler: Councilmember Flannigan? 

» Flannigan: I will not request to devoid the question of these items because I would have preferred to 
have a longer conversation about my preference for or against some of the individual bond propositions 
for the sake of all of our sanity and that I said most of that back in June, but I wanted that on the record. 

» Mayor .A:dler: Base motion, favor, please raise your hands. Those opposed? It's unanimous on the 
dais. Ms. Troxclair is voting no, Ms. Houston is off the dais. The others voting aye. This item passes. 
Because we have put the audit on the ballot, item number 112 is withdrawn. 

[12:45:16 AM] 

» Troxclair: Mayor? 

» Mayor Adler: Yes. Ms. Troxclair. 

» Troxdair: I would like to take a vote on item number 112 if I get a second. Can we take a vote as a 
council on item 1127 

» Mayor Adler: No, because it wouldn't be proper for us to vote on 112 at this point because we have a 
choice to make and we've made that choice. 

» Troxclair: So I think I asked four times before we voted on that item. 

» Mayor Adler: You did. 

» Troxclair: Can you explain to me why I wasn't give -- why this dais wasn't given the opportunity to 
vote on that? 

» Mayor Adler: Because the choice to the channel is either to do a or to do B. And we could either 
consider a or we could consider B. There's no requirement that we either consider a or we consider B, 
but we're only going to consider one. If that failed, we would consider the other one. 
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» Troxclair: Is there a requirement prohibiting -- I don't expect it to pass, based on the votes that were 
just taken. I would like to vote on that item. Is there anything prohibiting me from making a motion to 
pass item number 112 if I get a second? 

» Mayor Adler: Yes, because I think that would be an improper action, it would require us to reconsider 
the vote --

» Troxclair: It's only -- if it passes, we have a conflict but if it does not pass, there's no conflict. 

» Mayor Adler: I hear you. I don't think it's the proper thing for us to do. You can challenge that 
decision --

» Casar: I move we adjourn the meeting. 

» Troxclair: I'm making a motion to pass item 112. Is there a second? 

» Mayor Adler: It's out of order. We have nothing -- someone could -- you could ask my ruling to be 
overturned, but that would be the vote that we would have. Okay? I think we're done with all the items. 

» Renteria: Move to adjourn. 

» Mayor Adler: All right. It is now 12:44 and this meeting is adjourned. 
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TAB 3 



THE STATE OF TEXAS§ 

COUNTY OF TRAVIS · § 

I, Jannette S. Goodall, City Clerk of the City of Austin, Texas, do hereby certify 

that the foregoing instrument is a true and correct copy of the Certificate of Sufficiency of 

Initiative Petition, related to an initiative petition proposing an ordinance "requiring that 

there shall be BOTH a waiting period and voter approval by election before CodeNEXT 

( or any subsequent comprehensive revisions of the City's land development laws) is 

legally effective", as on file in the Office of the City Clerk the 23rd day of April, 2018. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal of the City of Austin at Austin, Texas, this 201h 

day of August, 2018. 

JANNETTE S. GOODALL 
CITY CLERK 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS 
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CERTIFICATE OF SUFFICIENCY OF INITIATIVE PETITION 

I, Jannette Goodall, City Clerk of the City of Austin, Texas, hereby certify that: 

The initiative petition proposing an ordinance "requiring that there shall be BOTH a waiting period 
and voter approval by election before CodeNEXT (or any subsequent comprehensive revisions of the 
City's land development laws) is legally effective." The initiative petition was filed with the City Clerk 
on March 29, 2018. 

At the time of filing, the petition was comprised of9,707 pages containing 31,062 signatures. 

In accordance with the City of Austin Charter and state law, the number of signatures required for a 
sufficient initiative petition is 5% of the qualified voters of the city or 20,000, whichever number is the 
smaller. 

Based on verification against the voter registration rolls obtained from Travis County, Hays County, 
and Williamson County, I have detennined the following facts regarding this petition: 

The raw-count number of signatures filed with the petition was 31,062. The required number of valid 
signatures is 20,000. The Texas Election Code authorizes the use of random sampling to verify 
petitions of large size, and the City has used the same random sampling method since 2002. Under 
that method, and in accordance with law, 25% of the total number of submitted signatures on this 
petition were verified, which equates to a sample size of 7, 766. 

Based on the analysis of the random sample results, it has been detennined that the petition meets the 
requirement for the minimum number of signatures of valid voters, based on the required minimum of 
20,000. Of the 7,766 submitted sample lin~s checked under the sampling method, 1,222 o_fthe sample 
lines were disqualified on account of bearing signatures of persons not on the voter list ( 1, 125), or of 
being duplicate signatures of registered voters who signed more than once (32), or for other reasons 
(65). The remaining 6,544 sample lines were validated as bearing signatures of qualified voters. 

Based on the above, the petition is determined to be sufficient. Please see the attached report for details 
on the statistical analysis. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official seal of the City of 
Austin on this the 23rd day of April, 2018. 

ette Goodall, City Clerk 
ity of Austin, Texas 
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THE STATE OF TEXAS§ 

COUNTY OF TRAVIS § 

I, Jannette S. Goodall, City Clerk of the City of Austin, Texas, do hereby certify 

that the foregoing instrument is a true and correct copy of an excerpt of one page from the 

Certificate of Sufficiency of Initiative Petition, related to an initiative petition proposing 

an ordinance "requiring that there shall be BOTH a waiting period and voter approval by 

election before CodeNEXT ( or any subsequent comprehensive revisions of the City's land 

development laws) is legally effective", as on file in the Office of the City Clerk the 23rd 

day of April, 2018. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal of the City of Austin at Austin, Texas, this 23rd 

day of August, 2018. 

JANNETT S. GOODALL 
CITY CLERK 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS 
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PETITION FOR AN AUSTIN ORDINANCE REQUIRING BOTH AWAITING PERIOD AND VOTER APPROVAL/~E-FQR~~G'.~P~~,~~1 OR 
COM PR EH ENS I VE LAND DEVELOPMENT REVISIONS BECOME EFFECTIVE . · : . : ::: : ,_; ~-: ·· 

We, the undersgned registered voters of the City of Austin, supp<rt a proposed ordinance requirill} that there shall be BOTH a waling period and voter approvih; ;Jti~~berb~ cc:&1'i:*-1hrlffl 
subsequent comprehensive revisions of the City's land devebpment laws) is legalty effective. No land entitlements sh al be granted or vested under the proposed comprehensive revisbns until both 
requirements are met. Therefore, we, the undersigned, propose this ordnance be placed on the next avaiable municpal eection for a vote of the citizens of Austin: 

I. Required Waitill} Period and Voter Referendum for Comprehensive Revisions of the City's Laid Development Lav.s. 
A Waiting Period. Code NEXT, or subsequent comprehensive revisions of the land development laws, shall not go into effect legally, or any laid entiHements be granted or vested under these laws, until 
the June 1st folbwilg the next regula~y scheduled councl electioos after Council adopts CodeNEXT or the comprehensive revisions. This waiting perbd is to ensure voters can learn about the proposed 
comprehensr.1e revisions and elect council members with sufficient time to amend or reject the prbrcouncifs aoopted cornprehensr.1e revisions before these laws mey go into effect. 
B. Voter Approval. After thewaitill} period in &Jbsection (A), CodeNEXT, or subsequentcofll)rehensive revisions of the land development lav.s, shal not go into effect, or any land entiHements begranP.d 
or vested under these laws, until the registered voters of Austin approve these lav.s at the next availci>e municipal election. Voters shal approve or disapprove CodeNEXT, or subsequent comprehensive 
revisions, in its entirety and not pecemeal. Should the voters fail to approve the comprehensive revisions, then the existing laid development laws remain in effect. Notwthstanding a,y cAher provision , 
under no circumstances, shall the voters' rejection of Codet\EXT or proposed comprehensive revisions underthis Sectioo be conscered or interpreted ac, repealng the existing land development code. 
C. This section overrides all city charter provisions, ordinances, and lav.s and should be liberalty construed to up,old Austin citizens' sovereign rights to control their government and laws. 
0. Severability Clause. If any provision of this ordinaice or its application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity does net affect other provisions or applications of this /:v;f. that can be 
given effect without the invaid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this act are declcred to be severci>e. 

ONLY REGISTERED VOTERS IN THE CffYOF AUSTIN MAY SIGN THIS PETmON. Please fill in ALL blanks that are NOT optional. / 
If you circulated this petition beyond your oousehad, please print your nane here: _______ . and your phone nurmer here: _________ . Thank you! 

DATE NAME (please print clearly) 
STREET ADDRESS SIGNED -------------------

SIGNATURE 
ow: Street no. an name: 

l(}JoZ- '\ ~J\'10,L J <" __ ?iJD Jex-a(} A~ 
2017 Austin TX ?8705 Zip code: 

PriL name e w: Street no. and name: 

(O_f_uJ - u54, r !£E_~_N ____ I cJo 1lxA'5 tiJ<Z 
2017 Sig na:e ber w: Austin TX 

Zip code:~~ 7 Q 'S 
Street no. an name: 

_/_ 
2017 Sign name below: Austin TX 

Zip code: 

QUESTIONS? Contact lndyAustin at512-53S-0989or contact@lndyAustin.org. 
This is pd. pol. act.J. by lndyAustin SPAC. 

COUNTY D.O.B. or VOTER EMAIL (optional) 
(check one) REGISTRATION --------------------

PHONE (optional) 

_¢Travis 
Qk2..J J3...j19~0 

D Williamson 

"fig Travis 
OR -------------------------D Williamson Voter no.~ '3'\~$g lf=H 

__}__}19_ 
Orravis 

OR ----------------------
D Williamson Voter no. 

Please print out, fill out all fields that are not optional, and mail to the following address ASAP: 
lndyAustin, PO Box 41479, Austin, Texas 78704 

OOOOOjl. 7-

v 

v 
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TAB 4 



THE STATE OF TEXAS§ 

COUNTY OF TRAVIS § 

I, Jannette S. Goodall, City Clerk of the City of Austin, Texas, do hereby certify that 

the foregoing instrument is a true and correct copy of Resolution Number 20180809-111, 

consisting of three pages, as approved by the City Council of Austin, Texas, at a Regular 

Called Meeting on the 9th day of August, 2018, as on file in the Office of the City Clerk. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal of the City of Austin at Austin, Texas, this 20th 

day of August, 2018. 

JANNETTES.GOODALL 
CITY CLERK 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS 
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RESOLUTION NO. 20180809-111 

WHEREAS, the purpose of the comprehensive rewrite of the Land 

Development Code, known as CodeNEXT, was to promote each of the priority 

programs and the adopted policies and goals of the Imagine Austin Comprehensive 

Plan and to comply with Article X, Sections 1 and 5 of the City Charter which 

requires that Austin's land development regulations be consistent with the 

comprehensive plan; and 

WHEREAS, a constantly amended timeline, spanning over five years, a 

combination of significant disruptions to the CodeNEXT .process including major 

changes to our city leadership and transition to a new 10-1 district system of 

~epresentation, adoption of*e Strategic Housing Blueprint and Strategic Direction . 

_2023 Plan, as well as multiple drafts 'Yith major revisions between each draft, ~ave 

in our community led to significant confusion and lack of confidence in the process 

that CodeNEXT can achieve its stated goals; and 

WHEREAS, many residents, businesses, and stakeholder groups throughout 

the community have expressed significant concerns that the CodeNEXT process 

has not reflec_ted their input or produced a dra.ft code they believe is consistent with 

Imagine Austin or adequately addresses Austin's challenges; and 

WHEREAS, over the course of the CodeNEXT process concerns have been 

raised about the reliability of the data provided to Council, including forecasting 

models and housing capacity analyses, which led Council to direct the City 

Manager through Resolution No. 20180628-125 to conduct additional testing and 

modeling of the latest draft of CodeNEXT and the recommendations of the City 

Co~missions by August 31, 2018; and 
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WHEREAS, City staff informed Council through a July 24, 2018 

Memorandum about challenges encountered in the testing process that make it 

difficult to meet the August 31, 2018 deadline and that Council would be provided 

a status update, including an anticipated timeline for the completion of the testing 

effort, once the participants and ~eeting dates are set; and 

WHEREA:S, committed volunteers from the Code Advisory Group, 

Planning Commission, Zoning and Platting Commission, other City Commissions, 

and City of Austin residents have dedicated countless hours to the CodeNEXT 

process leading to informative and valuable work, insight, and input; and 

WHEREAS, the process of a comprehensive rewrite of a Land 

Development Code is necessarily complicated and requires consistent executive 

leadership from staff, a stable political framework, and reliable analytical data; 

NOW THEREFORE, 

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF AUSTIN: 

The Council finds that due to a combination of significant disruptions to the 

process, CodeNEXT is no longer a suitable mechanism to achieve its stated goals 

or address the critical challenges currently facing our City. 
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....--------- ---- -·-·· . - ------ - .. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: 

The City Manager is directed to develop and propose a new process leading 

to a Land Development Code that achieves the stated goals of the City as outlined 

in the Imagine Austin Comprehensive Plan, the Strategic Housing Blueprint, 

Austin 's Watershed Protection Master Plan, and the Austin Strategic Direction 

2023 Plan; and considers any recommendations the City Manager may derive from 

the findings in any future City Auditor's special report that may be undertaken. 
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Jannette S. Goodall 
City Clerk 
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AUSTIN CITY CHARTER 
( excerpt from Article IV} 

ARTICLE IV. - INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM, AND RECALL. 

§ 1. - POWER OF INITIATIVE. 

The people of the city reserve the power of direct legislation by initiative, 
and in the exercise of such power may propose any ordinance, not in 
conflict with this Charter, the state constitution, or the state laws except 
an ordinance appropriating money or authorizing the levy of taxes. Any 
initiated ordinance may be submitted to the council by a petition signed 
by qualified voters of the city equal in number to the number _of 
signatures required by state law to initiate an amendment to this 
Charter. 

§ 2. - POWER OF REFERENDUM. 

The people reserve the power to approve or reject at the polls any 
legislation enacted by the council which is subject to the initiative process 
under this Charter, except an ordinance which is enacted for the 
immediate preservation of the public peace, health or safety, which 
contains a statement of its urgency, and which is adopted by the 
favorable votes of five (5) or more of the councilmembers. Prior to the 
effective date of any ordinance which is subject to referendum, a petition 
signed by qualified voters of the city equal in number to the number of 
signatures required by state law to initiate an amendment to this 
Charter may be filed with the city clerk requesting that any such 
ordinance be either repealed or submitted to a vote of the people. When 
such a petition has been certified as sufficient by the city clerk, the 
ordinance specified in the petition shall not go into effect, or further 
action thereunder shall be suspended if it shall have gone into effect, 
until and unless it is approved by the voters as herein provided. 

§ 3. - FORM AND VALIDATION OF A PETITION. 

A petition under Section 1 or Section 2 of this article is subject to the 
requirements prescribed by state law for a petition to initiate an 
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amendment to this Charter, and shall be in the form and validated in the 
manner prescribed by state law for a petition to initiate an amendment 
to this Charter. 

§ 4. - COUNCIL CONSIDERATION AND SUBMISSION TO VOTERS. 

When the council receives an authorized initiative petition certified by 
the city clerk to be sufficient, the council shall either: 

(a) Pass the initiated ordinance without amendment within ten (IO) days 
after the date of the certification to the council; or 

(b) Order an election and submit said initiated ordinance without 
amendment to a vote of the qualified voters of the city at a regular or 
special election to be held on the next allowable election date authorized 
by state law after the certification to the council. 

When the council receives an authorized referendum petition certified by 
the city clerk to be sufficient, the council shall reconsider the referred 
ordinance, and if upon such reconsideration such ordinance is not 
repealed, it shall be submitted to the voters at a regular or special 
election to be held on the next allowable election date authorized by state 
law after the date of the certification to the council. Special elections on 
initiated or referred ordinances shall not be held more frequently than 
once each six (6) months, and no ordinance on the same subject as an 
initiated ordinance which has been defeated at any election may be 
initiated by the voters within two (2) years from the date of such election. 

§ 5. - BALLOT FORM AND RESULTS OF ELECTION. 

The ballot used in voting upon an initiated or referred ordinance shall 
state the caption of the ordinance and below the caption shall set forth 
on separate lines the words, "For the Ordinance" and "Against the 
Ordinance." 

Any number of ordinances may be voted on at the same election in 
accordance with the provisions of this article. If a majority of the votes 
cast is in favor of a submitted ordinance, it shall thereupon be effective 
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as an ordinance of the city. An ordinance so adopted may be repealed or 
amended at any time after the expiration of two (2) years by favorable 
vote of at least three- fourths of the council. A referred ordinance which 
is not approved by a majority of the votes cast shall be deemed thereupon 
repealed. 
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THE STATE OF TEXAS§ 

COUNTY OF TRAVIS § 

I, Jannette S. Goodall, City Clerk of the City of Austin, Texas, do hereby certify that 

the foregoing instrument is a true and correct copy of City of Austin Ordinance No. 

20120628-089, consisting of a total of two pages, as approved by the City of Austin Council 

of Austin, Texas, at a Meeting on the 28th day of June, 2012, as on file in the Office of the 

City Clerk. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal of the City of Austin at Austin, Texas, this 22nd 

day of August, 2018. 

JANNETTE S. GOODALL 
CITY CLERK 

CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS 
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ORDINANCE NO. 20120628-089 

AN ORDINANCE ORDERING AN ELECTION TO BE HELD IN THE CITY OF 
AUSTIN ON NOVEMBER 6, 2012, FOR THE PURPOSE OF SUBMITTING A 
PROPOSED CHARTER AMENDMENT TO THE VOTERS. 

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF AUSTIN: 

PART 1. A charter amendment election shall be held in the City on November 6, 2012 
at which the ballot shall be prepared to permit voting "yes" or "no" on the following 
proposition: 

Proposition_ 

Shall the city charter be amended to reduce the number of signatures needed for a citizen 
initiated ordinance or referendum? 

PART 2. If Proposition_ is approved by the majority of voters voting at the election, 
Article IV , Sections 1 and 2, of the City Charter are amended to read as follows: 

§ 1 POWER OF INITIATIVE. 

The people of the city reserve the power of direct legislation by initiative, 
and in the exercise of such power may propose any ordinance, not in conflict 
with this Charter, the state constitution, or the state laws except an ordinance 
appropriating money or authorizing the levy of taxes. Any initiated ordinance 
may be submitted to the council by a petition signed by qualified voters of the 
city equal in number to the number of signatures required by state law to 
initiate an amendment to this Charter [at least ten (10) percent of tlle qualified 
,,o~ers of the city]. 

§ 2 POWER OF REFERENDUM. 

The people reserve the power to approve or reject at the polls any legislation 
enacted by the council which is subject to the initiative process under this 
Charter, except an ordinance which is enacted for the immediate preservation 
of the public peace, health or safety, which contains a statement of its urgency, 
and which is adopted by the favorable votes of five[~] or more of the 
councilmembers. Prior to the effective date of any ordinance which is subject 
to referendum, a petition signed by qualified voters of the city equal in number 
to the number of signatures required by state law to initiate an amendment to 
this Charter [at least tee (10) perceRt of the qualified voters of tae city] may be 
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filed with the city clerk requesting that any such ordinance be either repealed 
or submitted to a vote of the people. When such a petition has been certified as 
sufficient by the city clerk, the ordinance specified in the petition shall not go 
into effect, or further action thereunder shall be suspended if it shall have gone 
into effect, until and unless it is approved by the voters as herein provided. 

PART 3. If Proposition _ is approved by the majority of voters voting at the election, 
Article N, Sections 3 and 4, of the City Charter are repealed and replaced with a new 
Section 3 to read as follows: 

§ 3 FORM AND VALIDATION OF A PETITION. 

A petition under Section 1 or Section 2 of this article is subject to the 
requirements prescribed by state law for a petition to initiate an amendment to this 
Charter, and shall be in the form and validated in the manner prescribed by state 
law for a petition to initiate an amendment to this Charter. 

PART 4. If Proposition _ is approved by the majority of voters voting at the election, 
Article N, Section 5, is renumbered as Section 4, and the remaining sections of Article 
IV are renumbered accordingly. 

PART 5. This ordinance takes effect on July 9, 2012. 

PASSED AND APPROVED 

____ ....... J ........ u ........ n __ e -=-28 ______ , 2012 

APPROV 

§ /) 

i-------!:::u..t-~f~db~y--.t:=.-~-
Lee\l&f;;gwell 

Mayor 

ShirieyA. eentry 
City C erk 
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No. 18-0769 

Jn tbt &,upreme Qeourt of tEexai 

IN RE ALLAN MCMURTRY§ 
RELATOR § 

AFFIDAVIT OF GREG GUERNSEY 

STATE OF TEXAS 3 

3 

COUNTY OF TRAVIS 3 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned Notary Public, on this day appeared GREG 

GUERNSEY who, being by me first duly sworn, stated as follows: 

1. "My name is Greg Guernsey. I am over the age of eighteen years 

and I am competent to make this affidavit. I have never been convicted of a felony 

or any crime involving moral turpitude. 

2. I am the Director of the City of Austin's Planning and Zoning 

Department. 

3. I am the Department Director who was assigned to oversee CodeNEXT. 

CodeNEXT is a colloquial term that refers to the public process that the City used 

to develop a comprehensive revision of the City of Austin's Land Development 
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Code consistent with direction in the Imagine Austin Comprehensive Plan, which 

the City Council adopted as its master plan in 2012. The term "CodeNEXT" is 

also used in reference to the various drafts prepared for review and discussion by 

the public, the City's boards and commissions, and the City Council. 

"CodeNEXT" is not, and never has been, an Ordinance. 

4. As part of the CodeNEXT public process, City staff worked with 

outside consultants to develop several drafts of a proposed Land Development 

Code, to be codified as Title 23 of the City Code. 

5. The last draft of proposed Title 23-known as "Draft 3 "-was 

reviewed and discussed by various City's boards and commissions and received a 

formal recommendation from the Planning Commission. It was also discussed by 

the City Council at a series work sessions. Draft 3 consisted of approximately 

1500 pages. This Draft 3 was the operative version of CodeNEXT at the time the 

city council met on August 9, 2018. 

6. However, because the City Council's deliberations remained ongoing, 

at no time was a formal ordinance to adopt proposed Title 23 posted before 

Council or otherwise considered by Council. 

7. I have read the foregoing affidavit, and I declare under penalty of perjury 

that I have personal knowledge of the facts stated therein, and they are true and 

correct." 

2 
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SIGNED this 23RD day of Augus 
t 

BEFORE ME, personally appeared Greg Guernsey, proved to me through a 

government issued identification to be the person whose name is subscribed in the 

foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same for 

purposes and consideration thereby expressed. 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME on this 23rd day of 

August, 2018, to certify which witness my hand and official seal. 

""'"::•:,,,,,,. DEBBIE VALERO ..... ... "\. [fl~··~\ Notary Public, State of Texas 
\\··.~-~~§Comm.Expires 02-09-2020 
~,,t:fn~''" Notary ID 121179128 
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Timeline 

If Comprehensive Rewrite of LDC after 2018 election 

November 2020 ) 6/1/21 waiting 
Council election period 

November 2021 
ballot 
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